THE SAFEGUARD (Thouba & Yoonus)

Introduction
For all the 313 Messengers from Noah to Muhammad, only Adhikr-the Truth & Proofis revealed to teach mankind that there is no deity except Lord Allah and to serve Him
alone. Adhikr is the Food, Cloth, and Sight of the human soul. Without transforming
the Jinn soul mate into a believer with Adhikr and keeping Lord in heart, nobody will
become a believer. Among the people of every Messenger, 999 out of each 1000 will
enter Hell-Kafir Satan’s house, whereas only 1 who testifies Adhikr will return into
Paradise.
The Arabic text of the Quran is the body of the Book, Its meaning is the life of the Book
and Adhikr is the Soul of the Book. Arabic Quran reading Fujjar’s ledger is in Sijjeen of
Hell. They are the worst creatures who are destined into the 7 doors of Hell.
Among the community of Messenger, other people such as Jains, Buddhists, Hindus,
Jews, and Christians if they believe with Oneness of Lord and the Last Day and do
honorable deeds, they have their reward with their Lord, and there shall be no fear
upon them and for them will not be grieved.
This booklet contains two Sura (chapters): Thouba (Repentance) & Yoonus (Jonah)
taken from Adhikr-the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book. The purpose of this booklet
is to identify who is a believer (Lord’s Party) and who is a disbeliever (Satan’s Party). It
is the responsibility of mankind bestowed with intelligence to maintain the ecosystem
for 1000 communities of the Lord’s creatures. For that, one must indulge in doing and
promoting organic farming and planting trees all over the world.
Therefore, I would like to introduce to entire mankind “ADHIKR”-the Balance and Trust
to keep the earth and universe in their equilibrium. Whoever among mankind
holdfasts ADHIKR-the Safeguard, he did holdfast Lord and is guided into the
Straightpath. Since Adhikr is Lord’s Book, Its copyright is not reserved. The Three-TimeKnowledge Adhikr is formed in Three volumes in Malayalam Language and is uploaded
in www.straightpathonline.com. The first volume in English and in Arabic is also
uploaded. The second volume in English will be uploaded shortly. Therefore, whoever
likes to understand Adhikr-Lord’s Message for the entire mankind, may download It
from the website, translate It into different languages, convey and propagate It among
entire mankind.
-The Three-Time-Knower mentioned in verse 25: 59
________
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Thouba (9)
This Surath is named ‘Thouba’ (Repentance) from verse 117 which says that the
repentance is accepted from the believing ones who had inclined their belief from the
Straightpath. It is also named as ‘Bara’a’ (Freeing from the obligations) taken from the
1st verse: “This is the declaration from Lord Allah and His Messenger to free all the
agreements you had with the Mushriks”. This Medina revealed Surath contains 129
verses. On Hijra 9th, a group of the believers went for Hajj (pilgrimage) under the
leadership of Aboobacker while Messenger and about 30,000 followers went to Tabuk
for defending the Roman army. The Romans had withdrawn their force from Tabuk
even before Messenger and followers reached there. After camping one month at
Tabuk, Messenger and followers returned to Medina. Verses 1-40 were revealed
during Messenger’s return from Tabuk. So, through Ali, Messenger conveyed these
verses to Aboobacker for declaring to the people on the Day of Arafa at Mecca.
Many hypocrites in Medina sat without following Messenger to Tabuk and Aboobacker
for Hajj. They constructed Masjid Al-Dirar which was mainly for spreading hypocrisy,
making disassociation among the believers and for giving a station for Abu Amir—the
Christian priest from Khazraj Tribe who encouraged Meccan pagans as well Romans to
fight against Messenger and believers. Lord Allah revealed verses to demolish that evil
Masjid on the way of returning from Tabuk itself. On account of this, it is taught that
believer can’t enter any Masjid where there is no learning and teaching Adhikr—the
Guidance. The hypocrites and Kuffar who command evil and forbid good are
transgressors. As they are not considering Lord as Impartial, their prayer, charity, and
all other deeds will not be accepted; moreover, Lord intends to punish them by their
children and wealth, and they perish as disbelievers. The believer shouldn’t pray or
seek forgiveness for anyone among them even if they are his/her father, mother,
children or any closed relative since their destiny is Hell. The believer also should do
Jihad with Adhikr—Strong Weapon—against them and should behave harshly with
them. Since hypocrites and their Mushrik followers are filthy, they shouldn’t enter the
Sacred Masjid at Mecca. Not only that, but they are also to be killed if there is a group
of true believers implementing the command of verses 5 and 123 of this Surath.
Anyhow it will be implemented after the second coming of Jesus. Since there is no a
group of believers anywhere in the world, this Surath commands the odd-believer to
study Adhikr—the Real Knowledge—and to propagate It throughout the world aiming
to form peace with the harmony of mankind and to postpone the emergence of
Antichrist as well as the Dooms Day.
1. This is the declaration from Lord Allah and His Messenger to free all the
agreements you had with the Mushriks.
Hudayybiya Treaty was made between Mecca Mushriks and believers in the Hijra 6th
year as explained in verse 48: 20. But the Mecca Mushriks were breaching the
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conditions of the Treaty. Thus, on Hijra 8th, Meccan Triumph has happened and Mecca
came under the control of believers. On Hijra 9th, the believers performed pilgrimage
under the leadership of Aboobacker in the Islamic way while Mushriks performed it in
their traditional way. In that pilgrimage verses, 1-40 of this Surath was explained to
the people. And in addition to it, four conditions were declared: (1) Nobody will enter
the Paradise without becoming believer (2) Mushriks who associate in the Dominion
of Lord Allah shouldn’t participate in the pilgrimage after this year. (3) Encircling of
Ka’bah in the nude is prohibited. (4) Those from the Mushriks who agree with
Messenger, if they are not breaching it, the agreements will exist till their terms.
The Farewell Pilgrimage happened in Hijra 10th was under the leadership of
Messenger Muhammad and it was completed in the Islamic way. Thus, on that day,
the way of life of Lord from Adam to Last Day—Islam—was fulfilled by revealing the
part of verse 5: 3.
As explained in verse 3: 7, after 30 years of Messenger’s departure the Book reading
people are in three groups. Among them 1 in 1000—believer—who follows the dos
and don’ts of Lord’s Book Adhikr are only be in the Straightpath as explained in verses
1: 5; 2: 256; 3: 101 and 4: 174-175. The other two groups are the Fajir and Kafir. They
are the Fujjar whose ledger is in Sijjeen of Hell as told in verse 83: 7. When the believer
read verse 1: 4, he should pray by soul not to include among the wrath happened
hypocrites and their strayed followers mentioned in verse 1: 7. See explanations 7:
127, 137 and 168.
2. Then you travel in the land peacefully for 4 months, and you know that, indeed,
you are not going to defeat Lord Allah; indeed, Allah will disgrace the disbelievers.
As told in verse 8: 58, if you happen to see a people breaching the agreements with
you, then you throwback it to them on equal terms by saying: “We have no further
responsibility with you”. Without declaring the disagreement openly with such people,
starting a battle is prohibited for the believers. But when the disbelievers at the time
of Messenger started to breach the agreements secretly and made treaties with the
Jews and hypocrites against the believers, this verse was revealed. The 4 months
mentioned in this verse was from Dul-Hajj 10th of Hijra 9 to Rabbiyul-Akhir 10th of
Hijra 10.
During Messenger’s period, the Lord’s Book was not codified. But Mecca Mushriks
were called as the Kafirs since the verses of Lord’s Book was revealed in their language.
But after 30 years of Messenger’s departure, the Book reading hypocrites and their
Mushrik followers are the true disbelievers and Fujjar as explained in 4: 150-151. So,
they will be dragged prone on their faces into Hell, such are the most strayed and they
are in the worst place as explained in verses 2: 6-7 and 18. See explanation 2: 85; 4: 91
and 6: 25-26.
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3. And this is a declaration from Lord Allah and His Messenger to mankind on the
day of the great pilgrimage that Allah and His Messenger are disassociated from the
obligation with the Mushriks. So, if you repent, that is best for you; but if you are
turning away, then you know that you are not going to defeat Allah; and inform glad
news of painful punishment to those who disbelieved.
Today, the hypocritical leaders of different Muslim groups and their blind Mushrik
followers are the real disbelievers, wrongdoers, and Mujirims. They will quarrel, curse
and argue with each other in Hell as explained in 2: 166-167. It is commanded to the 1
in 1000 believer to tell such disbelievers: “For you, your way of life; and for me the
True way of life” as told in verse 109: 6. It is commanded to the Messenger and believer
not to obey the hypocrites and their disbelieving followers through verses 33: 1 and
48. See explanations 2: 254; 3: 196-197 and 4: 140.
4. Except those from the Mushriks with whom you agreed, then they are not
breaching in keeping it on you and are not supporting anyone against you; so, you
complete for them their treaty until their term is completed; indeed, Lord Allah loves
the heedful.
Since the believers are the vicegerents of Lord Allah, they will fulfill the agreements
and contracts made with mankind witnessing Lord Allah. Verses 60: 8-9 say: “Lord
Allah doesn’t forbid you from keeping the relationship with those who don’t fight with
you and expel you from your homes—from being righteous towards them and acting
justly toward them- indeed, Allah loves those who act justly. Allah only forbids to
withdraw the relationship from those who fight with you and expel you from your
homes and aid your enemies for your expulsion; and whoever makes allies of them,
then such are the only wrongdoers”.
Today, the Arabic Qur’an reading hypocrites and their blind followers are the enemies
of believers who are testifying Adhikr and propagating It to entire worlds. See
explanations 4: 135; 6: 89-90; 7: 40-41 and 179.
5. Then if the sacred months are passed, kill the Mushriks wherever you find them
and capture them and besiege them and sit in wait for them at every place of
ambush. But if they repent, establish prayer, and give welfare tax, let them free in
their ways. Indeed, Lord Allah is the Forgiving, the Merciful.
The sacred months mentioned here are 4 months mentioned in verse 9: 2. Today,
among mankind Arabic Quran reading Fujjar are only reading these verses. The
hypocritical leaders and their blind Mushrik followers mentioned in verses 33: 73; 48:
6 and 98: 6 are the inmates of Hell. And upon them is the curse and wrath from Lord.
They are the enemies of Lord Allah, Messenger, and believers as told in verses 41: 2629 and 63: 1-4. All their deeds such as prayer, fasting, pilgrimage will not be accepted,
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instead, they will get Hell as a fine for living aimlessly and heedlessly in this world as
explained in verses 2: 186; 4: 142-143 and 7: 179.
The command of this verse as well as 4: 91; 9: 123 and 33: 60-61 will only be
implemented by the second coming of Jesus. See explanation 4: 158-159; 7: 175-176
and 8: 22.
6. And if any of the Mushriks seek protection from you, grant him protection till he
hears the word of Lord Allah, then make him reach his place of safety; this is because
they are a people who are not having the Knowledge.
The Mushriks mentioned in this verse are the polytheists and idolaters belonging to
‘other-people’ of Messenger’s community. It is told in verse 9: 123: “Oh those who
believed! Kill the Kuffar who are mingled within you, and let them find firmness in you;
and know that Allah is with the heedful”. Here mentioned Kuffar includes both the
hypocrites and their blind Mushrik followers as told in verses 9: 67-68; 48: 6 and 98: 6.
Since today, there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, the odd-believer is
commanded to do great Jihad with Adhikr against the hypocrites and Kuffar as
explained in 3: 159 and 8: 49. The believer will propagate Adhikr—the Food, Cloth and
Sight of the human soul—to entire mankind to form a harmony of mankind as
explained in verses 2: 25, 62 and 8: 40. See explanation 7: 205-206 and 8: 74-75.
7. How can there be a covenant with Lord Allah and His Messenger for the Mushriks
except those with whom you made a covenant near Masjidul-Haram? If they keep
up the covenant, you also keep up it; indeed, Allah loves the heedful.
Today, Arabic Quran reading Fujjar are only reading these verses. But these soulless
and worthless people have made their food ‘rejecting Adhikr’. They are the
transgressors who breach the covenants made with Lord and mankind as explained in
verses 7: 102 and 8: 58. So the believer is prohibited to obey the hypocrites and their
blind disbelieving followers as explained in verse 2: 152. See explanations 2: 2 and 7:
172-174.
8. How is it possible? If they overcome you, they don’t observe concerning you any
pact of kinship or covenant of protection, they please you with their mouths but hate
you with their hearts, and most of them are the transgressors.
The disbelievers in Mecca during Messenger’s period were knowing well that
Messenger was saying the Truth. As the believers with Messenger were weakling in
number and power, the disbelievers arrogantly breached the covenants with them. As
they were breaching the covenants knowingly, they are denoted as the transgressors.
Today, Adhikr—the Splendid Book—is formed. So, whoever among Arabic Qur’an
reading Fujjar doesn’t judge with Adhikr in his individual, family and social life, such
are the disbelievers, wrongdoers, and transgressors as explained in 5: 44, 45 and 47
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respectively. The believer who holdfasts Lord by holding firmly Adhikr—the Safeguard,
he is in the Straightpath. So, nobody can harm or ridicule as explained in verses 3: 101102 and 5: 48. See explanations 2: 6-7, 99; 7: 146-147 and 8: 55.
9. They are purchasing miserable prices for Lord Allah’s verses, and thus they are
obstructing people from His Path; indeed, how evil they were doing!
‘Lord’s Path’ is Adhikr. Hypocritical transgressors are hiding, rejecting and obstructing
mankind from Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book as mentioned in verse
25: 33. These soulless wrongdoers are distorting Lord’s verses for their whims and for
maintaining the organizational spirits. So, they and their disbelieving audience will be
gathered in Hell as explained in verse 4: 140. They are filling Fire in their bellies by
hiding and purchasing Lord’s verses for a petty price as explained in verse 2: 174.
Without being a believer with Adhikr, prayers will not be responded and deeds will not
be accepted as explained in verse 2: 186. They will get Hell as fine for living aimlessly
and heedlessly in the 4th phase as explained in verses 2: 39; 7: 179; 9: 67-68; 25: 34
and 65-66. Verse 63: 2 also ends as: “Indeed, how evil they were doing!”. See
explanations 2: 159-161; 3: 187 and 6: 26.
10. They don’t observe toward a believer any pact of kinship or covenant of
protection, and it is they, they are the aggressors.
The soulless hypocrites are preferring for bodily and worldly life than the soul and
Hereafter. They are the Mujirims serving Satan as explained in verses 7: 40-41. Their
thought about Lord is so evil that Allah’s curse and wrath are affected upon them. They
don’t consider the Lord as the Impartial. Rejecting the fact that in the Hereafter
Judgement will be done taking out the recording Book fastened upon everyone’s neck
as explained in 1: 2; 2: 113 and 17: 13-14, these aimless hypocrites teach the mankind
that “it is Lord Allah who will judge among his servants on the Day of Judgment”. These
human devils are guiding their followers into Hell by hiding and rejecting Adhikr—the
Ticket to the Paradise and Safeguard against all disasters, calamities, and Hell. They
encourage people to read Arabic Qur’an by rejecting verses 3: 7-10; 4: 43 and 150-151.
See explanation 1: 7; 2: 166-169 and 7: 175-176.
11. Then if they repent, and establish prayer, and pay welfare tax, they are your
brothers in religion; and We are explaining verses clearly for the people who are
having the Knowledge.
Lord’s Book was not codified during the revelation of this verse. So, if the hypocrites
repent, perform prayer and pay welfare tax, the believers could consider them as
brothers in religion. It is told in verses 4: 145-146: “The hypocrites are in the bottom
of the Fire, except those who repent, reform, holdfast with Lord Allah, and dedicate
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their whole life sincerely to Allah, such are with the believers; and certainly, Allah will
give believers a great reward”.
Today, Adhikr is formed as the Splendid Book as mentioned in verses 41: 41-42 in
which no falsehood shall enter before or after Its codification. So, nobody can become
a believer without It, and no prayer or no deed will be accepted without It as explained
in verse 2: 111. See explanations 3: 19-21, 91 and 8: 33, 48-50; 9: 28, 95.
12. And if they breach their pledges after their treaty and ridicule your religion, then
fight with leaders of disbelief; indeed, they have no values for their pledges, so that
they may retire.
Since disbelievers of Mecca during Messenger’s time were continuously breaching the
covenants made with the believers and were obstructing the believers from entering
the Sacred Masjid-Al-Haram as explained in verse 9: 3, Messenger and believers with
him are commanded to fight with them. As there is no any group of believers anywhere
in the world today, the odd-believer is commanded to do great Jihad with Adhikr
against the hypocrites who hide even the 40 names of Adhikr and the Kuffar who reject
It as explained in 2: 145 and 9: 73. See explanations 2: 26-27; 3: 78 and 4: 63.
13. Would you not fight a people who broke their pledges and attempted to expel
the Messenger, and they had begun the attack against you at first? Are you fearing
them? Then it is Lord Allah whom you deserve to fear if you are believers.
Believers are living only for Lord Allah. So, they are commanded to fight with the
disbelievers—who are the enemy of Allah—without considering the kinship and
worldly gains as explained in verses 8: 17-18. Today, Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are
celebrating Eid and fasting by observing the moon in different places on different days
without accepting Qibla at Mecca. So, the odd-believer shouldn’t obey or fear them,
and they should only fear the Lord as explained in verses 2: 149-150. See explanations
5: 54-56; 8: 30 and 46-48.
14. You fight them so that Lord Allah punish them with your hands, humiliate them,
and He may help you over them and to have tranquil the chests of believing people.
15. And to remove anger from their hearts, and Lord Allah accepts the repentance
of whom He wishes, Allah is the All-Knowing, the Wise.
Battle was commanded to the group of believers during the time of Messenger to
punish, humiliate and dominate the disbelievers with the small army of Lord as
explained in verses 8: 43-44. It was also for healing the chests of believers by bracing
their confidence and to remove the anger from the hearts of hypocrites and giving a
chance for those who repent among them. It is told in verses 10: 57-58: “Oh mankind!
There has come to you an Advice from your Lord, a healing for whatever is in your
chests, a Guidance and a Mercy for the believers. You Say: ‘It is better to rejoice with
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Adhikr which is Bounty and Mercy than whatever you are gathering’". It is told in verse
9: 125 that for the hypocrites and Mushrik followers, Adhikr will add nothing expect
filth over filth. It is told in verse 17: 82 that Adhikr is the Mercy and Healing for the
believing people while for the wrongdoing hypocrites, It will increase nothing but loss.
Today there is no war or bloodshed; instead, the odd-believer is commanded to do
Jihad with Adhikr against the hypocrites and Kuffar who repeatedly hide verses of Lord
as explained in verse 10: 33. Since they are hurrying for the 30th pseudo-prophet
Antichrist by hiding Adhikr, they will be killed by the second coming of Jesus as
explained in verses 4: 91 and 158-159. See explanation 3: 154; 4: 174-175; 8: 8 and 41.
16. Do you reckon that you will be freed? While Lord Allah has not yet made clear
those among you who do Jihad and don’t take as patrons other than Allah, His
Messenger, and the believers? And Allah is Acquainted with whatever you are doing.
Mankind created in the Paradise is deputed to earth to testify them with what they
have been provided as explained in verses 5: 48 and 6: 165. All 313 Messengers from
Noah to Muhammad have been sent with Adhikr—the Guidance, Food, Cloth and Sight
of the human soul—as explained in verses 4: 163 and 7: 26. Today, only Arabic Quran
reading Fujjar—the people of Messenger—are reading these verses among mankind.
But by forgetting Adhikr, they have become the worthless as told in verse 25: 18. The
Arabic Quran reading Fujjar are the Mujirims who are serving Satan as explained in
verse 7: 40. They are following the footsteps of Satan as explained in verses 2: 168169. The believer shouldn’t select the cursed and wrath affected hypocrites and
Mushriks as protectors and friends neglecting the command of the verses 3: 28 and 4:
144. See explanation 2: 254-255; 4: 59 and 5: 55-56.
17. It is not suitable for the Mushriks to maintain the Masjids of Lord Allah while
they witness upon their soul with disbelief; such are the ones whose deeds are in
vain, and they will abide in the Fire forever.
Today, Masjids all over the world including the Sacred Masjid at Mecca are under the
control of cursed and wrath affected hypocrites and their Mushrik followers as told in
verses 33: 73; 48: 6 and 98: 6. Since they hide and reject Adhikr—the Best
Interpretation of Lord’s Book mentioned in 25: 33—they are the fuel of Hellfire from
mankind. The believing men and women all over the world belonging to all mankind
will be separated into Hijaz to punish these filthy hypocrites and Mushriks as explained
in verses 7: 127 and 137. See explanations 2: 62, 113-114 and 9: 67-68.
18. Indeed, the Masjids of Lord Allah should be governed by the one who believed
with Allah and the Last Day, establish prayers, pay welfare tax and they will not fear
anyone except Allah, they may be expected among those who follow the True
Guidance.
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Lord’s Book was not codified during the revelation of this verse. That is why those who
believe with Allah, Last Day, establish prayers and pay welfare-tax can become the
maintainers of Masjid. Today, Adhikr is formed as a Book. So, whoever testifies and
follows It can only be the maintainers of Masjids. It is told in verses 3: 101 and 4: 174175 that whoever holdfasts Adhikr, he did holdfast Lord and he is guided into the
Straightpath. Arabic Qur’an reading hypocrites and their followers (Fujjar) are not
testifying Adhikr. so, at the time of each of their death, Lord will tell them that they
were among disbelievers as told in verse 39: 59. These soulless and worthless
disbelievers will witness against their soul that they were disbelievers at the time of
death vide verse 7: 37 and on the Day of Judgment vide verse 6: 130. The Fujjar
mentioned in verse 83: 7 are the Kuffar as told in verses 83: 34-36. Their ledger is in
Sijjeen of Hell as told in verse 83: 7.
As there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, there is no need for
maintenance of Masjids today. So, the odd-believer must read Adhikr in the dawn and
dusk and do the prolonged ‘Prostration of Recitation’ as explained in verses 7: 205206. See explanation 3: 91; 5: 48 and 9: 13.
19. Are you considering giving drinks for the pilgrims and maintaining Sacred Masjid
just like the one who believed with Lord Allah, the Last Day and do Jihad in the way
of Allah? They are not alike in the Sight of Allah, and Allah doesn’t guide the
wrongdoing people.
Meccan Mushriks at the time of Messenger were proud that they were in Truth by
giving drinks to the pilgrims and maintaining the Sacred Masjid. So, through this verse
Lord is saying that such deeds are not equal to believing in Allah and doing Jihad in His
way. Today, these verses are read by Fujjar. But they are disassociated into different
organizations, and each group is building and maintaining their own Masjid all over
the world. They are proudly indulged in building Masjids and religion studying schools
(Madrasa) all over the world. Most of them are teaching the reading of the Arabic
Qur’an (body of the Book), while some of them are teaching the meaning of the Book
(life of the Book). None of them are teaching Adhikr which is Soul of the Book as
explained in verses 3: 7-10. If these wrongdoers are compared to burden carrying
donkeys through verse 62: 5, they are compared to a dog that will not change its
attitude through verse 7: 175-176. See explanation 2: 177, 258; and 8: 22.
20. Those who believed and migrated, did Jihad in Lord Allah's way with their wealth
and their soul has the highest ranks near Allah; and such are the only triumphant.
Today, Adhikr is formed as the Splendid Book. So, nobody can become a believer
without It as explained in verse 2: 256. The believer who is doing Jihad with Adhikr
against the hypocrites and Kuffar by testifying verse 66: 9 will not be forced for
migration today. He is having the awareness about the aim of life that he has to
9
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prepare the Paradise in his 4th phase to inherit It in his 7th phase as explained in verses
3: 136 and 7: 43. He helps the Impartial Lord by propagating His Message throughout
the world so that Lord will help him back as explained in verse 2: 245. It is told in verse
59: 20 that the inmates of Fire and the inmates of Paradise are not alike, the inmates
of Paradise are triumphant. It is told in verse 24: 52 that anyone who obeys Allah and
His Messenger, fears Him and keeps Him in his heart, such will only be triumphant. See
explanations 2: 2-5; 3: 79 and 6: 125-126.
21. Their Lord gives them glad news of Mercy and Pleasure from Him, and Paradise;
for them have in It everlasting bliss.
22. They will live in It forever eternally, indeed, near Lord Allah is the Greatest
Reward.
As there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, the odd-believer must follow
and testify Adhikr, do and promote organic farming and planting trees which is
beneficial for 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures as explained in verses 7: 205-206.
So, Adhikr will argue and witness in favor of him and will cause to enter him into the
Paradise as explained in verses 4: 95-96. See explanations 2: 25; 5: 119 and 8: 74.
23. Oh, those who believed! Don’t take your fathers and your brothers as protectors
if they prefer disbelief upon belief; and if anyone among you selects them, such are
the wrongdoers.
The believer who follows and testifies the Best Book Adhikr can't accept even their
fathers or brothers as patrons if they are preferring disbelief over the Faith as
explained in verses 3: 196-197. If he obeys such people, he is the wrongdoer. It is told
in 66: 11-12 that Asia—the woman of Pharaoh—and Mariam—mother of Jesus—are
quoted as the role models for believing men and women. Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar
who hides and rejects Adhikr are preferring only to worldly and bodily life than the
soul and the Hereafter. So, they will have great punishment and Allah doesn't guide
such disbelieving people as told in verse 16: 107. So, the believer shouldn't obey such
disbelievers. Moreover, he is commanded to say them as per verse 109: 6: "For you,
your way of life, while for me the True way of life". Verse 5: 67 also ends as: "Allah will
not guide the disbelieving people". See explanations 2: 17, 254; 3: 28 and 9: 16.
24. You say: “If your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your spouses, your relatives,
the wealth that you have acquired, the trade in which you fear a decline and the
houses with which you are pleased—are more beloved into you than Lord Allah and
His Messenger and doing Jihad in His Way, then you wait until Allah comes with His
Command; Allah doesn’t guide a transgressing people”.
Adhikr is the Wise Reminder which reminds the aim of life. So, the believer must learn,
teach, follow and propagate It throughout the world. If anyone hides It, they are the
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losers as explained in verse 2: 121. Today, there is no group of believers anywhere in
the world, so there is no Jihad with weapons. Instead, the odd-believer has to do Jihad
with Adhikr—the Strongest Weapon—against the hypocrites and Kuffar as explained
in verses 5: 47. If the Arabic Qur'an reading Fujjar hide Adhikr—the Reminder for the
entire worlds—It will be entrusted to 'other-people' belonging to Messenger's
community as explained in verses 6: 89-90. Verse 9: 67 ends as: "The hypocrites are
the transgressors". And the verse 2: 99 ends as: "No one will hide Adhikr—the Food,
Cloth and Sight of the human soul—except the transgressors". It is told in verse 63: 6
that it is the same whether Messenger or believer seeks forgiveness for the
hypocritical transgressors, Allah will never forgive them; indeed, Allah will not guide
such transgressing people. Verses such as 9: 80; 24: 55 and 61: 5 end as: "Allah will not
guide such transgressing people". See explanations 4: 133; 5: 86, 108 and 9: 80.
25. Surely, Lord Allah has helped you in many battlefields and on the day of ‘Hunain’
when you were proud of your huge numbers, but the numbers benefited you
nothing; the earth with all its vastness was seemed as narrow upon you, then you
turned back in retreat.
While verse 8: 19 addresses the disbelievers of Mecca, this verse addresses the
followers in Medina at the time of Messenger. The Battle of Hunain happened in the
9th month of year Hijra 8th. There were about 12000 followers with the Messenger.
Even though the enemies were small, the Muslim force can't stand firm. The earth was
seemed as narrow to them with all its vastness as if they have no place to run away
from the battlefield. Only Messenger and some believers stand firmly on the
battlefield. By seeing this those who ran away re-joined with Messenger and defeated
the enemies.
The moral of this verse is that the believer should have the True concept about the
Three-Time-Knower Lord as submitted by Adhikr. By holding Adhikr—the Unbreakable
Rope extended from Paradise to earth—he did holdfast Lord Allah and is guided into
the Straightpath as explained in verses 3: 101-103. The believer is commanded to be
the proud representative of the Lord through verse 3: 79. Today, the odd-believer is
commanded to do Jihad against the hypocrites and Kuffar with Adhikr—the Safeguard
and the Splendid Book. If the believer is calling mankind to Lord with Adhikr—the Best
Book; the disbelievers, wrongdoers and transgressors mentioned in verses 5: 44, 45
and 47 are dragging mankind into the Hell—the house of Satan—as explained in verse
7: 202. See explanation 2: 152, 157; 3: 153 and 8: 41.
26. Then Lord Allah sent down His Tranquility upon His Messenger and the believers,
and sent down forces which you didn’t see, and punished those who disbelieved,
and that is the reward for the disbelievers.
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It is told in verses 41: 30-32 that indeed, those who declared that their Lord is Allah
and have steadfast in that state, upon them Angels will descend saying: "you do not
fear and you do not grieve, and you be happy with glad tidings of Paradise which you
were promised. We are your patron both in this world and in the Hereafter. There is
the Paradise, in which you will have whatever your soul desires and whatever you ask
for; as a hospitable gift from Lord Allah, the Oft-Forgiving, the Most-Merciful”. Verse
48: 4 says: “It is He Who sent down tranquility into the hearts of the believers to
increase faith along with their current faith; And to Lord Allah belongs the soldiers of
the heavens and the earth, and Allah is the All-Knowing, the Wise”. It is told in verse
48: 18 “Surely, Lord Allah was pleased with the believers when they pledged with the
Messenger under the tree during Hudayybiya Treaty, and He knew what was in their
hearts, so He sent down tranquility upon them and rewarded them with an imminent
triumph”. It is told in verse 48: 26: When those who disbelieved put into their hearts
heat and transgression – heat and transgression of ignorance; but Allah sent down His
tranquility upon His Messenger and upon the believers and firmed them with the word
of heedfulness, and they were more deserving It and the people of It, and Allah is the
Knower of everything”. With Adhikr which is the Best Interpretation of Lord's Book
mentioned in verse 25: 33, one will get peace and tranquility. Verse 13: 28 ends as:
Know that with the remembrance of Allah with Adhikr, the hearts will achieve peace
and tranquility. See explanation 3: 10-12, 102, 154 and 8: 11.
27. Then Lord Allah will accept the repentance upon those whom He Wishes; and
Allah is the Forgiving, the Merciful.
By testifying the order of verse 9: 6, Messenger showed a noble and generous attitude
towards the enemies at the Battle of Hunain. Thus, most of them accepted the belief.
After Battle of Uh'd Messenger gently dealt with the hypocrites as explained in verse
3: 159. As Adhikr was not codified in that time, hypocrites were having a chance to
repent under the conditions mentioned in verse 4: 146. But today, Adhikr is formed as
the Splendid Book. So only whoever holdfasts It, he is only guided into the Straightpath
as explained in verses 3: 101; 4: 174-175 and 5: 48. All other Arabic Qur’an reading
Kuffar who are commanding evil and are forbidding good will be dragged into the Hell
prone on their faces, such are in the worst place and they are the most strayed as told
in verses 25: 33-34. See explanation 2: 62; 4: 17-18; 8: 17 and 62-64.
28. Oh, those who believed! Indeed, Mushriks are filthy, so they shouldn’t approach
the Sacred Masjid after this year; If you fear poverty, Lord Allah will enrich you from
His Bounty, if He Wishes; Indeed, Allah is the All-Knowing, the Wise.
During the revelation of this verse, the Sacred Masjid at Mecca was under the control
of Meccan pagans (Mushriks). Then this verse was revealed during the pilgrimage
under the leadership of Aboobacker in the 9th year of Hijra as explained in verse 9: 1.
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But they had no codified Book with them at that time. Today, Adhikr-the Best
Interpretation of Lord’s Book-as mentioned in verse 25: 33 is codified as a Book. The
hypocrites who are knowingly hiding even the 40 names of Adhikr and their Mushrik
followers who are rejecting It are the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar. They are
disassociated into different groups and became the real Mushriks and disbelievers as
explained in verses 4: 150-151. It is told in verse 9: 95 that hypocrites are filth, and in
verse 9: 125 Adhikr will increase nothing but filth over filth to the hypocrites, and they
have died as disbelievers. The Trust Adhikr is revealed to punish the wrath and curse
affected hypocritical men and women as well as the Mushrik men and women as told
in verses 33: 73; 48: 6 and 98: 6. They are the real Mushriks mentioned in 55 places
such as 2: 137, 176; 6: 159; 23: 52-53 and 30: 31-32. These soulless and worthless have
made their food ‘rejecting Adhikr’ as explained in verse 7: 26. They are not following
any Prophet or Messenger, instead, they are following 29 pseudo-prophets and are
welcoming the 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. Since they don’t transform their Jinn
soul mate into a believer as explained in verse 3: 102, they are serving and obeying
Satan as explained in verses 6: 55 and 7: 40. If one utilizes Adhikr as the Insight, he can
see that these worst people’s prayers are more strayed than the Meccan pagans as
explained in verse 8: 35. So they should be banned from entering the Sacred Masjid.
As there is no group of believers anywhere in the world today, the command of this
verse will be implemented only after the proclamation of Mahdi. The believers all over
the world from mankind will be separated into Hijaz, thus the World-Triumph for the
believers will occur as explained in verses 7: 127 and 137. After the departure of the
last Sabiq to the Paradise, the Pole-shift of the earth will occur. That day Antichrist will
appear as explained in verses 4: 158-159. See explanations 2: 62; 3: 187; 8: 22 and 55.
29. You fight with those who didn’t believe with Lord Allah and in the Last Day, and
who didn’t forbid what Allah and His Messenger have forbidden and who didn’t
adopt the True Religion among those who were given the Book until they give the
tax willingly and that they are humbled.
Today, the hypocrites and their Mushrik followers are reading these verses all over the
world. They didn’t have a belief with the Lord of the universe and in the Hereafter
since they hide and reject Adhikr as explained in verse 3: 112. They are claiming and
boasting that they are the true believers while these Mujirims are serving Satan and
are the real Kafirs as explained in verses 4: 150-151. They are not following the True
Way of life-Islam-submitted by Adhikr- The Truth. Instead, they are following satanic
footsteps as explained in verses 2: 168-169.
There is no group of believers anywhere in the world as that of Messenger’s period.
So the odd-believer is commanded to do great Jihad with Adhikr—the Strong
Weapon—against the worthless hypocrites and Kuffar as explained in verses 3: 119
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and 4: 63. By the second coming of Jesus, these worst creatures mentioned in verse 8:
22 will be killed by the ‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s community who are
leading a natural lifestyle today implementing the command of the verses 4: 91; 9: 5,
123 and 33: 60-61. Then only they will get confirmation that Adhikr is Lord’s Book as
told in 38: 8. It is told in verse 6: 158 if one of the 10 crucial sings of Dooms Day appear,
no soul will be benefited with its faith. See explanations 2: 165-167; 3: 19, 85 and 7:
157-158.
30. And the Jews say: Uzair is the son of Lord Allah, and the Christians say: The
Messiah is the son of Allah; that is their saying with their mouths, they imitate the
saying of those who disbelieved before them, Allah had killed them; how they are
deluded?
The Jews and Christians are considered as people of the Book during Messenger’s
time. But after the codification of Lord’s Book which testifies and safeguards all the
312 previous Books, the people of Book are Arabic Quran reading Fujjar. So, they must
propagate Adhikr which explains everything to entire mankind to form True belief with
the Lord and to fulfill the aim of life as explained in verses 4: 1-2. But the wrath affected
hypocrites and their strayed followers mentioned in verse 1: 7 are hiding and rejecting
Adhikr, and they are hurrying of the Dooms Day. If anyone utilizes Adhikr as the
Balance and Insight, he can see that these soulless and worthless disbelievers are in
front of all mischievous activities like terrorism, bloodshed and sexual harassment all
over the world than any other people. They are the inmates of Hell from the
Messenger’s community as explained in verse 2: 62.
It is told in verse 63: 4: Allah has killed the hypocrites, how they are deluded. That
means the soulless hypocrites by hiding and rejecting Adhikr—the Food, Cloth, and
Sight of the human soul—are deluded from the Straightpath. It is told in verse 80: 17
that whoever hides Adhikr—the Ticket to the Paradise—has been killed. For real Kuffar
who are the Fujjar, the read heard and touched Book will argue and witness against
them and will push them into the Hell as explained in verse 3: 115. See explanations
2: 259; 5: 17, 77 and 7: 179.
31. They have taken their priests and monks as lords besides Allah, and the
Messiah—the son of Mariam; while they were not commanded except to serve one
Deity, there is no deity except Him, glory be to Him from having the partners they
are associating with Him.
This verse is portraying about the Jews and Christians during Messenger’s time as well
as today’s Fujjar who are reading Arabic Qur’an. All 313 Messengers are sent down
with Adhikr—the Truth and Evidence—to teach mankind that there is no deity except
Lord Allah, and to serve Him alone as explained in verse 21: 24-25. But in each 1000,
only 1 will become a believer who follows Adhikr as explained in verse 4: 118. The
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other 999 will serve Satan and will follow Satan’s footsteps as explained in verses 2:
168-169.
Today, the hypocritical men and women and their followers Mushrik men and women
are not considering Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book—which testifies
and safeguards all the 312 previous Books and their straight explanations as explained
in verse 16: 44. As explained in verse 3: 7, out of 3 groups of Arabic Qur’an reading
Fujjar, only believers who follow Its do’s and don’ts will be benefited with It. Lord’s
curse and wrath affected hypocrites and followers—Fujjar and Kuffar—are inmates of
Hellfire as explained in verses 2: 39; 5: 10, 86; 82: 14. Their ledger is in Sijjeen as told
in verse 83: 7. Each group’s destiny from them is fixed into any of the 7 doors of Hell
as explained in verse 15: 44. Today, ‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s
community such as Hindus, Jews, Christians, Jains, and Buddhists, if are believing with
the Oneness of Lord, the Day of Judgment and do righteous deeds, there shall be no
fear upon them and for them will not be grieved as explained in verse 2: 62. Whoever
from Arabic Quran reading Fujjar don’t judge with Adhikr—the Splendid Book—in his
individual, family, and social life; such are the disbelievers, wrongdoers, and
transgressors as explained in verses 5: 44, 45 and 47 respectively. They have been
killed vide verse 80: 17 since they hide the Ticket for returning to the Paradise. For
these Mujirims, the doors of Heaven will not be opened and they will not enter the
Paradise till a camel is passing through an eye of tailor’s needle as explained in verses
6: 55 and 7: 40. By utilizing Adhikr, the believer who considers Lord Allah as Impartial
will change his Ledger from Sijjeen which is in the Hell into Illiyeen which is in the as
explained in 83: 7 and 18. He is always in a conscious about the recording Book
fastened around his neck which records all his deeds, words and even though, and the
judgment in the Hereafter will be done based on this Book as explained in verses 17:
13-14 and 18: 49. He will try to lead a life under the Light of Adhikr so that he will get
his recording Book in his right hand in the Hereafter as explained in 2: 62. The soulless
and worthless people will die witnessing against their soul as “indeed, they were
disbelievers” as explained vide verse 7: 37. These disbelieving, wrongdoing and
Mujirim hypocritical leaders and their followers will argue, curse and blame each other
in Hell as explained in verses 2: 165-167.
“Glory is to Him from having the partners that they are associating with Him,” told in
the verse means: The aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers will not meet
the Impartial Lord submitted by the Best Book—Husna. See explanation 1: 4; 2: 33 and
7; 205-206.
32. They intend to extinguish the Light of Lord Allah with their mouths, while Allah
will not give up except fulfilling His Light, even though the disbelievers are hating It.
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Verse 61: 8 is also having the same Message. The Light is one of the 40 names of Adhikr
mentioned in 32 places such as in verses 2: 257; 4: 174; 7: 157 and 14: 1. With the Light
and the Clear Book—Adhikr—only one will be guided into the Straightpath as
explained in verse 5: 16. Whoever follows the Light sent down upon Messenger will
only prosper as explained in verse 7: 157. The Knowledge, Guidance and Enlightening
Book mentioned both in verses 22: 8 and 31: 20 is Adhikr. As told in verse 66: 8, the
believer’s prayer is: “Our Lord! You perfect our Light to us, and You grant forgiveness
upon us; indeed, You are capable upon everything”.
The wrath affected hypocrites and their strayed followers mentioned in verse 1: 7 are
intending to extinguish Adhikr—the Light. It is told in verses 57: 12-15: On the Day you
see believing men and believing women, their Light will be proceeding in front of them
and their right; in this Day you have glad tidings about the paradise beneath which
rivers are flowing, you will be eternal in it, it is the great triumph. And on that Day the
hypocritical men and hypocritical women will be asking to those who believed: ‘You
Wait for us so that we may use from your Light’; they will be replied: ‘You go back to
the worldly life and there you seek the Light; then a wall will be formed between them
which has a door ’, inside of it is the Mercy, while in outside of it is the punishment.
The hypocrites will call the believers: ‘Were we not with you?’ Believers will reply: ‘Yes,
but you destroyed yourselves, you were doubtful, you were waiting, you were
deceived by your false desires until Command of Allah came, and the great deceiver—
Satan—deceived you concerning the Lord. So today no ransom will be accepted from
you or your disbelieved followers, your refuge is the Fire, it is the refuge to you, what
a wretched is the destination’”. Without transforming the Jinn-soulmate with Adhikr—
the Food, Cloth, and Sight of the soul—nobody becomes a believer and will die
witnessing against their soul that indeed, they were disbelievers as explained in verses
3: 102 and 7: 37. See explanation 2: 6-7; 4: 140, 174-175 and 9: 67-68.
33. It is He Who has sent His Messenger with Guidance and the True way of life, to
be It supreme upon all other ways of life even though the Mushriks are hating it.
Verse 61: 9 is also having the same Message. It is told in verse 48: 28: “He is the One
Who sent His Messenger with the Guidance and the True way of life to be It supreme
upon all other ways of life, Allah is enough as a Witness”. Islam is the way of life
submitted by Adhikr—the Three Time Knowledge. It is the only way satisfied by the
Lord of the universe for the entire mankind from Adam to the Last Day as explained in
verse 3: 19. It is told both in verses 17: 81 and 34: 49, those who didn’t testify the Truth
after receiving are following falsehood while falsehood is to have perished. On the Day
of Judgment when it is judged with the Truth, the falsehood followers will be the losers
as told in verse 40: 78. The Mushriks mentioned in this verse are the people belonging
to different Muslim groups as explained in verses 9: 5 and 28. These Satan serving
Mujirims by hiding and rejecting Lord’s Book are following 29 pseudo-prophets and
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are welcoming 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. After the second coming of Jesus, all
‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger Muhammad’s community such as Hindus,
Jews, Christians, Buddhists, etc. will approve Islam and they will kill these worst
mischief-makers as explained in verses 3: 83 and 4: 91. See explanation 3: 79-80; 4: 48,
82; 9: 13 and 30.
34. Oh, you who believed! Indeed, most of the priests and monks eat the wealth of
people unjustly and obstruct them from the way of Lord Allah; and those who are
hoarding gold and silver without spending it in the cause of Allah, then inform them
with glad tidings of a painful punishment.
Since today, there is no authority having commanding power with Adhikr anywhere in
the world among the Arabic Quran reading Fujjar, the odd-believer must follow the
lifestyle explained in verses 7: 205-206. As this verse is not addressing mankind but is
addressing the believers, the priests and monks are only among the Arabic Quran
reading Fujjar. They are the hypocrites who hide and distort the Lord’s Book. They are
learning and teaching books written by the creatures and are filling Fire in their bellies
as explained in verses 2: 79 and 174-176. The odd-believer who follows Adhikr will not
obey these hypocrites and their disbelieving followers as told in verses 33: 1 and 48.
The Trust Adhikr is revealed to punish the hypocrites and their Mushrik followers as
explained in verse 9: 28. Verses 4: 138; 31: 7; 45: 8 and 84: 24 also end as: “Then inform
them with glad tidings of painful punishment”. See explanation 4: 59; 5: 63 and 7: 146147.
35. On that Day when it shall be heated in the Hellfire, then their foreheads and their
sides and their backs will be burned with it; this is what you were hoarding up for
yourselves, then you taste what you have been hoarding for you.
The hypocrites and their blind followers are hiding and rejecting Adhikr—the ThreeTime-Knowledge; and they prefer worldly and bodily life as explained in 3: 14-15 and
180. If anyone from Muslim didn’t prepare Paradise in this 4th phase utilizing all the
favors bestowed by Lord under the Light of Adhikr, he is a disbeliever and wrongdoer.
He is earning Hellfire for the 7th phase as explained in 2: 254 and 286. See explanations
3: 91; 6: 25-26 and 8: 22.
36. Indeed, as per the Book near Lord Allah, from the day He created the heavens
and the earth, the number of months is twelve, among them four are sacred. That is
the upright religion, so you don’t wrong to your souls during them, and you fight
against the Mushriks collectively as they fight against you collectively, and you know
that indeed, Allah is with the heedful.
There is no difference in the day or month anywhere in the world. That is already
decided by the Three-Time-Knower Lord and is inscribed in His Book Adhikr as
explained in verse 2: 255. The four sacred months mentioned in verse are 11th, 12th
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and 1st for Hajj as well as 7th month for performing Umra of Arabic Calendar. During
the war prohibited months if any Mushriks are attacking you, you are also permitted
for countering them. That is why it is told in verse: “So you don’t wrong to your souls
during them”. Since there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, there is no
war. So, the odd-believer is commanded to do Jihad with Adhikr against the hypocrites
and Kuffar as explained in 3: 13 and 9: 5. See explanations 2: 145, 194; 5: 48 and 10:
61.
37. Indeed, the transposing is an increase in disbelief by which those who have
disbelieved are led to more astray, they make it lawful in some years, and forbidden
in some other years to match the number of months forbidden by Lord Allah; they
make lawful what Lord has forbidden, their evil deeds are made attractive to them
while Allah doesn’t guide the disbelieving people.
For performing pilgrimage in comfortable seasons, the Meccan pagans were
transposing months according to their whims. According to the Lunar-calendar, the
pilgrimage periods are coming in different seasons. So, they cunningly followed Solarcalendar for considering the sacred months. The Jews who did tricks for fishing on the
Sabbath Day disobeying Lord’s command were transformed into monkeys is explained
in verses 2: 65-66. But the Meccan pagan was not punished like that for transposing
the sacred months since they didn’t receive Lord’s Book at that time as explained in
verse 8: 19.
The aim of situating Qibla at Mecca is not to have an argument for mankind in the
unity of Islam and Oneness of Lord as explained in verse 2: 150. The Arabic Qur’an
reading Fujjar belonging to different groups as explained in 4: 150-151 are not
following Qibla in any of their lifeways. So, these Mushriks are performing fasting and
Eid on different days considering the appearance of new Moon in different regions
and locality all over the world. Thus, they became the only people who are prostrating
to the Moon rejecting command of verse 41: 37.
It is told in verse 13: 11 that indeed, Lord Allah would never change a people’s state
until they change it themselves. These worthless Arabic Qur’an reading people are not
transforming their soulmate mentioned in verses 43: 36-39 into a believer with Adhikr
so that their Satan soulmate will make their heinous deeds attractive to them. See
explanations 2: 234; 6: 73, 133 and 8: 48-51.
38. Oh, those who believed! What happened to you? When you are asked to go forth
in the way of Lord Allah, you are clinging heavily to the earth? Are you preferring
worldly life than Hereafter? But the provision of this worldly life is nothing except a
little compared with the Hereafter.
This verse is revealed in Medina for encouraging the believers for Tabuk Expedition.
Since today, there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, there is no war.
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Instead, the odd-believer is commanded to do great Jihad with Adhikr—the Strong
Weapon—against the hypocrites and Kuffar who hide and reject It as explained in
verses 3: 26-27. The 1 in 1000 believer by testifying Adhikr will fulfill his aim of life by
propagating It throughout the world to keep the universe in its equilibrium as
explained in verse 3: 108.
The real disbelievers preferring this worldly life mentioned in 4: 150-151 are hiding
and rejecting Lord’s Book Adhikr and Its 40 names. These soulless and worthless
people are neither utilizing It nor are giving Adhikr It to others rejecting verses 3: 187;
6: 26 and 7: 30. The Three-Time-Knower Lord has compared them to a dog that will
not change its attitude whether it is attacked or not as explained in verse 7: 175-176.
Since they didn’t hear Adhikr—the Food, Cloth, and Sight of the human soul—and talk
to mankind about It, they are the worst creatures near Lord as explained in verse 8:
22. See explanations 2: 201-202; 3: 185 and 6: 164.
39. If you don’t go forth, He will punish you with a painful punishment and will
replace you with another people, and you can’t harm Him; and Lord Allah is Capable
upon everything.
Since the Wise Reminder Adhikr as explained in verse 3: 58 is hidden by the Arabic
Qur’an reading worthless people, Lord will entrust It to other people who will not hide
It as explained in verses 6: 89-90. Impartial Lord will not send anyone either to Paradise
or Hell. The hypocrites who hide Adhikr—the Ticket for returning to Paradise—and
their blind followers who reject It will enter the 7 doors of the Hell as explained in
verse 9: 31. See explanation 2: 62; 4: 133 and 5: 54.
40. If you don’t help him, verily Lord Allah did help him when those who disbelieved
expelled him, the one among the two, while both were in the cave, when he said to
his companion: “You don’t worry, indeed, Allah is with us". So, Allah sent down His
Tranquility upon him and strengthened him with forces which you can’t see, thus He
made the word of those who disbelieved lowest while the words of Allah remained
the Highest, Allah is the Exalted, the Wise.
This verse describes the scenario when the disbelievers at Mecca decided to kill
Messenger Muhammad as explained in verse 8: 30. Messenger Muhammad and his
companion Aboobacker escaped from them and hid in Thawr cave.
Since Adhikr—the Safeguard—is formed as Book today, whoever holdfasts It, he did
holdfast Lord Allah, and he is guided into the Straightpath as explained in verses 3: 101
and 5: 48. Even though Messengers like Moses, Jesus and Muhammad had to migrate
from their homeland due to protests and threat from the enemy, they taught: “The
believers should be proud representatives of Lord as they have been taught by the
Exalted Book and as they have been teaching it” as explained in verses 3: 79-80. The
believer by utilizing Adhikr—the Food, Cloth, and Sight of the human soul— will
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transform his Jinn soulmate into a believer, and thus he keeps Allah in his heart as
explained in verse 8: 48. So he will have Tranquility from Lord and need not be fear
anyone or anything. See explanations 2: 136; 8: 7-8 and 9: 26.
41. Go forth whether you are equipped lightly or heavily and do Jihad in the way of
Allah with your wealth and soul, that is the best for you if you are having the
Knowledge.
The character of the disbelievers with Messenger Muhammad is described as, when it
was commanded to perform prayer and pay welfare tax, some of them were eager to
fight in the way of Lord. But when it was called up for battle, they hesitated it by mind
saying to Lord: “Why did You prescribe fighting upon us, if You had postponed it for a
little time” as explained in verse 4: 77.
Today, there is no Jihad with a weapon as there is no group of believers anywhere in
the world. The odd-believer should do Jihad with Adhikr against the hypocrites and
Kuffar who are commanding evils and forbidding good as explained in verse 9: 73. The
lifestyle which the odd-believer of today to be followed is explained in verses 7: 205206. See explanations 2: 245; 4: 31, 63 and 71-73.
42. If the gain would have been immediate and the journey was short, they would
have certainly, accompanied you, but the long journey was too difficult for them to
justify for not accompanying you, they would even swear by Lord Allah: "If we were
able, we would certainly, have set out with you". By doing so, they are destroying
their soul, and Allah knows that indeed, they are the liars.
This verse denotes the character of hypocrites during the time of Messenger at
Medina. Today the Fujjar including the aimless hypocrites who hide Adhikr—the
Reminder—and their heedless followers who reject Adhikr are preferring bodily and
worldly life forgetting Adhikr and the Hereafter. They are trying to extinguish the Light
Adhikr by their mouths as explained in verse 9: 32. Instead of learning and teaching
Lord’s Book—the Guidance—they are learning and teaching the books written by the
29 pseudo-prophets. Thus, they are hurrying for the Last Day. It is told in verse 63: 1
that the hypocrites are the liars. The wrongdoing-hypocrites who are forging lies upon
Lord and their followers who are rejecting Lord’s Book will witness against their soul
at the time of death as ‘indeed, they were disbelievers as explained in verses 6: 130
and 7: 37.
The odd-believer should propagate Adhikr into entire worlds testifying the verse 9: 33
even though Mushriks-the Arabic Quran reading Fujjar- are hating It. See explanation
3: 186-187; 4: 91 and 9: 23-24.
43. Lord Allah pardoned for you! But why did you permit them to stay behind till it
becomes clear to you who was truthful and to know you who were the liars?
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The hypocrites in Medina at the time of Messenger were intentionally asking
exemption to abstain from the battle. Without having a deep inquiry, Messenger
permitted them to abstain from the battle. So, through this verse, the Three-TimeKnower Lord is pardoning to Messenger for that act.
The Battle of Uhud occurred to distinguish the believers and the hypocrites among the
followers as explained in verses 3: 166-167. After the battle, Lord gave peace and
tranquil sleep for the believers. But the hypocrites were thinking: “Why we were
defeated even though we are followers fighting along with the Messenger” as
explained in verse 3: 154. Lord asks through verse 32: 18: Is then, the one who is a
believer is just like the one who is a transgressor, they are not alike. Verses 29: 2-3 say:
Are mankind reckoning that they will be let free just because they say ‘indeed, we
believed’ without they are tested? Verily, We have tested those before them, then
indeed, Lord knows those who are the Truthful and indeed, He knows those who are
the liars. See explanations 2: 99; 5: 94; 8: 2-4 and 55.
44. Those who believed in Lord Allah and the Last Day will never ask you for
exemption from fighting with their wealth and soul, and Allah knows the heedful.
45. The one who asks you permission to stay back is those who didn’t believe with
Lord Allah and the Last Day and whose hearts are filled with doubt and are wavering
because of their doubts.
It is told in verse 24: 62: “The true believers are only those who believed with Allah
and His Messenger, who if are gathered with Messenger on a matter requiring
collective action don’t depart until they have obtained his permission- only those who
ask your permission are the ones who truly believe with Allah and His Messenger - so
when they ask your permission to leave and attend to their private business, you may
give permission to those you intend, and you seek forgiveness to Allah for them;
surely, Allah is the Oft-Forgiving, Merciful”.
Today there no group of believers and so there is no war. But the odd-believer will
propagate Adhikr—the Food, Cloth, and Sight of the human soul—as explained in
verse 7: 26—to entire mankind to utilize It as the Balance and Trust to keep the
universe in its equilibrium. Those who are nearer Lord will not be arrogant in helping
the Impartial Lord by propagating Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book—as
explained in verses 7: 205-206. The aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers are
those who hide and reject Adhikr and are trying to extinguish the propagation of It to
entire mankind as explained in verses 9: 32-33. They are welcoming 30th pseudoprophet Antichrist who is coming to wipe out Islam throughout the world except for
Hijaz as explained in verses 7: 127 and 137. See explanation 3: 136; 6: 133; 9: 5 and 73.
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46. And If they had intended to come out, they would certainly, have made some
preparation for it, but Lord Allah hated them being sent forth; so, He made them lag
and they were told: "Be seated among those who are sitting”.
Any deed of the aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers will not be accepted
since they have forgotten Lord by rejecting the Reminder Adhikr—the Three Time
Knowledge as explained in verse 2: 43. The heedful believer shouldn’t obey these
worthless hypocrites as explained in verse 8: 64. As explained in verse 8: 48, without
transforming the Jinn comrade as a believer with Adhikr, nobody can become a
believer. See explanation 4: 120-121; 8: 24 and 9: 31.
47. If they had come out with you, they would not have added to you except harm,
they will wander to-and-fro in between you seeking sedition among you, and there
would have been some among you who would have listened to them, and Lord Allah
knows the wrongdoers.
If in verse 9: 43 Lord is criticizing Messenger for permitting hypocrites in abstaining
from the battle, in this verse Lord is consoling Messenger saying that the hypocrites
who lagged for the battle were best for the believers. The Three-Time-Knower Lord
made the hypocrites seek exemption for abstaining from the battle because the
presence of such wrongdoers will cause the weakling believers to decrease their belief
and confidence and to increase confusion. Everything happening in the universe is
already inscribed in Adhikr as explained in verses 2: 234 and 255. See explanation 2:
246; 6: 110 and 8: 31-33.
48. Surely, they had sought sedition before and had plotted different plans for
defeating you until the Truth has arrived and the Command of Lord Allah became
manifest, even though they are hating It.
The character of hypocrites and their blind followers who have a disease in their hearts
during the ‘Battle of confederates’ is told in verses 33: 12-14: “They said: ‘Allah and
His Messenger promised us nothing but delusion!’ A group of them said: ‘Oh people
of Yathrib! There is no point in you staying here, so you retreat!’ Another group of
them asked the Prophet’s permission to leave, by saying: ‘Our homes are vulnerable’
while they were not vulnerable. They only wished to flee. And if entrance had been
made against them from the sides of it, and demanded them to make problems, they
would have committed it, and would have hesitated thereupon but a little”.
In the ‘Battle of confederates’ the enemies allied with the Jew tribe ‘Banu-Nadeer’
against Messenger and believers. The Jew tribe deceived Messenger ignoring the
agreement made in between them. After wiping out the enemies from the battlefield
as told in verse 33: 9-10, Messenger and believers went to Banu-Nadeer for acting
against them. But the attitude of hypocrites among followers is told in verses 59: 1112 as: “Have you not observed the hypocrites? They say to their disbelieving brothers
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among Banu-Nadeer who were given the Book: ‘If you are expelled, we would also
come with you; we would never obey anyone in your case. If you are being attacked,
we would certainly, help you’. Allah witnesses that hypocrites are the liars. If they are
expelled, the hypocrites will never leave with them, and if they are fought, the
hypocrites will never help them, and even if the hypocrites try to help them, they
would certainly, flee turning back, and then they would not be helped”.
Verse 63: 1 ends as: “Allah witnesses that indeed, the hypocrites are the liars”. The
character of hypocrites among followers at the time of Messenger Muhammad was
that they obediently agreed with him in the day time while at night they plotted
against him as explained in verse 4: 81. Since today Adhikr is formed as the Splendid
Book, the odd-believer utilizes It as the Ticket to return into the Paradise and as
Safeguard against all disasters, calamities, diseases, and Hellfire. He propagates It to
entire mankind to form a harmony of mankind. But the hypocrites and their blind
followers of all-time ridicule Messenger and the believer as: “He is an odd-liar” as
explained in verses 2: 10; 3: 186 and 4: 61. See explanation 4: 105-112; 5: 41-42 and
8: 27.
49. Some among them say: “Excuse me for not to affect in the sedition”; they have
been already encircled with the sedition, and Hell is surely engulfed with the
disbelievers.
Some of the soulless hypocrites in Medina at the time of Messenger were asking
excuses even by exposing their sexual weaknesses not to participate in the Tabuk
Expedition. They said to Messenger: “My sexual weakness is well known among my
friends, if I happen to see the women with the Roman army at Tabuk, I fear I will lose
my control, so allow me to abstain from the battle”.
Today, these verses are read-only by Arabic Quran reading Fujjar all over the world.
Among them, the Arabic Qur’an reading Fajir and Kafir are Fujjar whose ledger is in
Sijjeen of Hell as told in verse 83: 7. Each group among them is destined for the 7 doors
of Hell as told in verse 15: 44. Every Fujjar are wishing and trying for wild illegal sexual
pleasures as explained in verses 4: 159; 5: 77 and 7: 19. See explanations 2: 110, 148;
6: 28 and 8: 22.
50. If a good thing happens to you it grieves them, but if a disaster happens to you,
they say: "Surely, we had taken our precautionary measures before", and rejoicingly
turn away.
It is told in verses 28: 76-77 about Qaroon: “Indeed, Qaroon was from the people of
Moses, but he behaved haughtily towards them. We had granted him many treasures
that even their keys were a burden to bear for a group of strong men. Some of his
people advised him: ‘Don’t rejoice! Surely, Lord Allah doesn’t like those who are
rejoicing. Rather you seek with what Allah has given you to attain the abode of the
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Hereafter, and you need not neglect your share in this world. Be good to others as
Allah has been good towards you, and you don’t seek mischief in the land, for Allah
doesn’t love the mischief-makers’”. It told in verses 84: 10-13: “On the Day of
Judgment, the one who is getting the Recording Book of deeds on his left hand through
behind, he will cry for destruction, he will be roasted in Blazing Fire; indeed, he was
rejoicing with his family here”. Read together 9: 81-82. The soulless hypocrites and
their blind followers are not performing prayers to maintaining the Book Dhikree,
instead, they are showboating their pseudo belief among mankind as explained in
verses 4: 142-143. Without uniting into a single group, Fujjar have differentiated into
different groups and became Mushriks rejecting verse 3: 103. Each group is rejoicing
with whatever they have as explained in verse 2: 113.
By the proclamation of Mahdi in Hijaz, the believers from all over the world will be
separated into Hijaz to punish the hypocrites and their Mushrik followers as told in
verse 48: 6. The Fujjar will wail as: “Woe to me! If I was following Adhikr, I would also
have entered Hijaz with the believers”, as explained in verses 4: 73. See explanation 3:
119-120, 168; 4: 150-151 and 9: 8.
51. You say: "Nothing will affect upon us except what Lord Allah has decreed for us;
He is our Master", and upon Allah will entrust the believers.
The Three-Time-Knower Lord has already inscribed in His Book whatever will happen
in the universe as explained in verse 2: 255. Each individual has fastened a ‘Book of
deeds’ upon his neck as explained in verses 1: 3; 2: 168-169 and 3: 199. Impartial Lord
has already taught Adhikr—the Food, Cloth, and Sight of the human soul—from the
Paradise itself during the time of creation as told in verses 55: 1-4; 76: 3; 90: 10 and
91: 7-10. Without transforming the Jinn-soulmate into a believer with Adhikr, nobody
becomes a believer as explained in verse 8: 48.
Only 1 among 1000 will utilize Adhikr as the Ticket for returning into the Paradise as
well as Safeguard against all disasters, diseases, and Hellfire as explained in verses 3:
101-102 and 5: 48. See explanations 4: 78-79; 7: 150, 180 and 22: 77-78.
52. You ask: "What are you waiting upon us except one of the two best things, and
we are waiting for you that Lord Allah will afflict you with punishment from Himself
or with our hands? So, you wait; indeed, we are also waiting with you".
The two best things mentioned in this verse are: (1) Becoming a martyr in the way of
Lord and entering in the Paradise. (2) The victory of the Lord’s party upon the enemy.
But today, there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, and so Jihad with
weapons are not commanded. Instead, the odd-believer is commanded to do Jihad
with Adhikr—the Strong Weapon—against the hypocrites and Kuffar who hide, reject
and distort verses of Lord as explained in verse 8: 60. He will also indulge in
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propagating Adhikr to entire worlds to help Lord Allah so that Lord will help him back
as explained in verse 2: 245. See explanations 2: 191-193; 3: 139 and 7: 205-206.
53. You say: "You spend willingly or unwillingly, it will be never accepted from you;
indeed, you are being a transgressing people".
Verse 9: 67 ends as: “Indeed, the hypocrites are the transgressors”. It is told in verse
10: 33 that the word of Lord is proved true upon the transgressors that they will never
believe. It is told in verse 40: 6: “And thus the word of your Lord is proved true against
the disbelievers that indeed, they are the inmates of Hellfire”. It is told in verse 2: 99,
none will hide verses of Lord except the transgressors. Those who don’t judge with
Adhikr in his individual, family, and social life, such are the disbelievers, wrongdoers,
and transgressors as told in verses 5: 45, 46 and 47. They have been killed by Lord since
they are hiding Adhikr—the Food, Cloth, and Sight of the human soul—as explained in
verse 7: 26. Since hypocrites and their blind followers are deaf, dumb and blind
towards the Book Dhikree, no one can remind them with It as explained in verses 2:
18 and 171. The similitude of these aimless and heedless people is that of a dog as
explained in verses 7: 175-176.
For responding to one’s prayers and accepting his deeds, there are two conditions
explained in verse 2: 186. See explanation 2: 26-27; 9: 24 and 28.
54. And nothing prevented from accepting their charities except that they are hiding
Lord Allah and His Messenger (in His Book—Adhikr), and that they do not come to
prayer except with laziness, and that they don’t spend except by hating it.
The soulless and worthless hypocrites and their blind followers will get Hellfire as a
fine for living aimlessly and heedlessly in this 4th phase as explained in verses 2: 3 and
6: 146. They are learning, teaching and following falsehood books ignoring Adhikr as
explained in verses 2: 42 and 147. They will be the losers in the Hereafter where the
Judgment is done by the Truth—Adhikr—as explained in verses 7: 8-9. In the Hell, such
disbelieving Mujirims will call the guard of Hell and will say: “Oh Malik! Let your Lord
put an end to us”; Angel will reply: “You must stay there! Surely, we had brought to
you the Truth, but most among you were hating the Truth” as explained in verses 3:
41. See explanations 6: 27-28; 7: 157-158 and 9: 33.
55. Then let not their wealth or their children dazzle you, indeed, Lord Allah intends
to punish them with it in this world and they have perished their soul as disbelievers.
Verse 9: 85 is also having the same Message. The hypocrites and their strayed
followers are the real disbelievers. They are teaching Arabic text of Lord’s Book to their
children just like the Jews did to their children during Messenger’s time. Thus, they
have become the firewood of Hell as explained in verses 3: 10 and 4: 140. The believer
is commanded to tell these hypocritical transgressors and Kuffar: “You enjoy here a
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little, indeed, your return is into the Fire” as explained in verses 3: 196-197. It is told
in verses 58: 17-19 about the hypocrites: “Neither their wealth nor their children will
benefit them from Allah in any matter, such are the inmates of Fire, and they will abide
in it forever. On the Day of Judgment, when all are summoned before Lord, they swear
to Lord as they swore to mankind in this world, and they reckon that they are in good;
know that indeed, they are the liars. Satan has conquered them; thus, they forgot the
Remembrance of the Lord; such are the party of Satan, and you know that party of
Satan are the losers”. By rejecting verses 2: 2 and 3: 7, the hypocritical liars who are
giving importance to bodily and worldly life will encourage their followers to read
Arabic Qur’an. Among these Qur’an reading Fujjar, the hypocrites will enter the
bottom of Fire even without Trial as explained in verse 4: 145. Their disbelieving
followers will be led to Hell after Trial as explained in verse 39: 71. The 7 doors of Hell
are fixed with each group among them as explained in verses 8: 49 and 9: 31. See
explanations 2: 166-167; 8: 8 and 25: 33-34.
56. And they swear with Lord Allah that they are among you while they are not
among you, but they are a dispersed people.
The hypocrites at Medina during the time of Messenger Muhammad were swearing
with Lord that they are with the believers. But Lord Who Knows the inner feeling of
their chests is revealing their character through this verse. Today, the hypocrites are
trying to extinguish Adhikr—the Light—with their mouth, but in the Hereafter, they
will ask for the Light to the believers as explained in verse 9: 32. These soulless and
worthless hypocrites and their followers are denoted as the worst creatures among
1000 communities of creatures near Lord since they are not utilizing their intelligence
as explained in verse 8: 22. These human devils are hurrying for the emergence of
Antichrist by hiding and rejecting Lord’s Book which is Balance and Trust to keep the
universe in its equilibrium. By the second coming of Jesus, they will be killed by the
‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s community as explained in verse 4: 91.
On the Day of Judgment, these Mujirims who are serving Satan will be separated from
the believers as told in verses 30: 13-14 and 36: 59-62. See explanations 2: 6-7, 204,
254 and 8: 49-51.
57. If they could find a refuge or some caves or any way to escape, they would get
into it horribly.
By forgetting Adhikr which reminds the remembrance of Lord and the aim of life, these
aimless hypocrites are preferring worldly life and they are preparing Hell for the
Hereafter as explained in verses 2: 94-96. These human devil hypocrites are teaching
their blind followers that, the mere reading of the Arabic Qur’an will cause them to
get virtue. They are knowingly hiding even the 40 names of Lord’s Book Adhikr. So,
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they have strayed far astray as explained in verses 4: 136-139. See explanations 2: 99;
3: 145 and 5: 49.
58. And among them are some who criticize you concerning the charities. If they are
given from it, they are pleased; but if they are not given from it, then they become
annoyed.
If there is a group of believers, the Zakat—welfare tax—should be collected from rich
people to distribute among the poor and needy people as explained in verse 9: 60.
Hypocrites of all time and their followers are preferring worldly life than the Hereafter,
they will always try to increase their wealth and niggardly spend it as explained in
verses 4: 37-39. The odd-believer who represents the Impartial Lord shouldn’t obey
these hypocrites and their blind followers as explained in verse 8: 64. See explanations
5: 60; 7: 175-176 and 8: 72-73.
59. And if they are pleased with what Lord Allah and His Messenger gave them, and
were saying: "Sufficient is Allah for us; certainly, we would be given from Lord’s
Bounty and His Messenger; indeed, we are hopeful with Allah”.
Since hypocrites hide and reject Adhikr which reminds the aim of life, they are
following satanic footsteps. For them, their Jinn-soulmate will make them attractive
this worldly life as explained in verse 2: 268. They are not considering Lord Allah as the
only Deity and as the King of whole mankind even if they utter it with their mouths.
Against the teaching of verses 3: 26-27, they always seek for getting power through
majority as explained in verses 4: 139-140. These real disbelievers mentioned in verses
4: 150-151 do not wish or command their followers for the harmony of mankind. Thus,
they are hurrying for the emergence of Antichrist as well as the Last Day. See
explanations 2: 6-7; 6: 112 and 8: 24.
60. Indeed, charities are only for the poor, for the needy, for those employees
concerning it, for the reconciliation of hearts, for freeing the captives, for those in
debt, for the cause of Lord Allah and for the wayfarers: an obligation by Allah; and
Allah is the All-Knowing, the Wise.
Here mentioned charity is the welfare tax. If there is a group of believers, it is
compulsory to implement the welfare tax system. And it is to be distributed for the 8
groups mentioned in this verse. Since there is no group of believers today, the oddbeliever should live by spending moderately and should spend money on propagating
Adhikr to entire mankind intending to form a harmony of mankind. He should also
spend on the wellbeing of 1000 communities of creatures as explained in verse 6: 38
by doing and promoting organic farming as well as planting trees. He should also help
and encourage others for giving food and cloth to the poor, needy and orphans
testifying verses 76: 8-10. Believers are living in this world by seeing the Lord through
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Adhikr—the Light—as explained in verses 2: 152 and 3: 190-191. See explanations 2:
2-5; 6: 151-153 and 7: 205-206.
61. And among those who abuse the Prophet and they are saying: "He is a hearer".
You say: "He being a hearer is better for you, he believes with Lord Allah and with
the believers, and he is a mercy for those who believed among you"; and those who
abuse the Messenger of Allah, for them has a painful punishment.
During Messenger’s period at Medina, a codified form of Book was not there. In all
periods, hypocrites and their Mushrik followers are abusing Messengers and Prophets.
It is because Messengers brought the Truth which they were strayed from. The
believers will hear Messenger’s words and will follow It as explained in verses 2: 44
and 3: 190-191. The Messenger was dealing gently with hypocrites during early periods
in Medina as explained in verse 3: 159. In later periods at Medina, Messenger and
believers were commanded not to seek forgiveness for the hypocrites and Mushriks
as well as not to perform funeral prayers for them as told in verses 9: 84 and 113. Not
only that, Prophet and believer are also commanded to do Jihad against them as told
in verse 9: 73.
Since, Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book—which explains everything is
formed as a Book today, whoever holdfasts It, he is guided into the Straightpath—the
only Path of Messengers, Prophets, truthful, witnesses and the righteous as explained
in verses 4: 68-70. All Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are following 29 pseudo-prophets
and are serving Satan as explained in verse 4: 59. They boast to mankind that they are
the followers of Messengers and Prophets, but they are ridiculing and abusing them
as explained in verses 3: 21-22. See explanations 2: 18; 4: 105, 115 and 6: 52.
62. They swear with Lord Allah to you to please you, but Allah and His Messenger
are the most deserving for them to please if they were believers.
All Messengers are given Adhikr—the Truth and Proof—as explained in verse 21: 24.
The hypocrites and Kuffar of all time by rejecting Adhikr have been following Satanic
footsteps as explained in verses 2: 62 and 113. These soulless and worthless will not
transform their Jinn-soulmate into a believer with Adhikr as explained in verse 8: 48.
The Trust Adhikr is revealed to punish these cursed and wrath happened hypocrites as
well as their Mushrik followers as explained in verses 3: 183 and 9: 5. See explanations
4: 78-79, 135 and 5: 55-56.
63. Do they not know indeed, the one who opposes Lord Allah and His Messenger,
then indeed, for him has the Hellfire, he will abide in it eternally; that is a great
disgrace.
It is told in verse 58: 22: “You will not find a people who believed in Allah and the Last
Day having affection for those who oppose Allah and His Messenger, even if they were
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their fathers, their sons, their brothers and their kindred”. Since Adhikr—the Spirit—
is formed as a Book today, the odd-believer holdfasts Lord Allah and does Jihad against
the hypocrites and Kuffar who hide and reject It. He also propagates It into entire
mankind to utilize It as the Food, Cloth, and Sight of the human soul as explained in
verses 6: 104 and 7: 26. Only 1 among 1000 will go to Paradise by utilizing Adhikr as
the Ticket as explained in verse 4: 118. For the people from Messenger’s community,
if they believe in Oneness of Lord, Day of Judgment and do righteous deeds, they will
have no fear upon them and for them will not be grieved as explained in verses 2: 62
and 5: 69. See explanations 2: 85; 4: 91, 145 and 7: 50-51.
64. The hypocrites are anxious if any Surath is revealed about them informing them
with what is in their hearts; you say: "You mock; indeed, Lord Allah will expose what
you are fearing".
Soulless hypocrites at Medina during the time of Messenger were not agreeing with
him. But they were agreeing secretly that verses are from Lord and not from illiterate
Messenger. So, they feared that the Three-Time-Knower Lord may expose what they
concealed in their hearts.
Today, the hypocrites and their blind followers are denoted as the worst creatures
among the 1000 communities of creatures since they are not hearing the Best
Interpretation of Lord’s Book—Adhikr—and are not talking about It to the mankind as
told in verses 8: 22 and 25: 33-34. They are hurrying for the emergence of Antichrist
to fulfill their sexual thirst. By the second coming of Jesus, they will be killed by the
‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s community as explained in verses 4: 158-159
and 9: 5, 123. See explanations 3: 10, 29-30 and 8: 21.
65. And if you ask them, they will surely, say: "We were only chit-chatting and we
were only playing". You ask: "Is it with Lord Allah and His verses and His Messenger
that you were ridiculing?"
Today, the Fujjar including the hypocrites and their strayed blind followers are
ridiculing the believer who follows and propagates Adhikr—Lord’s Book—for the
entire mankind. Only with Adhikr—the Three-Time-Knowledge—one can return into
the Paradise and can abstain from the Hell as explained in verses 4: 174-175 and 5: 48.
The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar by hiding and rejecting Adhikr is ridiculing Lord, Lord’s
verses and His Messenger. They are serving Satan and are following his footsteps as
explained in verses 2: 168-169. See explanations 2: 146; 3: 196-197; 5: 57 and 9: 28.
66. You make no excuse; surely, you have disbelieved after your belief; if We forgive
from a faction among you, We will punish another faction because indeed, they were
the Mujirims.
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In Lord’s Book Mujirims are mentioned in 52 places. In all 52 places, they are the Arabic
Qur’an reading Fujjar. It is told in verse 63: 3 about the hypocrites: That is because
they believed, and then they disbelieved; so, their hearts were sealed over, and they
will not understand the aim of life”. Since the hypocritical transgressors hide the Ticket
for returning to the Paradise from mankind as told in verse 80: 11, they have been
killed as told in verses 63: 4 and 80: 17. They are deaf, dumb and blind and they will
never return into the Straightpath as well as into the Paradise as explained in verses
2: 6-7, 18 and 170. They will never be forgiven whereas their heedless blind followers
may be forgiven. See explanation 2: 159-161; 6: 55 and 7: 178-179.
67. The hypocritical men and hypocritical women are of one another, they enjoin
what is wrong and forbid what is right and close their hands, they have forgotten
Lord Allah so that He has also forgotten them; indeed, hypocrites are the
transgressors.
This is the only verse that ends as: “Hypocrites are the transgressors”. All leaders
among different Arabic Quran reading Fujjar organizations are the hypocrites. Men
and women among them are having the same mischievousness. They are learning,
teaching and propagating books written by 29 pseudo-prophets as explained in verse
2: 79. They will not talk about Lord’s Book or Its 40 names. Instead, they distortedly
quote Lord’s verse as explained in verses 3: 78 and 4: 46. These human devils by
forgetting Lord Allah have made their food ‘rejecting Adhikr’ as explained in verse 3:
70. These Mujirims by converting Adhikr into disbelief made Halal the Hell—house of
worthless—for their followers as explained in verses 3: 196-197. These liars are
teaching their followers that even mere reading of the Arabic Qur’an will cause them
to get a reward which is against what Lord taught through His Messenger as explained
in verses 3: 7-10. These aimless hypocrites are not considering Lord Allah as the
Impartial so that they are teaching their heedless followers that Paradise and Hell are
decided by the Lord and we have nothing to do in it rejecting the verses 2: 286; 3: 136,
181-182 and 7: 43. They will not teach their followers about the Recording Book
fastened upon everyone’s neck as told in verses 17: 13-14; 18: 49; 23: 62-63; 36: 12;
45: 28-29; 58: 6 and 78: 21-30 only with which one can abstain from doing offenses.
The Fujjar mentioned in verses 82: 14 and 83: 7 include both hypocrites and Kuffar.
Each group among them are destined into the 7 doors of Hell as told in verses 15: 44;
25: 34, 65-66; 48: 6 and 98: 6. The deaf Mushriks and the dumb hypocrites who are
not hearing and talking about the Best Interpretation of the Book—Adhikr—are
denoted as the worst creatures among 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures as
explained in verse 8: 22. They will be killed by the second coming of Jesus as explained
in verses 9: 5, 123.
Verse 63: 6 ends as: Indeed, Allah will not guide for a transgressing people. These
cursed and wrath affected hypocrites are arrogantly priding that the majority from the
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Arabic Quran Fujjar will inherit the Paradise which is against the teaching of verses 4:
118 and 140; 39: 71 etc. See explanations 2: 99, 187 and 9: 28.
68. Lord Allah has promised the hypocritical men and hypocritical women as well as
Kuffar the Hellfire, they will abide in it eternally, it is enough for them, Allah has
cursed them, and they will have everlasting punishment.
The Kuffar are those who are repeatedly hiding and rejecting the Lord’s verses. They
are the Mushriks mentioned in verses 33: 73; 48: 6 and 98: 6. They are the disbelievers
as mentioned in verses 4: 140; 33: 1, 48 and 57: 15. They are the rejecters as
mentioned in verses 2: 39; 5: 10, 86 and 64: 10. They are those who have the disease
in their hearts as mentioned in verses 33: 60; 22: 53 and 74: 31. If it is mentioned Kuffar
alone as in verses such as 9: 123; 48: 29; 83: 34 and 36 it includes both hypocrites and
their blind followers. If it is mentioned Fujjar alone as told in verses such as 38: 28; 82:
14 and 83: 7, it also includes both hypocrites and their blind followers. It is told in verse
48: 29: Muhammad is the Messenger of Lord, and those with him will behave hardly
upon the Kuffar; while they will be kind between them. Believer is commanded to do
Jihad against these Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar-Kuffar-with Adhikr as explained in
verses 2: 43 and 9: 73. See explanation 1: 7; 2: 254; 3: 91 and 4: 150-151.
69. Just like those before you; they were stronger than you in power and more
abundant in wealth and children, they enjoyed their creations, and you enjoy your
creations just like those before you enjoyed their creations, and you joke just like
the one those before you joked; such are those whose deeds have become futile in
this world and the Hereafter, and such are the losers.
Adhikr is revealed from Paradise to the earth through 313 Messengers as explained in
verses 3: 18; 4: 163 and 7: 101. Among the people of each Messenger, the hypocrites
and Kuffar were rejecting the Lord’s Message and the Messenger. Thus, while the
people became transgressors and wrongdoers, the Impartial Lord destroyed them and
he saved the Messenger and believers with him as explained in verses 6: 47 and 133.
In all time, 999 out of each 1000 among the people of every Messenger will go to Hell
and only 1 who testifies Adhikr will return into the Paradise as explained in verse 4:
118. After 30 years of Messenger Muhammad’s departure, the Book reading people
became into 3 groups. Among the three, Fajir and Kafir (hypocrites and Kuffar) are the
Fujjar, and their ledger is in the Sijjeen as explained in verses 2: 105 and 3: 7-10. These
soulless and worthless people by forgetting Adhikr are following 29 pseudo-prophets
and are welcoming the 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist as explained in verses 2: 49; 4:
53 and 5: 52. By the second coming of Jesus, Antichrist will be killed. Then all ‘otherpeople’ belonging to Messenger’s community will approve Islam and will kill these
worst creatures as explained in verses 2: 171 and 8: 22. See explanations 2: 62, 121; 7:
146-147 and 8: 49-56.
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70. Has there not reached them the news of those before them, the people of Noah
and A’ad and Thamud and the people of Ibrahim and the residents of Madyan and
the towns turned upside-down? Their Messengers came to them with Clear
Evidence, and Allah would never have wronged to them, but they were wronging
against their soul.
‘The towns turned upside-down’ is the place where people of Looth who were involved
in anti-natural sexual acts—sodomy— living as explained in verses 11: 82-83. Today,
the Arabic Quran reading Fujjar by hiding and rejecting Adhikr—the Food, Cloth and
Sight of the human soul as explained in verses 7: 26 and 8: 48— have become the
wrongdoers and transgressors. They are following every satanic footstep as explained
in verses 2: 168-169. At the time of their death, they will witness against their soul that
indeed, they were disbelievers as explained in verse 7: 37. The aimless hypocrites and
their heedless followers by forgetting Adhikr have become wrongdoers. Without
utilizing Adhikr as the Balance and Trust to keep the universe in its equilibrium and not
giving It to others, they have wronged against their soul as explained in verse 7: 160.
See explanations 2: 166-167; 3: 187 and 6: 130.
71. And the believing men and believing women are patrons of one another, they
enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong and establish prayer and pay welfaretax and obey Lord Allah and His Messenger; for such men will have Mercy of Allah
upon them, indeed, Allah is the Exalted, the Wise.
During the revelation of this verse, Adhikr—Wise Reminder as told in verse 3: 58—was
not formed. But today, Adhikr is formed as a Book. So, without It, nobody can become
a believer as explained in verses 2: 177; 3: 97 and 187. The Trust Adhikr is revealed to
accept the repentance of believing men and women as told in verse 33: 73. Believing
men and women are patrons to one another. They are testifying and following
Adhikr—the Best Book so that they will not have any evil feelings towards another.
Even if they got a chance to do something evil, either of them will remind the other
with Adhikr which is the Food, Cloth, and Sight of the human soul as explained in verse
7: 26. Such are brothers and sisters to each other as explained in verses 8: 73-74. They
can dine together irrespective of relationship and gender as told in verse 24: 61. The
believer’s character and behavior will be just opposite to the hypocritical men and
women as explained in verses 9: 67-68. If hypocrites are eager in getting welfare-tax,
believing men and women are wishing to give it. The believing men and women will
protect and help each other, they are belonging to the Lord’s party whereas the
hypocrites and their blind followers are belonging to Satan’s party as explained in
verses 4: 150-151.
As there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, there is no group prayer. The
odd believer's lifestyle should be as explained in verses 7: 205-206 and 22: 77-78. The
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believing man and woman will select Asia (women of Pharaoh) and Maryam (mother
of Jesus) as the role models as explained in verse 2: 221. See explanations 2: 2-5; 3:
42-43 and 101-102.
72. Allah has promised believing men and believing women the gardens beneath
which rivers are flowing, they will abide in it forever, and pleasant dwellings in
gardens of eternal Bliss; and the Pleasure from Lord Allah is the Greatest, that is the
only supreme triumph.
It is told in verses 98: 7-8: “Indeed, those who became believers with Best Book Adhikr
and do righteous deeds, such are the best creatures in the land. Their reward with
Allah will be the gardens of eternal residence beneath which rivers flow, they will abide
in it forever eternally, Allah has pleased with them and they have pleased with Him,
that is for the one who feared his Lord”. Believers are considering Lord as the Impartial.
They are having the aim of life that they have to prepare the Paradise in the 4th phase
to inherit It in the 7th phase as explained in verses 3: 136 and 7: 43. Since the believers
are helping the Lord by conveying Adhikr to entire worlds, preparing and promoting
mankind to prepare gardens for the wellbeing of 1000 communities of creatures, they
can ask for the promised Paradise near Lord as told in verses 25: 15-16. Believing men
and women will have the same size and structure in Paradise and they will have no
sexual organs as explained in verses 2: 25 and 7: 22. Verses 9: 111; 10: 64; 40: 9; 44:
57 and 57: 12 also end as: “That is the only supreme triumph”. See explanations 2:
157; 4: 133 and 8: 2-4.
73. Oh, you Prophet! Do Jihad against the Kuffar and the hypocrites and be harsh
upon them, and their abode is the Hell, and what an evil returning place.
This verse is repeated in verse 66: 9. This verse addresses Messenger Muhammad and
today’s believer who is following him by testifying Adhikr. It is told in verse 25: 52: “So
you don’t obey the disbelievers, and you do great Jihad against them with Adhikr”.
During the revelation of this verse the Splendid Book Adhikr mentioned in verses 41:
41-42 was not codified. But today as It is codified, it is the inevitable duty of the
believer to do great Jihad against the Kuffar (who repeatedly hide verses of Lord’s
Book) and the hypocrites (who knowingly hide, distort and misinterpret Lord’s Book)
with Adhikr as explained in verses 9: 67-68. The believer also propagates Adhikr
throughout the world for encouraging mankind to utilize It as the Balance and Trust to
keep the universe in its equilibrium as well as the Strong Weapon to annihilate
bloodshed, terrorism and all such satanic footsteps as explained in verses 2: 168-169.
He will do and promote others to do organic farming and planting trees intending the
wellbeing of 1000 communities of creatures as explained in verses 2: 142-143. The
hypocrites and Kuffar are the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar whose ledger are in Sijjeen
of Hell as told in verse 83: 7. For such Mujirims, the doors of the sky will not be opened
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and they will not enter the Paradise till a camel can pass through the eye of tailor’s
needle as explained in verse 7: 40. The believer by utilizing Adhikr will convert his
decree from the ledger Sijjeen into ledger Illiyeen in the Paradise mentioned in verse
83: 18. See explanations 1: 7; 2: 145; 8: 48-49 and 9: 28.
74. And they swear with Lord Allah that they didn’t say; surely, they had said the
words of disbelief and disbelieved after accepting Islam and they attempted what
they couldn’t attain, and they were not having revenge except that Allah and His
Messenger had enriched them from His Bounty. So, if they repent, it is better for
them; but if they turn away, Allah will punish them with a painful punishment in this
world and the Hereafter, and there will be none from protector or helper for them
on earth.
Just like the Jews in Medina tried to kill Messenger Muhammad, the hypocrites also
attempted for it while returning from the Tabuk Expedition. But the Three-TimeKnower Lord saved the Messenger as explained in verse 5: 11. Just like Jews and
Christians during the time of Prophet were trying to extinguish the Light Adhikr, today
hypocrites and their followers are also trying for it as explained in verse 9: 32. Adhikr
contains all 312 previous Books and their upright Explanation as explained in verses 5:
15-16 and 16: 44. It is revealed to deliver mankind from the darkness into the Light.
But the hypocrites and their followers have made their food ‘rejecting Adhikr’ as
explained in verse 3: 70. These worst creatures mentioned in verse 8: 22 are not telling
even the 40 names of Lord’s Book to mankind. These Mujirims are only uttering the
name ‘Quran’ which means for repeated reading. These soulless and worthless people
mentioned in verses 25: 17-18 are prostrating to the moon as they are celebrating Eid
and fasting in different days all over the world as explained in verses 2: 145 and 9: 3637. These Satan serving people who are hurrying for the Dooms Day as explained in
verses 6: 55 and 7: 40 will be killed by the ‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s
community as explained in verses 4: 158-159 and 6: 158.
Bounty mentioned in 28 places such as in verses 10: 58; 24: 21 and 62: 4 is Adhikr. A
heinous punishment in this world as well as in the Hereafter is promised to those who
hide the Bounty from mankind as explained in verses 2: 85; 9: 55 and 85. See
explanation 2: 159; 3: 21-22; 4: 63 and 10: 17-18.
75. And among them who made a covenant with Lord Allah: "If He gives us from His
Bounty, we will surely, spend it in charity, and we will surely, be among the
righteous".
76. But when he gave them from His Bounty, they were niggardly with It and were
turning away neglecting It.
It is told in verses 63: 9-10 by calling the believers: “Your wealth and children shouldn’t
obstruct you from Adhikr; if one does so, such are the losers. And you spend from
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whatever We have provided you before death approaches one among you, then you
will say: ‘My Lord if You would delay me for a moment, I would testify the Truth and
be among the righteous’". Today, since Adhikr—the Bounty and Mercy—is formed,
only with It one can be among the righteous as explained in verses 1: 6 and 7: 196. The
aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers are reading these verses. But they are
not testifying the Truth—Adhikr. They have deviated into different groups and each
group is rejoicing with what they have as explained in verse 2: 113. It is told in verse
18: 106 that since hypocrites and their blind followers are ridiculing 313 Messengers
and Lord’s verses, they will be rewarded the Hell. They are the disbelievers into the
Hell who do not see Adhikr even though they are having eyesight, and who do not hear
Adhikr even though they are having faculty of hearing as told in verse 18: 101. As per
the verse 8: 22 they are denoted as the worst creatures who do not utilize the
intelligence. See explanation 2: 268, 286; 4: 37-38 and 9: 53-55.
77. Then He penalized them with hypocrisy in their hearts up to the Day when they
meet Him; because of their breaking covenant made with Lord Allah and because of
that they were lying.
78. Did they not know that indeed, Lord Allah knows their secrets and their private
counsels, and indeed, Allah alone is the Knower of unseen things.
Not only during Messenger’s period, but also in all periods the hypocrites and the
Kuffar who repeatedly hide verses of Lord are liars. They are breaking their covenant
made with Lord as explained in verses 7: 172-173 and 8: 58. The hypocritical
transgressors are deaf, dumb and blind towards Adhikr so that they will not become
believers as explained in verses 2: 6-7, 18 and 170. They will swear with Lord Allah in
their promises with mankind, but these human devils who didn’t consider Lord as the
Three-Time-Knower and the Adhikr as the Three-Time-Knowledge will not keep their
promises. These worst creatures will boast about Allah, but they will not talk about
Adhikr which is the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book to the entire mankind. They will
always utter the word 'Quran' which means only: ‘for repeated reading’, while they
conceal even the 40 names of Adhikr. They will never tell mankind about the Recording
Book fastened upon everyone’s neck as explained in verses 1: 3 and 2: 110. These
Mujirims should bear in the hereafter the burdens of difficulties faced by 1000
communities of Lord’s creatures in the world since they hid and rejected Adhikr—the
Food, Cloth and Sight of the human soul as explained 2: 12 and 7: 156-157.
Verses 5: 109 and 116 end as: “Indeed, You alone is the Knower of unseen things”. See
explanations 3: 75-76; 16: 89 and 25: 33-34.
79. Those who were insulting the believers who were giving charity liberally and
mocking those who were donating even in their difficulties; then Lord Allah mocks
such ones among them, and for them have a painful punishment.
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When funds were collected regarding the Tabuk Expedition, the wealthy hypocrites
were trying to abstain from it and were trying to discourage those who were willing to
spend on it. But when the poor believers came forth to spend with what they had,
these aimless hypocritical misers were mocking at them. The Three-Time-Knower Lord
is mocking these hypocritical disbelievers as explained in verses 2: 14-15.
Today, there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, so there is no Jihad with
weapons as well as war. Hypocrites are generally niggards and they are commanding
with niggard among mankind as explained in verse 4: 37-38. The aimful believer will
help the Impartial Lord by propagating Adhikr to the entire worlds utilizing all his
bounties bestowed by Lord for the wellbeing of 1000 communities of creatures as
explained in verses 7: 205-206 and 22: 77-78. He has also to do great Jihad with Adhikr
against the hypocrites and Kuffar as explained in verse 9: 73. See explanation 2: 254;
9: 32-33 and 82.
80. You seek forgiveness for them or not seek forgiveness for them; even if you seek
forgiveness for them seventy times, never will Lord Allah forgive them, that is
because they disbelieved with Allah and His Messenger, and Allah doesn’t guide a
transgressing people.
When this verse was revealed, Messenger told: “If Allah forgives the hypocrites by
seeking forgiveness for more than seventy times, I would do it”. Then as a result of
this, verse 63: 6 was revealed which says: “It is the same whether you seek forgiveness
for the hypocrites or not seek forgiveness for them, never will Allah forgive them;
indeed, Allah doesn’t guide the transgressing people”.
Messenger and believers are commanded to neglect the hypocrites and to tell them
words that penetrate their inner hearts as explained in verses 4: 63-64. Hypocrites
have been killed since they are knowingly hiding Adhikr only with which the belief with
Allah, Angels, Sprites, Prophets, Messengers, etc. can be formed as explained in verse
2: 146, 285. So, the believer or Messenger can’t seek forgiveness for them. It is told in
verse 10: 33 that thus the word of your Lord is proved true in regards to the
transgressors that indeed, they will not believe. The Messenger and believer can only
seek forgiveness for the believing men and women as told in verses 47: 19 and 71: 28.
The disbelieving and wrongdoing hypocritical leaders and their blind followers will
argue, curse and blame each other in Hell as explained in verses 2: 166-167. See
explanation 2: 6-7; 7: 175-176 and 9: 23-24.
81. Those who sat behind Messenger of Lord Allah and rejoiced in their staying and
hated to do Jihad with their wealth and their soul in the cause of Allah and they said:
“Don’t go forth in this heat"; You say: "The Fire of Hell is more severe in heat" if they
were understanding.
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82. So they may laugh a little and they may weep much as a reward for what they
were earning.
The aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers are disassociated into different
groups, and each group is rejoicing with what they have as explained in verses 2: 113
and 6: 159. They will be earning Hell as a fine for their deeds without becoming a
believer with Adhikr as explained in verses 2: 19-20 and 8: 75. The hypocrites and their
blind followers are destined to be roasted in the great Fire since they abstained from
the Book Dhikra as explained in verses 2: 97; 4: 56 and 6: 90.
The people of the Book during Messenger’s period were the Jews and Christians, and
the Mushriks explained in verse 98: 6 were the Meccan pagans. But today, these verses
are only read by hypocrites and their Mushrik followers who are the Arabic Qur’an
reading Fujjar as mentioned in 3: 7-10. So today they are only people of the Book. The
Impartial Lord does not guide anyone either to Paradise or to Hell. But the read
touched and heard verses of Lord’s Book will witness and argue against them and will
push them into the Hell. They are the worst creatures in the land as per verse 98: 6,
and the worst creatures among the 1000 communities of creatures as per verses 8: 22
and 25: 34. They will be afraid of death because of what they earned in this world as
explained in verses 2: 94-96. Through verses 53: 59-62 it is asked to the hypocrites and
their followers: “Are you wondering about this Speech (Adhikr), are you laughing and
are you not weeping? And are you amusing? Nay, you prostrate to Allah and you serve
Him”. But the 1 in 1000 believer who testifies the Best Book Adhikr will only obey the
Lord by doing these ‘Prostrations of Recitation’ as explained in verses 7: 205-206. See
explanations 3: 181-182; 4: 78-79 and 9: 50.
83. If Lord Allah return you to a fraction of them and if they ask your permission to
go out with you; then you say: "You will never go out with me forever, and you will
never fight enemy along with me; indeed, you were satisfied with the sitting in the
first time, so you sit with those who stay behind".
The odd-believer by holding fast Adhikr is holding fast Lord and he is guided into the
Straightpath as explained in verses 2: 256; 3: 101; 4: 175 and 5: 48. He is commanded
to say the disbelievers: “For you, your way of life, and for me the True way of life” as
explained in verses 2: 139 and 5: 3. Since the hypocrites are deaf, dumb and blind
towards the Adhikr—the Straightpath, the odd-believer should do Jihad against them
and should tell them words that penetrate their inner hearts as explained in verses 4:
63 and 9: 73. It is told in verses 27: 80 and 30: 52-53 that the Messenger and the
believer can’t make the dead hypocrites and their deaf followers hear Adhikr. So, the
believer should propagate Adhikr to the ‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s
community. See explanations 2: 166-167; 5: 60, 67; 25: 17-18 and 33-34.
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84. And you don’t pray upon anyone among them who has died forever, and you
don’t stay upon his grave; indeed, they disbelieved with Lord Allah and His
Messenger and died while they were the transgressors.
85. And let not their wealth or their children dazzle you; indeed, Lord Allah intends
to punish them with it in this world and they have perished their soul as disbelievers.
Today, the cursed hypocrites and their strayed followers are the Mujirims mentioned
in 52 places as explained in verse 7: 40. They are serving Kafir Satan instead of the
Lord. They are rejecting command of Lord and are performing funeral prayers for the
disbelievers and transgressors. These Mujirims are following footsteps of Satan as
explained in verses 2: 168-169.
As explained in verses 9: 53-55, the prayer, charity, fasting and all such deeds of
hypocrites will not be accepted; moreover, Lord intends to punish them with their
wealth and children, so they have perished as disbelievers. The Messenger and
believer can only seek forgiveness for the believing men and women as explained in
verse 9: 80. The hypocrites and their followers are belonging to Satan’s party as
explained in verses 4: 150-151. So, the real believer who is serving only the Impartial
Lord as explained in verse 1: 4 can’t obey them or pray for them. Even though it is
commanded the believer to greet back in a better way to anyone among mankind
through verse 4: 86, it is commanded just to return the same greeting as their greeting
in the case of hypocrites. Anyone belonging to Kuffar or Fujjar, at the time of his death,
Lord will tell him that he was among the disbelievers as explained in verses 2: 138 and
4: 159. The soulless and worthless hypocrites do not believe with Allah and any of His
Prophets and Messengers. At the time of their death, they will witness against their
soul as ‘indeed, they were disbelievers’ as explained in verses 1: 3 and 7: 37. The oddbeliever who testifies Adhikr—the Best Book—should lead a lifestyle as explained in
verses 7: 205-206. See explanations 2: 6-7; 3: 196-197; 9: 61 and 67-68.
86. And when a Surath is revealed to believe in Lord Allah and to do Jihad with His
Messenger, healthiest and wealthiest among them ask you exemption and they say:
Leave us with those who are sitting.
87. They were satisfied to be with those who stayed behind, and their hearts were
sealed upon, then they don’t understand the aim of life.
During Messenger’s period even though the hypocrites were healthy and wealthy to
do Jihad along with the Messenger, they asked excuses to sit with the weakling
children, women and elders in their houses. Since today Adhikr—the Best
Interpretation of Lord’s Book—is formed, the hypocrites are knowingly hiding It. By
doing so Lord Allah has put a lid on their hearts and ears for not understanding Adhikr
as explained in verses 6: 25-26. Hypocrites and their followers are compared to a dog
that will not change its attitude as explained in verses 7: 175-176. These aimless
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transgressors are worst creatures since they are dumb for talking about the Splendid
Book—Adhikr—and Its 40 names as explained in verses 8: 22 and 55. It is asked in
verse 18: 57: Who is more unjust than the one who is reminded with Lord’s verses,
then turns away from them and forgets what his hands have sent forth? indeed, We
have placed a lid upon their hearts for not to understand It, and a cover upon their
ear; and if you invite them to the Guidance, then they will never be guided forever”.
See explanations 2: 18, 99; 6: 65 and 7: 179.
88. But the Messenger and those who believed with him do Jihad with their wealth
and their soul, and such will have good things, and such is the only prosperous.
Since there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, the odd-believer will do
great Jihad against the Kuffar and hypocrites with Adhikr as explained in verse 9: 73.
He will utilize all his bestowed bounties to propagate Lord’s Message which is the
greatest Bounty to entire mankind irrespective of nation or religion. It is commanded
to Messenger and believer through verse 12: 108: This is my way; I invite you to Lord
Allah, I and those who follow me are upon an Insight; Glory be to Allah, and I am not
among those who associate others with Him (Mushriks). It is told in verse 18: 101 that
the one who is not ready to see the Book Dhikree and not to hear It are the disbelievers
into Hell. It is told in verses 20: 124-125 that whoever neglected the Book Dhikree, he
will be resurrected as blind in the Hereafter. If these people hide Adhikr—Reminder
meant for the entire world, It will be entrusted upon other people who will not hide It
as explained in verses 6: 89-90. See explanations 2: 2-5, 148; 4: 133 and 8: 74-75.
89. Lord Allah has kept prepared for them the Gardens beneath which rivers are
flowing, they will abide in it eternally; that is the supreme triumph.
Today, Adhikr which explains everything is formed as the Splendid Book, It is to be
utilized for forming harmony of mankind. The believer by testifying Adhikr fulfills the
aim of life and will inherit the Paradise as explained in verses 4: 1-2, whereas Fujjar by
hiding and rejecting Adhikr are hurrying for the Dooms Day so that they will inherit the
Hellfire. They are not considering the soul, and so they do not consider Adhikr as the
Food, Cloth, and Sight as explained in verse 7: 26. Each group among these Fujjar are
destined to 7 doors of Hell as explained in verses 9: 67-68. See explanation 2: 25; 3:
136, 185 and 9: 71-72.
90. And from the Bedouins came to you asking excuses in the order you to permit
them, and they sat with those who told lie to Lord Allah and His Messenger;
certainly, they will be afflicted with a painful punishment upon those who
disbelieved among them.
During the revelation of this verse, the Book was not codified. As explained in verses
3: 7 and 10, the Arabic Qur’an reading Fajir and Kafir are the real disbelievers who are
knowingly hiding and reject Adhikr and Its 40 names. They are reading in verses 25:
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33-34 that whoever didn’t testify Adhikr will be dragged prone on their faces into the
Hell, and such are in the worst place and they are the most strayed.
Since Adhikr is formed as a Book today, whoever follows the paths other than that of
Messengers and believers—Straightpath, he will be roasted in Hell as explained in
verse 4: 115. The hypocrites who hide Lord’s Book and those who purchase petty price
for Lord’s verses are filling Fire in their bellies, and thus they purchased astray instead
of Guidance, and thus they are in a far schism as explained in verses 2: 174-176. The
Trust Adhikr is revealed to punish the wrongful hypocrites and foolish Mushriks as
explained in verse 9: 68. See explanations 1: 7; 2: 78-79, 159; 4: 56 and 140.
91. There is no blame upon the weak and upon the ill and upon those who don’t find
anything to spend while they are sincere to Lord Allah and His Messenger; there is
no way to criticize those who live by seeing Lord, and Allah is the Forgiving, the
Merciful.
Since the Best Book Adhikr is formed today, the Muhsins are those who are living
under the Light of Adhikr. And whoever from Arabic Quran reading Fujjar didn’t testify
Adhikr, at the time of his death, Lord will tell him that he was among the disbelievers
as explained in verses 4: 93 and 7: 37. As Adhikr is the Balance and Trust to keep the
universe in its equilibrium, the burden of all disasters, calamities, riots, bloodsheds,
terrorism, and all such mischievous activities should be bored by the hypocrites who
hide Adhikr and by their followers who reject It as explained in verses 3: 85; 4: 15-16
and 5: 31-34. See explanations 2: 112, 121; 7: 40 and 25: 27-30.
92. And nor is there blame upon those who, when they came to you that you might
undertake them, you said: I am not finding any means for bearing you. They returned
with their eyes overflowed with tears out of grief that they couldn’t find something
to spend.
Due to a lack of vehicles, food, and weapons, some weaklings couldn’t go out with
Messenger for Tabuk Expedition. They were among the best servants of Impartial Lord
because even though they couldn’t participate bodily, their soul participated with
Messenger. On returning from Tabuk to Medina, Messenger told about these sincere
believers to his companions as “There are some in Medina who have followed you in
each of your footsteps and who have passed each valley that you crossed”. The
companions asked: “While they are at Medina itself?!” The Messenger replied: “Yes,
while they are at Medina. They would have been with you if they were not forced to
withdraw due to the inevitable circumstances”.
Deeds are rewarded according to one's intentions. Any deed without the participation
of the soul will not be accepted as explained in verse 4: 100. See explanations 2: 186,
261 and 3: 127-128.
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93. Indeed, the blame is only upon those who ask excuse from you while they are
rich, they are satisfied to be with those who stay behind, and Lord Allah has sealed
upon their hearts, and they are not knowing.
During the revelation of this verse, Lord’s Book was not codified. But the aimless
hypocrites and their heedless followers were not having the belief with the Lord and
Hereafter. So, they falsely approved Messenger by their mouths without having belief
in their hearts as explained in verse 9: 48.
Today, Adhikr which explains everything and is the Guidance, Mercy, and herald for
Muslims-who submitted whole to His Lord- as mentioned in verse 16: 89 is codified as
a Book. But the soulless and worthless hypocrites have made ‘rejecting Adhikr’ as their
food. These Fujjar whose ledger is in Sijjeen are commanding evil and are forbidding
good, they have forgotten Lord, and so Lord has forgotten them, and they are the
transgressors as explained in verse 9: 68. Since they didn’t hear Adhikr, didn’t talk
about It and didn’t read It in this world, they will be pushed into Hell as deaf, dumb
and blind as explained in verses 2: 18; 17: 97-98 and 25: 34. See explanations 8: 22 and
9: 42-47.
94. They will make excuses to you when you are returning into them; you say: "You
make no excuses; never will we believe in you; Lord Allah has already informed us
about your news, and Allah will observe your deeds, and His Messenger; then you
will be returned unto the Knower of the seen and unseen, then He will inform you
about what you had been doing".
On the Day of Judgment, a veil will be there in between the Arabic Qur’an read Fujjar
and the Lord as told in verse 83: 15. Lord has fastened a ‘Recording Book’ around
everyone’s neck and all deeds and thoughts are being recorded in It. And on the Day
of Judgment, Lord will produce It as an Illuminating spread open Book and will say:
“Today, you read your Book, you are enough to reckon yourself” as explained in verses
2: 110 and 6: 60-62. See explanations 2: 113; 5: 48 and 9: 51.
95. Certainly, they will swear with Allah to you when you return to them that you
would neglect them. So, you neglect them; indeed, they are filthy; and their abode
is the Hell as a reward for what they have been earning.
Adhikr increases nothing but filth over filth for the hypocrites as explained in verse 9:
28. Those who hide Adhikr—the Ticket for returning to the Paradise, It is a cause for
sorrow as told in verses 69: 48-50. It is the Mercy and Healing for the believers as told
in verses 17: 82 and 41: 44. It is told in verse 80: 17 that anyone who hides the Ticket
mentioned in verse 80: 11 has been killed. Messenger and believer can’t make the
dead hypocrites and their deaf followers hear Adhikr as explained in verse 9: 83. See
explanations 7: 46-47, 175-176, 205-206.
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96. They swear to you so that you might be satisfied with them. But if you are
satisfied with them, indeed, Lord Allah is not satisfied with a transgressing people.
Adhikr explains everything is a Mercy and Herald for the true Muslims as told in verse
16: 89. But the hypocrites and the Kuffar mentioned in verses 9: 67-68 are hiding and
rejecting It from mankind, thus they are ruining themselves, but they perceive it not
as explained in verse 6: 26. By forgetting Adhikr, these people have become worthless.
These transgressors are hurrying for the emergence of Antichrist by hiding Adhikr from
mankind as explained in verses 2: 99 and 9: 31-32. By purchasing petty prices for Lord’s
verses, they are filling fire in their bellies as explained in verses 2: 174-176. Among
mankind, these Fujjar are only reading that If anyone didn’t judge with Adhikr in his
individual, family and social life, such are the Kafirs, wrongdoers, and transgressors in
verses 5: 44, 45 and 47. These Mujirims are serving Satan and are following his
footsteps as explained in verses 2: 168-169 and 7: 40. The hypocritical leaders and
their blind followers (Fujjar) will curse, argue and blame each other in Hell as explained
in verses 2: 166-167. See explanations 9: 23-24, 80 and 82-85.
97. The Bedouins are stronger in disbelief and hypocrisy, and more likely not to know
about the dos and don’ts of Lord Allah revealed upon His Messenger; and Allah is
the All-Knowing, the Wise.
Since today Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord—is formed as a Book, whoever
holdfasts It, he did holdfast Lord Allah and is guided into the Straightpath as explained
in verses 3: 101-102; 4: 174-175 and 5: 48. But real disbelievers mentioned in verses
4: 150-151 have made their food ‘rejecting Adhikr’ as explained in verse 3: 70. Even
though these worst creatures are trying to extinguish Adhikr—Lord’s Light—with their
mouth, indeed, Lord will spread His Light through other people as explained in verses
6: 89-90 and 9: 46. See explanations 3: 30, 102, 182 and 9: 91.
98. And among the Bedouins are some who consider their spending as a fine and are
awaiting disasters for you; upon them will be evil of disasters, and Allah is the AllHearing and the All-Knowing.
The hypocritical transgressors are those who conceal the Guidance—Adhikr—which is
sent down for the entire mankind. Upon them have the curse of Lord as explained in
verses 2: 159-160. Today, they are only reading in Arabic Qur'an verses 25: 65-66 which
say: Our Lord, avert from us the punishment of Hell; indeed, its punishment is fine,
indeed, it is evil as a settlement and residence. But these aimless and heedless
disbelievers are not preparing Paradise in this 4th phase for the 7th phase testifying
verse 3: 136. Instead, they are earning the Hell testifying verses 3: 181-182 and 9: 8182. These soulless and worthless people are ready for spending money on pilgrimage
such as Hajj, Umra; but they consider spending money for Adhikr—which is the Ticket
to Paradise, Safeguard against calamities, disasters, and Hell—as a penalty. Before the
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codification of Adhikr, there were chances for the hypocrites and Mushriks for
repentance as explained in verse 4: 146. But after the codification of Adhikr as a Book,
these wrongdoers and transgressors will not have a chance for repenting as explained
in verses 2: 6-7 and 165. They are deaf, dumb and blind for hearing, talking and seeing
Adhikr. These worst creatures will be dragged into Hell as explained in verse 9: 93. The
command of verses 4: 91; 9: 5, 123; and 33: 60-61 will be implemented by the second
coming of Jesus as explained in verse 2: 90. See explanation 2: 108; 3: 154; 4: 142-143
and 9: 73.
99. And among the Bedouins are some who believe with Lord Allah and the Last Day
and consider their spending as means of nearness to Allah and for receiving the
prayers of the Messenger. Know that indeed, it is a means of nearness for them,
certainly, Allah will enter them into His Mercy, indeed, Allah is the Forgiving, the
Merciful.
Adhikr—the Best Book—is formed as a Book today. Whoever testifies the Book Husna,
then Lord will make all things easy for him, and whoever is niggard, think himself
enough and rejects the Best Book, Lord will make all things difficult to him as told in
verses 92: 6-10. It is warned through the verses 87: 11-13 that “whoever abstains
Dhikra- the Book Adhikr, he is unlucky who will be roasted in the great fire in which he
will neither live nor die. And in verses 92: 12-20 it is told that “whoever rejects and
turns back from Adhikr, he will be roasted in the Blazing Fire; none will be roasted in
it except the unlucky. The heedful who spends wealth for purification of his soul will
abstain from it, he is the one who doesn’t expect a reward from anyone but only hopes
to see the face of his Lord, the Highest”. Any Muslim, if didn’t testify the Best Book, at
the time of his death Lord will tell him: Nay, you received My verses, then you rejected
It, you became arrogant and you were among the disbelievers as told in 39: 58-59. See
explanation 2: 265; 3: 101-103 and 4: 174-175.
100. The first vanguard among the migrates and the helpers and those who followed
them with the Best, Allah is pleased with them and they are pleased with Him, and
He has prepared for them gardens beneath which rivers are flowing, wherein they
will abide forever, that is the supreme triumph.
Muhajir—The first vanguard—are the believers who migrated to Medina with
Messenger. Ansar—The helpers—the believers who gave shelter to the migrated
Messengers and believers in Medina. It is told in verse 59: 9: They love those who
emigrated to them and find not any difficulties in their chests in helping the emigrants
by giving preference over themselves, even though they are in poverty; and whoever
is protected from the covetousness of his soul, such are prosperous. It is told about
the character of virtuous people in verses 76: 8-10 that they feed the food despite
their need for it to the poor, orphans and captives. Then their mind is in a condition
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that indeed, we are feeding you seeking Lord Allah’s presence only, and we are not
intending rewards or any thanks from you. Verily we fear a gloomy dismal Day from
our Lord.
Today, Adhikr—the Best Book—is formed. So, whoever holdfasts It, he did holdfast
Lord Allah and is guided into the Straightpath as explained in verses 2: 256 and 3: 101102. As explained in verse 3: 7, only 1 in 1000 believer is testifying Adhikr and is
following Messenger. All other Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are following 29 pseudoprophets and are welcoming Antichrist. They are the real disbelievers as explained in
verses 4: 150-151. They will witness against their soul at the time of death that they
were among disbelievers as explained in 9: 70 and 85. See explanation 2: 62; 5: 119;
8: 2-4 and 74-75.
101. And among the Bedouins around you and even from the residents of Medina,
there are hypocrites. They have become stubborn in hypocrisy; you don’t know
them, We surely, know them, We will punish them twice, then they will be returned
to a great punishment.
Every man must transform his Jinn-soulmate into a believer with Adhikr as explained
in verses 8: 24 and 48. But the hypocrites by hiding and rejecting Adhikr after receiving
It have become transgressors. The hypocritical men and women prefer bodily and
worldly life neglecting Adhikr-the Food, Cloth and Sight of the soul mate-as explained
in verse 7: 26. So they would have to bear two times punishment. One for his stray and
other for the stray of his soul mate. Their charity, prayer, pilgrimage, and other deeds
will not be accepted but will cause to increase astray for them as explained in verses
2: 166-167; 9: 53-55 and 85. These human devil hypocrites mentioned in verses 9: 6768 are trying to extinguish Adhikr—the Light—with their mouth as explained in verses
9: 32-33. The ultimate victory is for the believers even though the disbelievers hate it
as explained in verses 5: 55-56. See explanation 2: 85; 3: 91, 136-140; 5: 60 and 82.
102. And there are others who have recognized their sins, their deeds are mixed with
righteous and evil, perhaps Lord Allah will turn upon them; indeed, Allah is the
Forgiving, the Merciful.
These types of hypocrites are having repentance if they satisfy 4 conditions explained
in verse 4: 146. They are not transgressors, but they are heedless. The heedless may
be reminded with Adhikr—the Wise Reminder. Today, Adhikr—the Best Interpretation
of Lord’s Book—is formed as a Book. So, whoever from Arabic Quran reading Fujjar
didn’t testify It, the Hell will be fulfilled with them as explained in verses 7: 179 and 8:
47. See explanation 2: 160, 208; 4: 31 and 9: 31-33.
103. Accept from their wealth charity by which you purify and sanctify them, and
you pray upon them; indeed, your prayers are tranquil for them, and Lord Allah is
the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
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Since today there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, gathering, and
distribution of welfare-tax is not commanded. Instead, the aimful believer will spend
all his bestowed blessings under Adhikr—the Light—as explained in verses 2: 5, 265
and 9: 60. It is explained in verse 4: 64, anyone during Messenger’s period who has
made unjust to his soul comes to Messenger and explains everything, and he seeks
forgiveness to Lord by himself, then Messenger also seeks forgiveness for him to the
Merciful Lord; then the Lord will be forgiving to such ones.
Today since Adhikr is formed as a Book, whoever wants to return into the Paradise
should holdfast It as the Ticket and should repent for his offenses happened from him
as explained in verses 9: 71-72. The believer who testifies Adhikr can’t obey them and
perform the funeral prayer for anyone among Fujjar who has perished as disbeliever
as explained in verses 9: 68 and 84-85. See explanation 2: 276, 279 and 4: 78-79.
104. Do they not know that indeed, Lord Allah is accepting repentance from His
servants and receiving charities; and indeed, Allah is the Oft-Returning, the Merciful?
Today, Adhikr which explains everything is formed as a Book. For getting a response
to prayer and for accepting deed, two conditions are provided as explained in verse 2:
186. Through the verse 39: 53 Lord commanded Messenger to tell His servants as, “You
should not be despair regarding the Mercy of Lord, He is the One forgiving all the
offenses at a time, He is the Oft-forgiving and the Merciful. And through verses 39: 5455 two conditions are provided to forgive sins altogether. That is to turn into Lord Allah
by repenting for his sins and by submitting all to him before death arrives; and to
follow the Best Book—Adhikr before the punishment seizes you in a condition that
you do not recognize it. That means one should become a believer utilizing Adhikr and
should convey It into entire mankind as explained in verses 7: 205-206. Everyone will
inherit in the 7th phase (Hereafter) for what he has been doing in the 4th phase (in
this world) as explained in verses 3: 136 and 7: 43. The aimless hypocrites and their
heedless followers by hiding Adhikr have forgotten Lord and the Hereafter. They are
the fuel of Hell from mankind as explained in verses 3: 10; 5: 10 and 86. See
explanations 2: 94-95; 7: 150 and 18: 101.
105. And you say: "You do your deeds, then Lord Allah will see your deeds, His
Messenger and the believers; and you will be returned unto the Knower of the
unseen and seen, then He will inform you about what you had been doing”.
The Book was not codified during the revelation of this verse. So, it is told in verse to
the hypocrites as: “You do your deeds, the Three-Time-Knower Lord, His Messenger,
and believers will see them”. That means Lord is sending down His verses upon
Messenger, then Messenger is reflecting It to mankind; the believer is obeying and
following Messenger and thereby Lord Allah as explained in verses 4: 59 and 80.
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Today, Adhikr containing 312 previous Books and their upright Explanations is formed
by the Three-Time-Knower as per verse 25: 58 through the Three-Time-Knower as per
verse 25: 59. So Messenger and believer should ask about the Impartial Lord to the
author of Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book. It is commanded through
verses 16: 43 and 21: 7, anyone should ask regarding any unknown thing to the author
of Adhikr—Knowledge of past, present, and future as explained in verses 7: 52 and 16:
89. But the cursed hypocrites and their strayed followers as explained in verse 1: 7 are
the real disbelievers, and so they will not purify their soul with Adhikr—Book for
Purifying as told in verses 98: 2-3. That is why Adhikr will be entrusted to other people
who will not hide and reject It as explained in verses 6: 89-90. The believer is
commanded to say these worthless people: “You enjoy here a little, certainly, your
return is into the Fire” as explained in verses 3: 196-197. These worst creatures who
are not utilizing their intelligence will be killed by the second coming of Jesus as
explained in verse 8: 22.
As told in verses 17: 13-14; 18: 49; 23: 62-64; 36: 12; 45: 28-29; 58: 6 and 78: 29-30:
“Every individual is fastened with a Recording Book upon his/her neck which will be
produced as an Illuminating open Book on the Day of Judgment. It will be enough for
each individual for his reckoning”. So, the believer will teach Adhikr to his offspring
and followers by which he will get a portion of the reward of righteous deeds they are
doing as explained in verse 4: 85. As the believers are testifying the Insight—Adhikr—
in his life, after his death he can see with his soul the deeds of his offspring and can
control them. The believer is having the Confirmed Truth that any of Fujjar’s graveyard
is destined into 7 doors of Hell as explained in verse 9: 49. And he also knows that
males and females among Fujjar are recording in their Recording Book with various
opposite sexual organs, and they will be summoned in Hell coincided with their sexual
organs as explained in verse 6: 28. See explanations 3: 79; 9: 30-31, 67-68 and 84-85.
106. And others who are expecting the Decision of Lord Allah, whether He may
punish them or whether He may accept their repentance; and Allah is the AllKnowing, the Wise.
This verse is portraying the 3 persons upon whom Lord accepted their repentance as
mentioned in verse 9: 118. Today, the hypocrites and their blind followers are reading
these verses. But they are deaf, dumb and blind for hearing, talking and seeing Adhikr.
So, they will not return to the Straightpath. These Mujirims are serving Satan and are
welcoming Antichrist as explained in verses 6: 55 and 7: 40. So Adhikr will be entrusted
to ‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s community. By the second coming of
Jesus, the command of verses 4: 91; 9: 5, 123 and 33: 60-61 will be implemented as
explained in verses 9: 98. See explanation 3: 128-129; 8: 50-51 and 9: 80-82.
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107. And those who selected a Masjid which is harmful for spreading disbelief,
making disassociation among the believers, and as a station for the one who fought
against Lord Allah and His Messenger before; and they are surely swearing: "We
intended nothing but the good", and Allah Witnesses that indeed, they are the liars.
The Masjid mentioned is about Masjid Al-Dirar which was constructed by the
hypocrites in Medina at the time of Messenger. It was mainly for spreading hypocrisy,
to make disassociation between the believers and to give a station for Abu Amir-who
was the Christian priest from Kasraj Tribe and who encouraged the Meccan pagans to
fight against Messenger and believers. “One who fought against Lord Allah and His
Messenger before” mentioned in this verse is about Abu Amir.
After the Battle of Confederates by realizing the fact that none from Arabs can defeat
Messenger and believers, Abu Amir went to Rome for turning the Roman Emperor
against Messenger and believers at Medina. By hearing the news that about 3 lakhs of
Roman soldiers are getting ready to fight against believers, Messenger along with
30,000 soldiers went to Tabuk for defending them. During this time, hypocrites in
Medina build that harmful Masjid- Al-Dirar.
As explained in verse 3: 7 after 30 years of Messenger’s departure, there is no group
of believers anywhere in the world. The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are disassociated
into different groups, and each group is indulged in making their Masjids. Thus, they
are testifying the teaching of Lord through His Messenger: “Their Masjids will be huge
concrete buildings, but they will be strayed from the Guidance –Adhikr” as explained
in verses 2: 114-115.
So, the odd-believer who follows Adhikr can’t enter any Masjid maintained by these
hypocrites and Mushriks. The believer who considers Lord as the Impartial will pray as:
“Oh our Lord! Make us the leaders for those who are following and testifying Adhikr”
as told in verse 25: 74. So he can’t follow or guide any disbelieving people. He is
commanded to do Jihad against the Kuffar with Adhikr as explained in verse 9: 73. He
will read Adhikr along with his family in the dusk and dawn and will do prolonged
‘Prostration of Recitation’ as explained in verses 7: 205-206 and 22: 77-78. See
explanations 2: 62, 140 and 9: 17-19.
108. You don’t stand forever in it, a Masjid founded on heedfulness from the first
day itself is worthier for you to stand in; in it are the men who love to purify
themselves, and Allah loves those who like to purify themselves.
After one month of stay at Tabuk for defending Romans, Messenger and followers
returned to Medina. This verse was revealed at that time. So, Messenger deputed a
few of his companions to demolish the harmful Masjid Al-Dirar. “The Masjid founded
on heedfulness from the first day itself” mentioned in this verse is about Masjid AlQuba. It is told in verses 24: 35-37: “Allah, the Light of Heavens and earth, is present
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in the Masjids which He has permitted to be raised, wherein His name is to be
remembered and to be glorified Him in the dusk and dawn. In it, there are men whose
business neither diverts them from the remembrance of the Lord. They are regularly
keeping up prayers, paying welfare-tax and fear a Day when hearts and eyes will be
tremored”.
It is told in verse 91: 8: “Each soul has given its wickedness and heedfulness; surely,
the one who purifies the soul will be succeeded, and who fails to purify has corrupted
his soul”. Adhikr which contains all previous 312 Books and their upright Explanations
is the Book for Purification mentioned in verses 98: 2-3. It is told in verses 9: 28, 95
and 125 that the hypocrites and their Mushrik followers are filthy, and Adhikr will
increase nothing but filth over filth for them. No one can make anyone a believer, but
male or female by utilizing the Insight mentioned in verse 6: 104, Guidance mentioned
in verse 17: 15 and the Truth mentioned in verses 10: 108 and 39: 41 can become a
believer as explained in verse 2: 111. It is told in verses 56: 77-80: “Noble Reading
Adhikr will not be grasped by none except by those who purified their soul with It”.
See explanations 2: 152; 5: 6 and 9: 88.
109. Then who is better: the one who laid the foundation of His building on
heedfulness from Lord Allah and His Pleasure or the one who laid the foundation of
His building on the edge of a bank about to collapse; ‘then it collapsed with him into
the Fire of Hell? And Allah doesn’t guide the wrongdoing people.
Today, the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar (the hypocrites and Mushrik followers) are
hiding and rejecting Adhikr which is the Light for purifying the soul. Since there is no
group of believers anywhere in the world, by the proclamation of Mahdi the believers
from all over the world will be separated into Hijaz as well as all the hypocrites and
Mushriks will be expelled from Hijaz as explained in verse 9: 28. Antichrist will be killed
by the second coming of Jesus and the ‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s
community will approve Islam and they will kill the hypocrites and Kuffar mentioned
in verses 9: 67-68. Then every harmful and mischievous Masjid will be demolished. See
explanation 2: 254; 9: 55 and 13: 18.
110. Their building which they built will not cease skepticism in their hearts until
their hearts crumble into pieces; and Allah is the All-Knowing, the Wise.
Any construction made by the hypocrites and Mushriks is benefited only for their
worldly life. Their hearts will not get tranquility in spending money since their deeds
are against the teaching of Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book. The scene
of their death is explained in verses 6: 93-94. They will enter the bottom of Fire even
without trial as explained in verse 4: 145. The odd-believer spends his wealth and all
bounties for getting the reward in the Hereafter as explained in verses 2: 201-202 and
9: 99. See explanation 2: 159; 4: 63 and 6: 25-26.
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111. Indeed, Lord Allah has purchased from the believers their soul and their wealth
for that they will have Paradise; they fight in the cause of Allah, so they kill and are
killed; a True Promise upon Him in the Torah, the Gospel, and the Qur'an; and who
is fulfilling his covenant than Allah? Then rejoice in your trade which you have made
with Him, and that is a great triumph.
It is not the Arabic Qur’an, but Adhikr is the Book for repeated reading as explained in
verses 5: 48 and 16: 44. All the 313 Messengers have been given Adhikr—the Truth
and the Proof—as told in verse 21: 24. The aim of life is to achieve Paradise. So, if there
is a group of believers, it is their duty to fight in the cause of Lord Allah by testifying
verses 2: 193 and 8: 39-40. It is told in verse 3: 144 that Muhammad is none except a
Messenger, surely, many Messengers have passed before him; then if he dies or is
killed, will you turn back on your heels? Anyone who turns back on his heels will never
injure Lord Allah in any way, and Allah will reward for the grateful.
Today there is no Jihad with weapons as there is no group of believers anywhere in
the world. As explained in verse 2: 256 no one can make anyone a believer as there is
no compulsion in the True way of life—Islam. The odd-believer will help Lord by
propagating Adhikr—Food, Cloth, and Sight of the human soul—to form a harmony of
mankind, and will do Jihad with It against the hypocrites and Kuffar as explained in
verse 9: 73. See explanations 2: 62; 3: 136, 195 and 5: 119-120.
112. The repentant, the servers, the appraisers, the travelers in the cause of Lord,
those who are obedient and prostrating, those who enjoin what is good and forbid
what is evil, and those who keep up the boundaries of Allah; so, you give glad tidings
to the believers.
It is told in verse 33: 73: “The Trust Adhikr is revealed for accepting the repentance of
believing men and believing women”. The servers of Lord mean those who are
propagating Adhikr to entire worlds. The odd-believer must read Adhikr in the dusk
and dawn and should do the single prolonged Prostration of Recitation as explained in
verses 7: 205-206. If the hypocrites and Kuffar are those who forbid good and
command evil among mankind as mentioned in verses 9: 67-68, the believing men and
women are those who follow and testify Adhikr—the Best Book—as explained in
verses 9: 71-72. It is told in verses 3: 101; 4: 175 and 5: 48 that, whoever holdfasts
Adhikr, he did holdfast Lord and is guided into the Straightpath. It is told in verse 39:
59: “Any Muslim who did not testify the Best Book Adhikr, Lord will tell him at the time
of his death that you were among the disbelievers”. For accepting repentance and for
getting a response to prayers, two conditions should be satisfied as explained in verse
2: 186. Verse 61: 13 also ends as: “So give glad tidings to the believers”. See
explanations 2: 2-5; 3: 42-43 and 7: 157.
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113. It is not suitable for the Prophet and those who have believed to seek
forgiveness for the Mushriks even if they were relatives after it has become clear to
them that they are companions of Hades.
As explained in verse 3: 7, the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar/Kuffar are the real
disbelievers and Mushriks. Their ledger is in Sijjeen as told in verse 83: 7. It is told in
verse 82: 14 that indeed, Fujjar are in the Hades. So, the believer who represents the
Believer Lord can’t seek forgiveness for any hypocrites or their Mushrik followers who
are living here as the representatives of Kafir Satan as explained in verses 9: 80 and
84-85. They are the real disbelievers as explained in verses 4: 150-151 who hide and
reject Adhikr. They are the inmates of Hades as explained in verses 5: 10 and 86. The
odd-believer is commanded to say the hypocrites who change the Favor of Lord—
Adhikr—and made Halal the Hell (house of worthless) to their followers through verses
14: 28-30 as: “You enjoy here a little, then indeed, your returning is into the Fire”. It is
repeatedly told 10 times in Surath 77: “Those who reject Adhikr have Vail valley of the
Hell”. It is told to the Mujirims in verse 77: 46: “You eat and enjoy here a little”. It is
permitted to seek forgiveness for the believers who are following Adhikr and are
judging in their individual, family and social life with It. See explanations 2: 39, 159161 and 9: 31, 78.
114. And seeking of forgiveness by Ibrahim for his father was nothing except on a
basis of a promise he had made to him; but when it became apparent to Ibrahim
that his father was an enemy to Allah, he dissociated himself from him, indeed,
Ibrahim was repeatedly repenting and forbearing.
Ibrahim had told his father as per the verse 19: 47 as: "Peace be upon you, I will seek
forgiveness for you to my Lord; indeed, He is ever gracious to me”. It is told in verse
60: 4: “Ibrahim had told his father: ‘I will surely, seek forgiveness for you, but I am not
able to get anything for you from Allah; our Lord, upon You we entrusted, and to You,
we are repenting, and unto You is our return”. Thus, Ibrahim had sought forgiveness
to Lord for his father in verses 26: 86-89 as: “And forgive my father; indeed, he has
been among the strayed. And you don’t disgrace me on the Day when all are
resurrected, the Day when wealth or children will not benefit anyone; except who
came to Lord with a tranquil heart”. Then as explained in verse 6: 75, when Ibrahim
was showed with the Secret Sovereignty of the universe, he saw his father as a swine
in Hell. On account of that Ibrahim realized that his father is an enemy of Lord. So,
Ibrahim apologized and repented to Lord for seeking forgiveness for his father. It is not
permitted to seek forgiveness for Messenger and believer to the hypocrites and
Mushriks even though they are their father, mother, siblings or near ones as explained
in verses 3: 28 and 8: 75. See explanation 6: 88-90; 4: 144 and 7: 194-195.
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115. It is not suitable for Lord Allah to let a people stray after He has guided them
until He makes clear to them what they should heed. Indeed, Allah is the Knower of
everything.
When Adam—the first man—was created, the entire soul of men till the Last Day was
created from the single soul in the Paradise itself. It is told in verses 55: 1-4 that the
Impartial Lord has taught Adhikr for each soul from the Paradise itself, then He
deputed man on earth and He taught Its Explanation. All the 313 Messengers were
given Adhikr—the Truth and Proof as told in verse 21: 24—to remind mankind. Since
Lord has given freedom either to be grateful or ungrateful, nobody can guide or stray
anyone from the Straightpath. The believer can only remind others with Adhikr as
explained in verses 2: 119 and 9: 108. Every man takes birth in Islam as explained in 2:
62. Adhikr is the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book which contains everything, but It
will be considered as Guidance, Mercy and Herald only by true Muslims as told in verse
16: 89. The Arabic Qur’an reading hypocrites and their followers are Fujjar, and they
do not utilize It or not give It to others for utilizing as explained in verse 6: 26. The
believer propagates Adhikr throughout the world testifying verses 6: 89-90 to utilize It
as the Strong-Weapon against terrorism and thereby forming harmony of mankind as
explained in verses 4: 133 and 6: 133. See explanations 2: 213; 3: 19; 10: 47 and 99100.
116. Indeed, Lord Allah has the dominion of the heavens and the earth; He gives life
and causes death, and you don’t have any protector or any helper besides Allah.
Verse 32: 4 says: “Allah is the One Who created the Heaven, the earth and all in
between them in six days; then He established on the Throne, you have no protector
or intercessor besides Him; will you then remind others in their heart’s language?”
Among those who read these verses only believer who testifies Adhikr and Its 40
names reminds others about Lord by propagating the Reminder Adhikr. All hypocrites
and Kuffar who are the Fujjar by hiding and rejecting Adhikr will enter the Hell by
bearing the burden of all disasters and calamities happening in the universe as
explained in verses 9: 67-68. Today, whoever holdfasts Adhikr—the Unbreakable Rope
extended from Paradise to earth—he did holdfast Lord and is guided into the
Straightpath as explained in verses 2: 256; 3: 101; 4: 174-175 and 5: 48. See
explanations 1: 4; 2: 255; 3: 52 and 4: 133.
117. Surely, Lord Allah has accepted the repentance of the Prophet, the migrants and
the helpers who followed him in the critical hour even though the hearts of a group
among them are inclined; and then He accepted their repentance, indeed, He is Kind
and Merciful with them.
The error that happened to Messenger by permitting the hypocrites to abstain from
the battle is explained in verse 9: 43. Some of the followers by seeing the retrieval of
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hypocrites from battle also wished not to follow Messenger to Tabuk. But later, by
understanding the Truth, they repented to Lord and decided to join the Messenger.
Thus, the Lord accepted their repentance. It is told in verses 33: 72-73 that the Trust
Adhikr is revealed to punish the hypocritical men and women as well as the Mushrik
men and women; also, to accept the repentance from the believing men and woman.
The lifestyle of today’s believer who testifies Adhikr is explained in verses 7: 205-206
and 9: 71-72. See explanations 2: 218; 4: 95-96 and 9: 25-27.
118. And the three upon whom the decision was left behind, for them the earth
seemed to be constrained despite its vastness and their soul confined them and they
were certain that there is no refuge from Lord Allah except into Him; then He turned
to them so they could repent; Indeed, Allah is the Oft-Returning, the Merciful.
After returning to Medina from Tabuk Expedition, the hypocrites approached
Messenger for explaining excuses for not participating with him. Messenger didn’t
take any action in their case. But three persons named Ka’b-Ibnu-Malik, Hilal-IbnuUmmayyath, and Mararh-Ibnu-Rubbay had full faith in Islam and were also desirous of
participating in the battle. But as they had not followed Messenger, they thought that
they could join with him later. But Satan obstructed them from going. So, these three
didn’t have any excuse to tell the Messenger. So, Messenger postponed deciding their
case until Lord’s Decision comes. And he ordered them not to mingle with the
believers. Then after 40 days, Messenger ordered them to stay away from their wives,
and thus their soul felt difficulties as mentioned in this verse. At last, they repented
sincerely to Lord and after 50 days, by accepting their repentance Lord revealed this
verse. As a ransom, they gave their property which made them stay behind into the
cause of Lord.
Lord is harsh upon those who do offenses knowingly. It is told about Messenger in
verses 17: 74-75: “And if We had not strengthened you, you would have almost
inclined to them a little. Then, We would have made you taste double punishment in
this life and after death; then you would not find any helper against Us”. It is told about
wives of Messenger in verse 33: 30: “Whoever from you commits clear immorality, she
has the punishment in double, and it is very easy for Lord”.
When Lord commanded Messenger Moses to approach Pharaoh mildly with the
Guidance as told in verses 20: 43-44, instead of accepting Lord, Pharaoh denied It and
he proclaimed to the people that he is the lord, highest as told in verse 79: 24. When
Pharaoh denied the Truth even after giving much time for realizing, the Three-TimeKnower Lord commanded Moses to pray as explained in verse 10: 88. Thus Lord seized
him by drowning him along with his folk in the sea and secured his body as a sign for
mankind until the Last Day as explained in verses 10: 90-92.
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Even though the Battle of Uhud which happened in Hijra 3rd year was to separate the
hypocrites from the believers, Messenger was commanded to deal gently with the
hypocrites as explained in verse 3: 159. But after Tabuk Expedition, Lord commanded
Messenger to deal harshly upon the believers who didn’t follow with him. Lord
commanded Messenger not to pray for the hypocrites as explained in verses 9: 84-85.
Moreover, He also commanded to do great Jihad against the Kuffar and hypocrites as
explained in verse 9: 73. The command of verses 4: 91; 9: 5, 123 and 33: 60-61 which
says that the hypocrites and Mushriks should be killed will only be implemented by
the second coming of Jesus. See explanations 2: 272; 7: 150 and 9: 28.
119. Oh you who believed, you heed Lord Allah and be with those who testify the
Truth.
It is told in verse 39: 33: “And whoever received the Truth and testified It, such are
heedful”. Any Muslim who didn’t testify the Truth, at the time of his death Lord will
tell him: “You didn’t testify the Truth, so you didn’t pray, but you rejected and turned
away from the Adhikr—Truth” as told in verses 75: 31-32. It is told in verse 33: 35:
“Indeed, for the men and women submitted everything to the Lord, believing men and
women, devoted men and women, Truth testifying men and women, patient men and
women, men and women fearing the Lord, charity giving men and women, fasting men
and women, chastity guarding men and women, men and women much remembering
the Lord, Allah has kept prepared forgiveness and a great reward”. It is told in verses
78: 21-23: “Indeed, Hell is waiting for those who follow satanic forces as a place of
return, they will dwell in it for ages”, and in verses 78: 27-28: “Indeed, they were not
expecting the reckoning and they rejected Our verses repeatedly”. See explanations 2:
38; 4: 69-70 and 9: 112.
120. It was not suitable for the residents of Medina and the Bedouins around them
to remain behind the Messenger of Lord Allah or to prefer their soul than his soul;
that is because they are not afflicted by thirst or fatigue or hunger in the cause of
Allah, nor do they forward any footstep that angers the disbelievers, nor do they
inflict upon an enemy any infliction except that is recorded for them as a righteous
deed, indeed, Allah will never futile the reward of the ones who live by seeing Him.
121. And nor do they spend small or large, or cross a valley except that it is recorded
for them in order Lord Allah to reward them in their best deeds they have been
doing.
During the time of Messenger, it was not suitable for believers to not following
Messenger in any venture. Messenger has been deputed for the whole of mankind to
guide them into the Straightpath. So those who are believing with him, strengthening
him, helping him, and are following the Light sent down with him, such are the only
prospers as explained in verses 7: 157-158.
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Since hypocritical liars are misinterpreting and distorting verses of Lord, it is not
suitable for a believer to attend their talks as told in verse 4: 140. He should be in the
consciousness that the skin, ear, eyes, tongue, etc. will witness against him if he hears,
touches and sees anything that ridicule verses of Lord as told in verses 17: 36 and 41:
19-24. After 30 years of Messenger’s departure as there is no group of believers
anywhere in the world, the odd-believer is commanded to do great Jihad with Adhikr
against the Kuffar and hypocrites as explained in verse 9: 73. The believer should deal
harshly with the hypocrites and Kuffar and should tell them words penetrating their
inner hearts as explained in verses 3: 119 and 4: 63. As Husna—Adhikr—is formed,
Muhsins are those who testify and follow It. It is told in verse 16: 97: “Whoever male
or female does righteous deeds, and he is a believer, then surely, Lord will give a
wholesome life here for him, and He will reward them in the Hereafter according to
the best deeds they have been doing in this world”. For the Arabic Qur’an reading
Fujjar, their ledger is in Sijjeen as told in verse 83: 7. Lord will tell the Fujjar at their
death time: “You have received My verses and you rejected them, you were arrogant
towards It and you were among the disbelievers” as told in verse 39: 59. See
explanation 2: 62; 7: 175-176; 8: 22 and 9: 67-68.
122. And it is not suitable for the believers to go forth all at once; why not a few from
each group among them sent forth for learning the True way of life and warn their
people when they return to them that they might be cautious about the aim of life.
It is told in verse 9: 97 about the Bedouins during the time of Messenger: Bedouins
were stronger in disbelief and hypocrisy, and more likely not to know about the dos
and don’ts of Lord Allah revealed upon His Messenger. This verse teaches that doing
battle and Jihad is not the aim of life. Jihad is only advised until the believer can live
with freedom by representing the Believer Lord as explained in verses 7: 39-40. Today,
there is no group of believers anywhere in the world and so there is no war. So, the
odd-believer should give importance in propagating Adhikr which is the Food, Cloth,
and Sight of the human soul to the entire worlds to evoke the aim of life and to keep
the universe in its equilibrium. Arabic Qur’an is not clear and manifest reading, but it
is told in verse 54: 17: “The Clear and Manifest Reading Adhikr is made very easy to
understand with one’s heart, then who is there ready for It?” Believer is also
commanded to do Jihad with Adhikr against the hypocrites and Kuffar who are trying
to extinguish It as explained in verses 9: 31-33. Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar and Kuffar
are following satanic footsteps and are welcoming Antichrist as well as the Dooms Day.
Without being a believer with Adhikr, no prayer will be responded and no deed will be
accepted as explained in verse 2: 186. The quarreling, cursing and blaming among
disbelieving and wrongdoing hypocritical leaders and their followers at the Hell is
explained in verses 2: 165-167. See explanations 3: 19-20; 7: 146-147, 179 and 9: 111.
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123. Oh, you who have believed, you kill the Kuffar in between you and let them find
harshness in you; and you know that indeed, Lord Allah is with the heedful.
Kuffar mentioned in this verse includes all literates from last Messenger’s people other
than the believers who only testify and follow Adhikr. The Kuffar are the Arabic Quran
reading Fujjar who are repeatedly hiding and rejecting the verses of Lord as explained
in verse 9: 68. They are the worst creatures near Lord Allah as told in verse 8: 22. These
aimless and heedless people only prefer bodily and worldly life ignoring the soul and
the Hereafter. As explained in verses 9: 67-68 they are commanding evil and are
forbidding the good. The command of this verse is to be implemented when there is a
group of believers. Since there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, the oddbeliever should propagate Adhikr to entire worlds especially for the ‘other-people’
belonging to Messenger’s community such as Jains, Buddhists, Hindus, Jews, Christians
as explained in verses 6: 89-90. It is told in verse 48: 29: “Muhammad is the Messenger
of Allah, and those with him are hard towards the Kuffar and are compassionate in
between each other”. Today the ‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s community
are closer to Lord and Messenger than the Arabic Quran reading Fujjar-Kuffar. That is
why they are behaving harshly towards these Kuffar. Due to the negligence towards
Adhikr, these Kuffar are suffering humiliation all over the world as explained in verse
2: 85. The command of verse 9: 123 as well as 4: 91; 9: 5 and 33: 60-61 to kill the Kuffar
will be implemented by the other people who will approve Islam after the second
coming of Jesus as explained in verses 4: 158-159. See explanations 1: 7; 2: 254 and 4:
140.
124. And whenever a Surath is revealed, there are among them who ask: "Which of
you has increased faith with this?" Then for those who believed, it will increase their
faith and they are rejoicing with It.
125. And for those in whose hearts have a disease, then It will increase filth over
filth, and they have died as disbelievers.
Those who have a disease in hearts include both the hypocrites and Mushriks/Kuffar.
They are mentioned as filthy in verses 9: 28 and 95. For these soulless and worthless
men, Adhikr—the Book for Purification—will increase filth over filth. These aimless
and heedless people have an evil concept about the Lord. They are not considering
Lord as the Lord of the universe as submitted by Splendid Book—Adhikr. Both
hypocrites and Kuffar will witness against their soul that they were disbelievers as
explained in verses 4: 97-99 and 7: 37. Messenger and the believers can’t make the
dead hypocrites and their deaf followers hear Adhikr as explained in verse 6: 36. It is
told in verse 16: 89: “Adhikr which explains everything is a Guidance, a Mercy and Glad
news for true Muslims—those who submitted everything to the Lord”. Without
transforming the Jinn soulmate into a believer, nobody can die as a true Muslim as
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explained in 3: 101-102. If Adhikr is Guidance and Healing for the believers, for the
disbelievers there is a veil in their ears for not to hear It, and they are blind upon It for
not to see It as explained in verses 2: 6-7 and 6: 105. It is told in verse 80: 17 that
whoever hides Adhikr—the Ticket for returning to the Paradise—has been killed. See
explanation 8: 2-4; 9: 82 and 85.
126. And don’t they indeed, they are being trialed once or twice every year, but they
don’t repent nor remind with hearts?
Believers are having the aim of life that Lord has deputed mankind into the earth as a
trial with what they have been given as explained in verses 5: 48 and 6: 165. But the
aimless hypocrites and heedless followers by hiding and rejecting Adhikr prefer the life
of this world. Today, if the hypocrites face any distress even because of their deeds,
they will always blame others just like the hypocrites had blamed Messenger
Muhammad during the Battle of Uhud as explained in verse 3: 154. These worthless
people will not understand Adhikr—the Speech of Lord as explained in verse 4: 78.
This falsehood following people are not considering Lord as the Impartial, and so they
will not realize the fact that evil is happening from Satan as explained in verse 4: 79.
While Messenger and believers wish and pray to get power for those who do for the
wellbeing of all creatures in the universe, the hypocrites and Kuffar wish and try for
getting power to religious and communal unities as explained in verses 3: 26-27. These
human devils are reading in verse 5: 32: “Whoever kills any person except as a
punishment for murder or for causing mischief in the land, it is as if he kills the whole
mankind; whereas if anyone spares a life, then it is as if he grants life to whole
mankind; and surely, Our Messengers have brought to them Explanations, then
afterward many of them committed excesses on Earth”. But they do not even hate the
satanic pseudo-Jihad done by the terrorists. So, the burden of any distress affected to
any creature of Lord in the world should be borne by these filthy hypocrites and their
Mushrik followers as explained in verses 6: 26 and 9: 91. See explanation 3: 166-167;
6: 26-28 and 9: 5, 28.
127. And whenever a Surath is revealed, some among them look into some others
that whether anyone from you is watching them, and then they will avert from
there; Lord Allah has diverted their hearts because they are a people who don’t
understand the aim of life.
If this was the character of hypocrites at the time of Messenger in Medina, today's
hypocrites are more strayed and wretched by distorting and misinterpreting Lord’s
verses. These falsehood following liars are proudly arguing that they are in Truth and
are into paradise, whereas ‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s community such
as Hindus, Jews, Buddhists, Jains, Christians are the Kafirs and are the inmates of Hell
as explained in verses 3: 78 and 4: 46. These Arabic Qur’an reading hypocrites and
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their followers are the Fujjar, and their ledger is in Sijjeen as told in verse 83: 7. They
are not transforming their Jinn soulmate into a believer and so the gates of heaven will
not be opened for them for recording their deeds in the ledger Illiyeen at Paradise as
explained in verse 7: 40. These worthless people are preferring worldly and bodily life
without utilizing their intelligence. The Impartial Lord doesn’t even consider them as
human, instead, they are denoted as the worst creatures among the 1000
communities of creatures as explained in verses 8: 22 and 55. See explanations 2: 6-7;
5: 49 and 25: 33-34.
128. Surely, there has come to you a Messenger among yourselves, he is grievous in
whatever you suffer, anxious upon you and kind and merciful with the believers.
It is told in verse 21: 107 that Messenger is not sent except as a mercy for entire worlds.
It is commanded to Messenger in verse 26: 215: “You lower your wings for the ones
who follow you from the believers”. Messenger and believers are belonging to Lord’s
party whereas hypocrites and Kuffar as explained in verses 4: 150-151 and 9: 67-68 are
belonging to Kafir Satan’s party. Messenger is a Mercy to entire worlds since Adhikr—
the Mercy—is sent upon him. But today, the Arabic Quran reading Fujjar are rejecting
Adhikr and are ridiculing Lord Allah and His Messenger as explained in verse 9: 65. By
bearing the name of Prophets and Messengers and leading an evil way of life, they are
falsifying Lords’ Book and Prophets as explained in verses 3: 21-22. By the second
coming of Jesus, all ‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s community will
distinguish Adhikr as well as Messenger Muhammad as the Mercy for entire worlds as
explained in verses 4: 158-159. See explanations 7: 157-158; 8: 64 and 9: 61.
129. Then if they turn back, you say: "Lord Allah is enough for me; there is no deity
except Him; upon Him, I have entrusted, and He is the Lord of the Supreme Throne".
Even though there is no group of believers anywhere in the world today, the oddbeliever who holdfasts Adhikr—the Safeguard— has to pray in plural testifying verse
1: 4 which says: “We do serve only for You and we do seek help only from You”. So, he
will pray with his soul in the dusk and down 7 times as: “Enough is Allah for us, there
is no deity except You, upon You we have entrusted, and You are the Lord of Supreme
Throne”. Believer being the vicegerent of Believer Lord will include his family members
as well as the believing men and women in all his prayers. See explanations 3: 79-80;
7: 205-206 and 9: 71-72.
________

Yoonus (10)
This Surath containing 109 verses were revealed during the last period of Messenger
Muhammed’s Meccan life. It got the name Yoonus from verse 98 which mentions the
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people of Messenger Yoonus. When all people of a concerned Messenger became
wrongdoers and transgressors, they were wiped out. But in the case of Messenger
Younus’s (Jonah’s) people, due to the mistake from Yoonus, when the people sought
for forgiveness, Lord removed punishment upon them and gave them sustenance for
a while. Lord is consoling Messenger Muhammad and followers and is warning the
Meccan pagans by explaining about Yoonus and his people through this Surath. This
Surath teaches that Allah Who created heavens, earth and all things in between them
is your Lord. Lord has determined phases for the sun and the moon as well as altered
night and day as a sign for heedful. Lord deputed mankind to earth in the 4th phase to
prepare Paradise for inheriting It in the 7th phase (Hereafter). Nobody can become a
believer without Adhikr—Permission. It is warned that the hypocrites who forge lies
upon Lord and their followers who reject Adhikr are the Mujirims who will never
prosper. When the verses of the Book are explained to the aimless and heedless
people, they will ask for another Reading or to make some changes in It. So, Messenger
and believers are commanded to say them: “It is not from me but the Lord; then will
you not utilize your intelligence”. The hypocritical transgressors who knowingly hide
Adhikr will never become believers. Lord challenges those who say that this Book is
forged by the illiterate Messenger to produce a Surath like in this Book, for that they
can seek any helper besides Lord.
Mankind was once a single community, then they disintegrated into different
communities. So, Lord sent Messenger Muhammed with Adhikr to judge between
mankind in what they are different and thus to form the harmony. Verse 71 mentions
the challenge of Messenger Nooh to his people. In verses 74-92 the history of Moses
and Pharaoh is explained. The body of Pharaoh is safeguarded as a sign for the
succeeding generations. But most of mankind are heedless about Lord’s verses. Verse
103 says that the Lord must save the Messengers and believers.
Any relationship besides under the Light of Adhikr will be in enmity in the Hereafter.
And every soul will be disclosed with whatever it earned. Nothing is absent even an
atom's weight on the earth or in heaven except it is recorded in Adhikr.
Male or female who testifies the Truth Adhikr, it is for himself; and whoever strays
upon It, its loss is for herself, no Prophet or Messenger is made an authority upon
anyone. Adhikr is the Guidance for mankind. So, whoever holdfasts Adhikr, he did
holdfast Lord and is guided into the Straightpath. If all mankind become wrongdoers
on earth, signs of Dooms Day will appear. The Three-Time-Knowledge Adhikr is
revealed as an Advice and Healing for what is in the chests for the whole of mankind,
and Guidance and Mercy for the believers.
With the name of Allah, the Impartial, the Compassionate
1. Alif-Lam-Ra. These all are verses of a Wise Book.
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Since Adhikr is explaining everything, the abbreviated letters of this verse “Alif-LamRa” mean “I, Allah sees”. It is told in verse 36: 2: “Adhikr—the Book for Repeated
reading—is the Wise”. It is told in verse 3: 58, Adhikr is the Wise Reminder. As Allah is
the Three-Time-Knower, His Words Adhikr is the Three-Time-Knowledge as explained
in verse 7: 52. Whoever holdfasts It, he did holdfast Lord and is guided into the
Straightpath as explained in2: 256; 3: 101 and 4: 175. It is told in verse 11: 1 that
“Adhikr is the Book, the verses of which are Wise and Manifest and is from the Wise
Three-Time-Knower”. It is told in verses 41: 41-42 that Adhikr is the Splendid Book, no
falsehood will enter before or after Its codification; It is revealed from the SelfPraiseworthy, the Wise. All 313 Messengers are sent down with Adhikr as told in verses
16: 43; 21: 24; 41: 43 and 53: 56. Adhikr revealed to Messenger Muhammad is
safeguarding and testifying all 312 previous Books as explained in verse 5: 48. It
contains all 312 previous Books and their upright Explanations as told in verses 16: 44
and 98: 2-3. See the explanations 2: 2, 269 and 16: 89.
2. Is there wonder for the people that We revealed to a man from among them to
warn mankind, and give glad tidings to those who believed that indeed for them
have honor for what they sent forth in Truth near their Lord; the disbelievers say:
"Indeed, this is an obvious sorcerer”.
In every Messenger’s period, disbelievers are 999 out of each 1000. They were amazed
about deputing a Messenger from mankind as explained in verses 6: 7-8; 7: 63 and 69.
Read together at 64: 6. It is told in verses 23: 33-38: “The eminent among each
Messenger’s people to whom Lord had given luxury in this worldly life disbelieved and
denied the meeting of the Hereafter said: ‘This is not but a man like yourselves. He
eats of that from which you eat and drinks of what you drink; and if you should obey
a man like yourselves, indeed then you would be losers. Does he promise you that you
all will be resurrected after you have become bones and mud? Far, very far is which
you are promised with! Life is only for this world, we live and die here, and we will
never be resurrected again. He is only telling lie about Lord and we are not going to
believe with him’”. It is told in verses 23: 39-44: “Thus the Messenger of that people
prayed: ‘Oh my Lord! You help me since they rejected me’. Lord replied: ‘Within a little
while, they are to be regretted! Then We seized them with Truth and made them
rubbishes of dead leaves, thus We wiped-out the wrongdoers. Then We raised after
other generations; no people can hasten their fixed term, nor can they delay! Then We
sent Messengers continuously, whenever a Messenger came to them, the people
rejected him. So, We made them follow each other and We made them into parts of
history; thus, those who did not believe were wiped-out’”.
Pharaoh told about Messenger Moses as per verse 17: 101: "Indeed, I think you are
affected by sorcery”. Eminent leaders told the people about Messenger Muhammed
as per verse 25: 7: “Why not an Angel is sent down with him”. And as per verses 17:
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47 and 25: 8 they said: “You are following a man afflicted by sorcery”. For these Lord
replies through verses 17: 94-95: “And what prevented the people from believing
when the Guidance—Adhikr—had come to them except that they said: ‘Has Allah sent
a Messenger from a human?’ If there were upon the earth Angels living in peace and
tranquil, We would certainly have sent down to them Angel as Messenger".
Today, Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar by hiding and rejecting Adhikr—Lord’s Book— are
falsifying all 313 Messengers and are hurrying for the emergence of Antichrist and the
Dooms Day as explained in 2: 62; 4: 133 and 6: 133. The odd-believer who testifies and
follows Adhikr involves in righteous lifestyle as explained in verses 7: 205-206. By the
second coming of Jesus, after killing Antichrist the command of verses 4: 91; 9: 5, 123
and 33: 60-61 to kill the hypocrites and Kuffar will be implemented by the ‘otherpeople’ belonging to Messenger’s community. Then Jesus will rule the world for 7
years. By this, all men and women will lead a life like Angels in peace and tranquility
without having any discrimination and sexual passion. That is the Paradisal life
implemented on earth as explained in verses 4: 158-159. See theexplanation3: 187; 6:
157 and 9: 67-68.
3. Indeed, your Lord is Allah, Who created the Heavens and the earth in six days and
then established Himself on the Throne, delivering the Commands. There is none
from intercessor except after His Permission. That is Allah, your Lord; so, you serve
Him alone, then are you not remembering with hearts?
It is told in verse 65: 12: “It is Allah Who has created seven Heavens and seven earths”.
And verses 32: 4-5 say: “Allah is the One Who created the Heaven, the earth and all in
between them in six days; then He established on the Throne, you have no protector
or intercessor besides Him; will you then remind others in their heart’s language? He
ordains the commands from heaven into the earth, then the results ascend into Him
in a day the duration of which is 1000 years you are reckoning”. The Three-TimeKnower Lord is the Lord of universe, He is enough to encompass the offenses of His
servants, so you entrust upon the One Who is Ever-Living and Who has no death; so,
you praise and glorify Him; you ask about the Impartial Lord to the Three-Time-Knower
(the author of Adhikr) as told in verses 25: 58-59. It is commanded to the believers
through verses 22: 77-78 to holdfast Allah, He is your Master, What a Best Master!
what a Best Helper!”. One can holdfast Lord by holding Adhikr as explained inverses3:
101 and 5: 48. Adhikr is the Permission of Allah to become a believer. So, nobody can
intercede for others without testifying It as explained in 2: 255 and 10: 99-100. See the
explanation2: 29, 255 and 9: 116.
4. Into Him you all will return, Promise of Lord Allah is the Truth; indeed, He begins
the creation and then repeats it to reward those who believed and did righteous
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deeds with Justice; while those who disbelieved, they will have a drink of boiling
fluids and a painful punishment for what they had been hiding.
Lord of the universe is the Owner of everything. Mankind created in the Paradise is
deputed into the earth to live as Lord’s vicegerent as explained in verses 2: 30 and 6:
165. But the only believer who holdfasts Adhikr will only testify It. All Arabic reading
Fujjar and Kuffar will represent Kafir Satan. By hiding and rejecting Adhikr, they are
hurrying for the Antichrist and the Last Day. For them, Lord has promised the Hellfire.
The believer will do Jihad with Adhikr against these worst creatures as explained in
verse 9: 73. The Day of Judgment is decided to reward the believers who did righteous
deeds and to punish the disbelievers who hid and rejected Adhikr—the Balance and
Trust. See the explanation 1: 3; 2: 38-39; 6: 26, 94 and 7: 8-9.
5. He is the One Who made the sun a hot light and the moon a light and determined
phases of it in the order you to know the number of years and reckoning the time;
Lord Allah has not created that except with Truth, He details His verse for a people
having the Knowledge.
The sun is giving hot light and it is the source of energy while the moon is giving the
reflecting light of the sun as told in verses 91: 1-2. It is told in verse 78: 13 that Lord
made the sun as the burning lamp in the sky. Allah and Adhikr are denoted as the Light
as explained 4: 174. Messenger Muhammad is denoted as reflecting lamp since he is
reflecting the Light Adhikr to mankind as told in verse 33: 46. Lord has determined
different phases for moon until it returns like the stalk of old date palm as told in verse
36: 39. It is for reckoning months and years. For calculating the day of fasting and Eid,
the lunar calendar is satisfied by the Lord for the entire mankind. But the Arabic Qur’an
reading disbelievers are not following the Qibla, and they are performing fasting and
celebrating Eid on different days all over the world. Thus, these worthless people
became the worshipers of the moon as explained in verse 9: 74. Islam, in all its aspects,
will be implemented in this world only after the second coming of Jesus by wiping out
the hypocrites and Kuffar as explained in verses 4: 158-159 and 9: 123. See
theexplanations2: 145; 6: 96 and 9: 36-37.
6. Indeed in the alternation of the night and the day and what Lord Allah has created
in the Heavens and the earth are signs for a heedful people.
Verse 2: 164 says: “Indeed, in the creation of Heaven and Earth, and the alternation of
night and day, and in the ships sailing along the sea with the benefits for mankind, and
in the water Lord Allah sent down from the sky, then with it revives the earth after its
death, and in the scattering of every beast on it, in the rhythm of winds, and the clouds
which are driven between the Sky and Earth are indeed signs for the people who utilize
their intelligence”. Verses13: 2-4 say: “It is Lord Who erected the Heavens without
pillars which you can see; then He established Himself above the Throne and made
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subject the sun and the moon, each running for a specified term. He arranges each
matter; He details the verses so that you might be confirmed of the meeting with your
Lord. And it is He Who spread the earth and placed therein firmly set mountains and
rivers, and from all the fruits He made therein two mates; He causes the night to cover
the day; indeed, in that are signs for a people who meditate and reflect. And within
the land are neighboring plots and gardens of grapevines and crops and palm trees,
several from a root or otherwise watered with one water; but We make some of them
exceed others in fruit, indeed in that are there signs for a people who utilize their
intelligence”. The believer who testifies Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book
mentioned in verse 25: 33—will only be heedful who accept Allah as the Owner of the
universe. He will only reflect Adhikr into entire worlds to remind the Lord in one’s
heart’s language. All other hypocrites and Kuffar who hide and reject Adhikr will be
dragged into the Hell on their faces, they are in the worst place and they are the most
strayed as told in verse 25: 34. See explanation 3: 190-191; 7: 185 and 16: 44.
7. Indeed, those who don’t expect the meeting with Us and are satisfied with the
worldly life and feel tranquil with it and those who are heedless about Our verses.
8. For such, their abode is the Fire for what they used to earn.
By forgetting Adhikr—the Wise Reminder—hypocrites and Kuffar are preferring thisworldly and bodily life as explained in verses 9: 67-68 and 81-82. The Hell will be filled
with these aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers as explained in verse 7: 179.
It is told in verse 13: 28 that only with Adhikr the hearts will achieve peace and
tranquility. And it is told in verses 89: 27-30 that the soul which attains tranquility with
Adhikr will only enter the Paradise. See explanation 6: 31, 93 and 9: 51.
9. Indeed those who believed and did righteous deeds, their Lord will guide them
with their belief, beneath them rivers are flowing in the Gardens of Bliss.
The believer who considers Lord as the Impartial will only have the consciousness that
the 4th phase in this world is to prepare Paradise that could be inherited in the 7th
phase at the Hereafter as explained in verses 2: 110; 3: 136 and 7: 43. Verses 16: 3032 say: “And it will be said to the heedful: ‘What did your Lord send down?’ They will
say: ‘Adhikr—the Best’. For those who are living here under the Light Adhikr, he has
good in this world and the Hereafter, and the Eternal House will be better than this
world for them, what a Blissful House for the heedful. They will enter the Gardens of
Bliss, beneath which rivers flow; they will have therein whatever they wish, thus Allah
rewards the heedful. They will be taken back by the sanctified Angels and will be said:
‘Peace be upon you, you enter the Paradise for what you had been preparing". It is
told in verses 33: 43-44: “Lord Allah sent down His Mercy Adhikr through His Angels to
deliver the believers from the darkness into the Light, and He is the Merciful with the
believers. Their meeting with Him will be by addressing: ‘Peace’, and He has kept
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prepared for them a noble reward”. Read together at 36: 11. See explanations 2: 213,
218 and 8: 2-4.
10. Their call in it will be: "Glory be to You oh Allah", and their greeting in it will be
"Peace"; and the last of their call will be: "Praise be to Allah, the Lord of the all
worlds!"
Since there is no a group of believers anywhere in the world, the odd-believer will
glorify and praise the Lord in all his standing, walking and laying with his soul, and he
will be engaged in deeds which are beneficial for the wellbeing of 1000 communities
of creatures as explained in verses 7: 205-206 and 22: 77-78. As explained in verse 1:
1, he will be in the consciousness that on the Day of Judgment the Judgment will be
done with Adhikr—the Truth. So, he will judge in his individual, family and social life
with Adhikr in this world itself. It is told in verse 39: 73 that the heedful will be led into
the Paradise in groups when they reach the doors will be opened, and the keeper
Angels will greet them: “Peace be upon you; you have become pure; so, enter and live
in It forever”. On the Day of Reckoning (the duration of which is 50,000 years of this
worldly life), the inmates of Paradise will be separated from the hypocrites and their
blind followers who were serving Satan. It is told in verses 36: 55-58: “Indeed, the
inmates of Paradise will be amused on that Day. They and their spouses will be
reclining on adorned couches. They have fruits therein and whatever they wish; and
word from their Merciful Lord will be: “Peace”. See explanation 3: 136; 4: 144 and 7:
43.
11. And if Lord Allah was to hasten for the people the evil just like they hasten for
the gains, their term would have been ended for them; but We leave the ones who
don’t expect the meeting with Us wandering arrogantly in their blindness.
It is told in verse 21: 37: “Man was created of haste”. It is told in verse 17: 11: “And
man supplicates for evil as he supplicates for good, and man is ever hasty”. It is told in
verses 75: 20-21: “No! But you love the fleeting life leaving the Hereafter”. It is told in
verse 76: 27: “Indeed, these people love the worldly life and they are ignoring a heavy
Day behind them”. Today, these verses are read by Fujjar all over the world. But these
soulless and worthless Kuffar by hiding and rejecting Adhikr are preferring bodily and
worldly life, and they will be summoned into the Hell, they will be in the worst place
and they are the most strayed as explained in9: 81-82. It is told in verses 10: 48; 21:
38; 32: 28; 34: 29; 36: 48 and 67: 25 the hypocrites and their blind followers will ask to
Prophets and believers of all time whenever they remind them about the Hereafter:
“When this promise will be fulfilled if you are truthful”. If Lord had not decreed a fixed
time, it would have been judged in them concerning the matter which they differed in
the Book” as explained in verse 6: 2. It is told in verse 2: 15 about the hypocrites: “Lord
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Allah is ridiculing with them, and He has left them wandering arrogantly in their
blindness”.
The Three-Time-Knower Lord taught through His Messenger: “You learn and teach
Lord’s Book before a people come who will hurry for the prediction of Lord’s verses
but don’t try to understand It”. Only the believer who is following and testifying
Adhikr—the Best Book—will return into the Paradise as explained in verse 2: 62. Read
together at 41: 53. See the explanation 3: 7-10; 7: 52-53; 8: 22 and 55.
12. And when distress afflicts man, he will call upon Us by lying on his side or sitting
or standing; but when We remove his distress, he moves on as if he had never called
upon Us for his afflicted distress; just like that We have made attractive for the
aggressors what they have been doing.
Verse portrays the general characteristics of man. Man will remember his Lord during
the sad time, but will not remember in the glad times. Whoever remembers Lord in
his glad and sad time, he would not face any sorrows. Only the believer who testifies
Adhikr will remember Lord always in his life as explained in verses 2: 152 and 3: 190191. It is told in verse 16: 89 that Adhikr which explains everything is a Guidance, Mercy
and Glad news to true Muslims—those who submit wholly to the Creator Lord.
Today, the Fujjar who read these verses are the real disbelievers as explained in verses
4: 150-151. Each of them is promised with Fire since they hide and reject Adhikr—the
Witness, Guidance Mercy, and Truth—as explained in verse 11: 17. Through verse 39:
8 Messenger and today the believer is commanded to say any of the Fujjar who invokes
others besides Lord Allah to obstruct mankind from Adhikr: “You enjoy here a little
with your disbelief; indeed, you are among the inmates of the Hell”. Through verse 14:
30Messenger and believers are commanded to say the worthless people who forgot
Adhikr: “You enjoy here a little, then indeed your return is into the Fire”. The aimless
hypocrites and their heedless followers while facing distress will start to pray towards
Lord, and when they are relieved from it and are bestowed with a favor, they will
arrogantly say: “This is given to me on my knowledge” as told in verse 39: 49. It is told
in verse30: 33: “And when adversity touches the people, they call upon their Lord,
turning in repentance to Him. Then when Lord lets them taste His Mercy, at once a
party of them starts to associate others with Lord”. Read together at 31: 31-32.
By teaching each soul Adhikr from the Paradise itself, Lord has become Impartial.
Whoever holdfasts Adhikr, he will not be afflicted with any adversity or distress. Satan
makes the deeds of disbelievers attractive to them as explained in verse 6: 43. Any
good happening is from Lord Allah, while any bad happening is from yourself as
explained in verse 4: 78-79. It means every bad is happening from Satan who makes a
man forget about the Impartial Lord by diverting him from Adhikr—the Wise
Reminder. See the explanation2: 13; 5: 90-91 and 9: 67-68.
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13. And We had already destroyed generations before you when they wronged, and
their Messengers had come to them with Clear Evidence, but they were not
believing. Thus, We do reward the Mujirim people.
The Impartial Lord doesn’t destroy any people unless they became transgressors,
wrongdoers, and Mujirims by hiding and rejecting Adhikr. When people of Looth
involved in sodomy, they were destroyed. Thus, it is asked through verse 7: 84: “Then
you see how the consequence of the Mujirims was?” When the people of a country
become wrongdoers even after reminding Adhikr, they will be wiped out as explained
in verses 6: 45-47. If there is a believer present in a people who commands mankind
with Adhikr and if they are repenting, they will not be destroyed as explained in 8: 33.
Today, these verses are read by hypocrites and their strayed followers who are the
Fujjar and Kuffar. But by hiding and rejecting Adhikr—the Splendid Book—they are
commanding evil and are forbidding good. They are following 29 pseudo-prophets and
are welcoming the Antichrist as explained in verse 9: 16. See the explanation2: 99; 6:
55; 7: 40; 9: 5 and 28.
14. Then We made you successors in the land after them so that We may Observe
how you are doing.
As explained in verses 4: 131-133, Lord sent down Adhikr through Messengers to make
the people vicegerents of Lord. When they became transgressors by rejecting Adhikr,
they were destroyed and were succeeded by a new generation from the saved
believers. The last version of Adhikr sent down to Messenger Muhammad is inherited
by Fujjar as told in verse 35: 32. But among them, the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are
not utilizing Adhikr nor are giving It to others, by which they are wronging to their soul.
Only the odd-believer will testify and follow Adhikr and will propagate It into entire
mankind testifying verses 6: 89-90 and 16: 43-44. Believers all over the world will be
separated into Hijaz for the World Triumph as explained in verses 7: 127 and 137. The
hypocrites and Kuffar all over the world who will accept Antichrist as a prophet at first
and later as the lord will be killed by the ‘other-people’ belonging to Messenger’s
community as explained in 9: 5 and 123. See explanation 6: 131-133; 7: 37 and 9: 73.
15. And when Our verses are explained upon them clearly, those who didn’t expect
the meeting with Us say: "You bring a Reading other than this or make changes in
It". You say: "I can’t make changes in it myself since It is not from me; indeed, I am
not following anything except what is revealed unto me; indeed, I fear the
punishment of a great Day if I disobey my Lord".
Adhikr is the only Book revealed to all 313 Messengers as explained in verses 4: 163164. It is the Three-Time-Knowledge from the Three Time Knower Lord Allah as
explained in verse 6: 52. It is the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book which explains
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everything, and the Mercy, Guidance, and Herald for true Muslims—who submits
wholly to Lord as told in verses 16: 89 and 25: 33.
Today, the hypocrites and their blind followers are hiding and rejecting Adhikr and Its
40 names. The hypocritical leaders are saying to their weakling followers: “You
shouldn’t hear the Clear and Manifest Reading Adhikr so that you may succeed”. They
are accusing the odd-believer who testifies Adhikr as an odd liar just like the people of
Messenger Swalih told about him as told in verse 54: 25. Adhikr will increase filth over
filth for these filthy Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar as explained in verses 9: 95 and 125.
Both their leaders and followers are compared to a dog as explained in verses 7: 175176. These worst creatures mentioned in verses 8: 22 and 25: 34 are hurrying for the
30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. They will be punished in this world as well as in the
Hereafter as explained in verse 9: 101. Hereafter, these disbelieving, wrongdoing and
Mujirim men will argue, curse and blame each other in the hell as explained in verses
2: 166-167. See explanation 2: 254; 7: 203 and 9: 105.
16. You say: "If Lord Allah had wished, I wouldn’t have explained It to you, nor would
I inform you with It. Then verily, I had lived among you for a lifetime before this.
Then don’t you think about utilizing your intelligence?"
All the 313 Messengers were sent down with Adhikr-the Truth and Proof, and It was
to convey the Message to entire mankind that there is no Deity except Lord Allah and
so you serve Him alone as told in verse 21: 24-25. Adhikr revealed to Messenger
Muhammad is testifying and safeguarding all previous 312 Books as told in verses 5:
48 and 16: 44. As told in verse 41: 41-42 Adhikr is the Splendid Book in which no
falsehood will enter either before or after Its codification; It is revealed from the Self
Wise and Self-Praiseworthy. Its safeguard is undertaken by Lord of the universe as told
in verse 15: 9. The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar who doesn’t utilize their intelligence
are falsifying Adhikr. They are following the books written by pseudo-prophets and
hypocrites. These soulless and worthless people mentioned in verse 25: 18 will accept
the 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist as a prophet and then even as lord. By the second
coming of Jesus, he will kill Satan Antichrist. Then all ‘other-people’ belonging to
Messenger’s community will approve Islam. They will kill all the worst creatures
mentioned in verses 8: 22 and 55. See the explanations 2: 44; 4: 158-159; 9: 67-68 and
21: 10.
17. Then who is the more wrongdoer than one who forges a lie upon Lord Allah or
one who rejects His verses? Indeed, He will not make prosperous the Mujirims.
The Arabic Qur’an reading hypocritical leaders and their blind followers are the
wrongdoers and Mujirims. Their ledger is in Sijjeen of Hell as told in verse 83: 7. These
Mujirims are ridiculing the believers who are testifying Adhikr as told in verse 83: 29.
These Fujjar are denoted as Kuffar as told in 83: 34 and 36. These Kuffar will not escape
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from the painful punishment of Hereafter even if they ransom with as much gold as
the Earth contains as explained in verse 3: 91. If anyone from Fujjar didn’t testify
Adhikr, he will witness against his soul at the time of his death that indeed, he is the
disbeliever and wrongdoer as told in verses 7: 37; 21: 14 and 97. See theexplanation2:
95-96; 254; 6: 21 and 7: 40.
18. And they serve beside Lord Allah what neither hurt them nor benefit them, and
they say: "These are our intercessors near Allah". You say: "Do you inform Allah of
something He doesn’t know in the Heavens and on the earth?" Glory be to the
Exalted, High above what they are associating with Him.
Lord sent down all the 313 Messengers with Adhikr—the Proof and Truth—to inform
mankind that there is no deity except Allah and so you serve Him alone as told in verses
16: 2 and 21: 24-25. But 999 out of 1000 of all Messengers’ people who associated
others with Allah are trapped by Satan as explained in verse 4: 118. Today, among the
Book bearing Fujjar only 1 in each 1000 who testifies Adhikr will return into Paradise.
All other hypocrites and their Mushrik followers are having evil thoughts about Lord
that so that Lord’s curse and wrath are affected upon them, their return is into the
Hell as told in verses 33: 73; 48: 6 and 98: 6. The human devil leaders, by hiding the
Three-Time-Knowledge Adhikr are encouraging their followers to associate others in
the dominion of Lord. These soulless and worthless people are not considering Allah
as the Lord of the universe rejecting verse 32: 4. These worst people are belonging to
Satan’s party and are serving Satan as explained in verses 9: 55-56. These disbelieving
liars are declaring and considering that the other-people belonging to Messenger’s
community such as Hindus, Buddhists, Jains, Jews, Christians are the Kafirs and
Mushriks rejecting verse 2: 62 and 4: 150-151.
Impartial Lord will not send anyone either to Paradise or Hell, but the read heard and
touched verses will argue and witness against the Fujjar and will push them into the
Hell as explained in verses 9: 67-68. See the explanation 2: 255; 4: 116-117; 7: 194-195
and 9: 31.
19. And mankind was not except one community, then they differed; and if not a
word from Lord had preceded, it would have been judged between them concerning
what they have been differing in It.
Since Adhikr—Speech of Lord Allah—is revealed to form the real belief with the Lord.
People of all periods differed in the Book, differentiated into groups and became
Mushriks (those who associate others in the dominion of Allah). “And if not a word
from Lord had preceded” mentioned in this verse is about the Day of Judgment. On
that Day, the Standard of the Judgment will be Adhikr—the Truth. The believer will
testify Adhikr, and judge his individual, family, and social life with It in this world itself,
whereas the disbelievers who didn’t testify the Book or judge with It are postponing
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their judgment into the Hereafter as explained in verse 2: 113. If the Three-TimeKnower Lord hadn’t determined a fixed Day of Judgment as explained in verse 6: 2, He
would have Judged among mankind who differed in the Book from this world itself. It
is told in verse 40: 78: “By rejecting Adhikr—the Truth, the falsehood following
hypocrites, and Mushriks will be the losers on the Day of Judgment”. See explanation
7: 8-9 and 10: 11.
20. And they say: "Why is a verse not sent down to him from his Lord?" Then you
say: "The unseen is only for Lord Allah, so you wait; indeed, I am too waiting with
you".
Verse 7: 203 says: “If you had not brought them any verse, they would ask: Why did
not you get It together? You say: Indeed, I follow what has been inspired to me from
my Lord; this is an Insight from your Lord, the Guidance and Mercy for the believing
people.”. The Three-Time-Knower Lord inscribed His Three-Time-Knowledge Adhikr in
a Compact Disk at Paradise as told in verses 13: 39; 43: 2; 44: 2 and 85: 21-22. He sent
down His Book through 313 Messengers from time to time. Adhikr is revealed to
Messenger Muhammed within 23 years. It was not codified during his period. Today,
Adhikr which is the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book which contains everything as
told in verses 16: 89 and 25: 33 is formed as a Book. But the Arabic Qur’an reading
Fujjar have made ‘rejecting Adhikr’ as their food. It is told in verse 38: 8 that these
Fujjar whose ledger is in Sijjeen will not accept Adhikr until they taste the punishment.
As told in verse 32: 28 to the question of disbelievers “When the World Triumph of
believers will occur?” Messenger and believers are commanded to answer through 32:
29 as “on the day of Triumph, the acceptance of belief of those who disbelieved will
not be beneficial for them, and for them will not be granted respite”. And in 32: 30 it
is told as “then you neglect about them and you wait, indeed they are also waiting”. It
is told in verses 70: 6-7 that they (the disbelievers) are seeing the Day of Judgement
distant, while we (the believers) are seeing it very near. The command of verses 4: 91;
9: 5, 123 and 33: 60-61 will be implemented by the second coming of Jesus. See the
explanation 2: 255; 6: 111, 124; 9: 51 and 59.
21. And when We give the people a taste of Mercy after adversity had affected them,
they start to plot against Our verses. You Say: "Lord Allah is swiftest in plotting".
Indeed, Our Messengers are writing whatever you are plotting.
Verses 13: 41-42 say: “Have they not seen that We set upon the land reducing it from
its borders? And Lord Allah decides; there is none to put back His decision, and He is
swift in Reckoning, and those before them had plotted, but to Allah belongs the plots
entirely; He knows what every soul earns, and the Kuffar know for whom the final
house is”. Today Fujjar whose ledger is in Sijjeen as told in verse 83: 7 are reading these
verses in Arabic Quran. They are the Kuffar as told in verses 83: 34 and 36. These worst
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people are trying to extinguish the Light—Adhikr. It is told in verse 50: 18 that no-one
utters a word except there are Rakheeb or Atheed (two angels) upon it. And it is told
in verses 82: 10-12 that “indeed upon you there are watchers. Honorable recorders.
They know whatever you are doing”. These soulless and worthless people are not
aware of the Recording Book fastened upon everyone’s neck as explained in 9: 51 and
17: 13-14. The believer who is bothered about it will propagate Adhikr even though
the Kuffar are hating It as explained in9: 32-33 and 73. See explanation 3: 54; 9: 67-68
and 14: 46.
22. He is the One Who enables you to travel on land and sea; until when you are in
ships and they sail with them by a good wind and they rejoice in it, there comes a
storm wind and the waves come upon them from everywhere and they assume that
they are being surrounded. They call Allah Submitting whole to Him sincerely: If You
save us from this, surely, we will be among the grateful.
It is told in verses 17: 67-69: “And when adversity touches you at sea, the one whom
you invoke besides Him has abstained; but when He delivers you to the land, you
neglect Him, and the man was ungrateful. Then do you feel secure about make
swallowing you with land or sending upon you a storm of stones? Then you would not
find any custodian for you. Or do you feel secure about taking you back into the sea
another time and sending upon you a cyclone of wind and making you drown for what
you disbelieved? Then you would not find for you anyone who will find the cause of
affection from Us”.
Today, these verses are only read by real disbelievers as mentioned in 4: 150-151. By
forgetting Adhikr, they are serving Kafir Satan. At the time of their death they will
witness against their soul that indeed, they were disbelievers and wrongdoers as
explained in verse 10: 17. These Mujirims will say at the time of death: “My Lord if only
You would delay me for a brief moment so that I would testify the Truth and be among
the righteous” as explained in verses 9: 75-76. These disbelievers are commanding
with and evil and are forbidding Adhikr from mankind. Even though they are seeking
refuge from the sedition of Antichrist in their prayer by the tongue, they are following
satanic footsteps and are hurrying for Antichrist through their deeds. These soulless
people are not fulfilling the covenant made with Lord at Paradise as explained in verse
7: 172. They are the transgressors who hide and reject the Three-Time-Knowledge
Adhikr from mankind as explained in 2: 99; 5: 49 and 7: 102. See theexplanation2: 152;
6: 110-111 and 7: 189-190.
23. Then, when He saves them, they start committing transgression on earth without
the Truth; Oh, you mankind, your transgression is only against yourselves, this
worldly life is enjoyment, then unto Us is your return, then We will inform you of
what you had been doing.
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This verse teaches that the Impartial Lord will not guide anyone either to Paradise or
to Hell. Each soul must prepare Paradise in his 4th phase of life for inheriting It in the
7th phase. But the aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers by not testifying
Adhikr are destined to 7 doors of Hell from mankind as explained in7: 178-179. So,
believer can’t remind them with Adhikr—the Wise Reminder. They are only reading
verses 25: 33-34 which say: “Those who didn’t testify the Best Interpretation of Lord’s
Book—Adhikr—will be dragged prone on their faces into the Hell, such are in the worst
place and they are the most strayed”. The believer is commanded to say to these worst
people through verse 14: 30: “You enjoy here a little; then indeed your return is into
the Fire”. The believer will lead a life as explained in 7: 205-206. See the explanation
4: 133; 7: 146-147; 6: 115-116 and 9: 94.
24. Indeed the example of worldly life is just like water which We send down from
the sky, then the plants of the earth grow with it, from which men as well as livestock
eat; until when the earth takes its adornment and is beautified, and its people
suppose that they have capability upon it, there comes to it Our Command by night
or by day, and We make it as harvested as if it was not there yesterday; just like that
We explain in detail Our verses for a people who meditate and reflect.
Verse 39: 21 says: “Do you not see Lord Allah sends down water from the sky and
makes it flow as springs on the earth; then He produces thereby crops of varying
colors, then they dry and you see them turning to yellow; then He makes them straw;
indeed, in it is a Remembrance for the men of understanding”. Verse 30: 19 says: “He
brings the living out of the dead and brings the dead out of the living and brings to life
the earth after its death, and just like that you will be delivered”. Verses 50: 9-11 say:
“And We have sent down blessed rain from the sky and made grow thereby gardens
and grains from the harvest; and lofty date palm having dates arranged in clusters as
provision for the servants, and We have given life thereby to a dead land, just like that
they will be delivered”. Verse 41: 39 says: “And among His signs is that you see the
earth barren, then when We send down water on it, stirred to life and grows; indeed,
the One Who gives life to the earth will give Life to the dead, indeed, He is capable
upon everything”. Read together 18: 45; 22: 5 and 30: 48-50.
These verses are read-only by the Fujjar and Kuffar among mankind. They are denoted
as the worst creatures who don’t utilize their intelligence since they aren’t ready to
hear the Best Book Adhikr and talk about It to others as explained in 8: 22 and 55. See
the explanation2: 266; 3: 185 and 13: 17-18.
25. And Lord Allah invites into the House of Peace and guides whom He wishes into
the Straightpath.
Since today Adhikr is formed as the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book, whoever
holdfasts It, he did holdfast Allah and is guided into the Straightpath as explained in 2:
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256; 3: 101; 4: 174-175 and 5: 48. But the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar by hiding
Adhikr—the Ticket for returning into the Paradise—have been killed as told in verses
63: 4 and 80: 17. As they are deaf, dumb and blind towards Adhikr, they will not return
into the Straightpath and to Paradise as explained in 2: 18, 171 and 17: 97-98. See the
explanations 6: 153; 9: 31-33, 95 and 17: 15.
26. For those who testify the Best Book in the best manner, they have the best and
more; no darkness will cover their faces, nor humiliation, such are the inmates of
Paradise, they will abide in It forever.
Verses 39: 17-18 say: “And those who have avoided serving satanic forces and turned
back into Allah, for them have glad tidings; so, give glad tidings to My servants, to those
who listen the Best Book and follows It in the best manner, such are the ones whom
Allah has guided, and such are the men of understanding”. Two conditions are
specified in verses 39: 53-55 to forgive offenses altogether. The first one is turning to
Lord by repenting and submitting all to him with a soul before the death arrives; and
the second one is to follow the Best Book—Adhikr—in the best manner. Whoever
testifies the Best Book, Lord will make all his things easy, and whoever rejects the Best
Book, the Lord will make all his things difficult as explained in 4: 28 and 9: 99.
“For those who testify the Best Book in the best manner, they have the best and more
“mentioned in this verse means the inhabitants of Paradise who testified Adhikr can
intercede for the weakling disbelievers as told in verse 50: 35. It is told in verse 34: 23
that without Adhikr—the Permission of Lord–no intercession will be accepted, then
when terror is removed from the hearts of weakling disbelievers (who were led into
the Fire after Trial) after the duration of punishment, they will ask the relative believer
in Paradise: "What has your Lord said?", the believer will reply: "The Truth—Adhikr".
See the explanations 1: 3; 2: 127 and 3: 106.
27. And those who have earned evils, the reward of an evil is its equivalent, and
humiliation will cover them, they will have no protector from Lord Allah; it will be as
if their faces are covered with parts of darkness from night, such are the inmates of
the Fire, they will abide in it forever.
The aimless hypocrites and heedless followers are hiding and rejecting the Best Book
Adhikr. At the time of any of their, death Lord will tell him: “Verily, My verses did come
to you, but you rejected them and acted arrogantly, so you were among the
disbelievers” as told in verse 39: 59. And it is told in verse 39: 60: “On the Day of
Judgment you can see those who lied upon Allah have their faces darkened, is not the
Hell enough as an abode for the haughty men”. The human devil hypocrites and Kuffar
are commanding evils and are forbidding good, for them Hellfire is promised as
explained in verses 9: 67-68. It is told them not to rejoice much here in this world and
cry more since they are earning Hellfire as explained in verses 9: 80-82. It is told about
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them that they are filthy and Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book—will only
increase to them nothing but filth over filth as explained in verses 9: 28, 95 and 125.
Since they didn’t become believers with Adhikr, all their deeds are in vain and they will
get Hellfire as a fine for living here aimlessly and heedlessly as told in 18: 100-101; 25:
34, 65-66; 48: 6 and 98: 6. See the explanations6: 160; 8: 22 and 13: 18.
28. And on the Day We will summon them all together, then We will say to those
who associated others with Lord Allah: "You and your patrons stay here". Then We
will separate them, and their patrons will say: "You didn’t use to serve us”.
29. And enough is Lord Allah as a Witness between you and us, even though you had
been serving us, indeed we were heedless about it.
The Arabic Qur’an reading Kuffar used to live here by rejecting Adhikr—the ThreeTime-Knowledge. The human devil hypocrites who are killed by Lord are encouraging
their followers to take interceders and protectors besides Allah rejecting verses 16:
20-21; 22: 73-74; 29: 41-42; 32: 4; 35: 14 and 39: 3-4. Verses 25: 17-18 say: “And on
the Day He will summon them and whom they served besides Allah; then He will ask:
‘Did you mislead these servants of Mine, or did they stray themselves from the True
path?’. They will say: ‘Glory be to You, it is not suitable for us to accept anyone from
patrons besides You, but You bestowed them and their forefathers with good
livelihood until they forgot Adhikr and became a worthless people’". Those who
associate others besides Allah and their patrons will be enemies on the Day of
Judgment as explained in verses 7: 192-197. See the explanation 2: 165-167; 4: 117118; 6: 24 and 10: 17-18.
30. Then there, every soul will be disclosed with what it did before, and they will be
returned to Lord Allah, their Master, the Truth; and whatever they used to forge
have strayed from them.
On the Day of Judgment, everyone will be given the ‘Recorded Book’ fastened upon
his neck and will be told: “You read your Book, enough is you to reckon yourself” as
explained in 1: 3 and 17: 13-14. The believer is aimful that every individual must
prepare Paradise in this world to inherit It in the Hereafter as explained in verses 3:
136 and 7: 43. All other Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar’s ledger is in Sijjeen as told in
verse 83: 7. These aimless people will not change their fate from ledger Sijjeen of Hell
into Illiyeen of Paradise by utilizing Adhikr—the Ticket. Thus, they earn Hell as
explained in 3: 181-182 and 9: 31. These wrongdoers will wail on the Day of Judgment:
“Woe to me! If I hadn’t selected so and so as my intimate friend, he strayed me from
Adhikr after It had come to me, and Satan was a traitor to mankind” as explained in
verse 2: 222. Any Fujjar and Kuffar if didn’t testify Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of
Lord’s Book— he will be dragged prone on the faces into the Hell, such are in the worst
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place and they are the most strayed as explained in 25: 33-34. See the explanations6:
62; 7: 52-53; 9: 51 and 59.
31. You ask: "Who provides the livelihood for you from the sky and the earth? Or
Who controls hearing and sight and Who brings the living out of the dead and brings
the dead out of the living and Who delivers Commands?" Then, they will say: “Lord
Allah", then you ask: "Then will you not become heedful?"
This verse is addressing the Mecca Mushriks as well as today’s Fujjar—the people of
the Messenger. Today, Adhikr is formed as the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book.
Verses 39: 33-35 say: “The one who received the Truth and testifies It, such are
heedful, they have all that they wish near their Lord, such are the reward for those
who live under the Best Book Adhikr. So, Allah will clear out from them their evil deeds
and will reward them with the best deed they have done”. It is told in verse 48: 6 that
the hypocritical men and women, as well as their followers Mushrik men and women,
are having evil thoughts about Allah so that Allah’s wrath and curse are affected upon
them, and Hell is kept prepared for them. These Arabic Qur’an reading Mujirims are
serving Satan by rejecting Adhikr. They are not considering Allah as the Impartial, the
Three-Time-Knower and as the Lord of all worlds. These real disbelievers are proudly
claiming that all other-people belonging to Messenger’s community such as Hindus,
Christians, Jews, Buddhists are Kafirs and inmates of Hell by rejecting verses 2: 62; 5:
69; 9: 5, 28 and 123. See explanation 1: 7; 7: 40 and 9: 67-68.
32. Then that is your Allah, the True Lord; then what can be beyond the Truth except
astray? Then how are you diverted?
Today, Kuffar and Fujjar are only reading these verses among mankind. But by
rejecting the Clear and Manifest Reading Adhikr-the Truth, they are following
falsehood as told in verses 17: 81 and 34: 49. These real disbelieving and wrongdoing
transgressors are not judging in their individual, family and social life with Adhikr as
explained in verses 7: 8-9. Verses 28: 62-64 say: “And on the Day of Judgment, Lord
Allah will call out them and ask: ‘Where are My associates whom you had been
claiming?’ Then those upon whom the charge is pronounced will say: ‘Our Lord, these
are the ones whom we made aimless! We made them aimless just as we were aimless,
We absolve ourselves into you, it was not us they have been serving’. It will be said to
them: ‘You call your associates’, then they will call them; then they will not respond to
them, and they will see the punishment if they had been guided”. It is told in verse 22:
78: “You holdfast with Allah, He is your True Master, what a Best Master and what a
Best Helper!”. Whoever holdfast Adhikr—the Unbreakable Rope, he did holdfast Allah
and is guided into the Straightpath as explained in 10: 3. See the explanation 1: 7; 2:
168-169, 286 and 6: 55.
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33. Just like that your Lord’s Words have come True upon the transgressors that
indeed they will not believe.
Verse 9: 67 ends as: “Indeed, the hypocrites are the transgressors”. The hypocritical
disbelievers are the enemies of Lord, Messenger, and believers; and they will
command their disbelieving followers not to hear Adhikr—the Manifest Reading—as
told in verses 41: 26-29. They have been killed by Lord since they hid and rejected
Adhikr—the Food, Cloth and Sight of the human soul—as told in verse 63: 4. Any man
who hides the Ticket—Adhikr—mentioned in verse 80: 11 has been killed as told in
verse 80: 17. These human devils by changing the Favor Adhikr into disbelief made the
Hell—house of worthless—Halal for their followers as explained in verses 3: 196-197
and 9: 67-68. It is told in verse 40: 6: “Just like that, your Lord’s words are proved True
upon the disbelievers that indeed, they are the inmates of Fire”.
Since there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, the odd-believer is
commanded to do Jihad against Kuffar and hypocrites with Adhikr as explained in verse
9: 73. The verses 4: 91; 9: 5, 123 and 33: 60-61 commanding to kill the hypocrites and
Kuffar will be implemented only by the second coming of Jesus. See theexplanation2:
6-7, 99; 8: 22 and 54-55.
34. You ask: "Are there of your patrons who begins creation and then repeats it?"
You say: "Lord Allah begins creation and then repeats it, so how you are deluded?"
It is told in31: 10-11: “Lord created the heavens without pillars that you can see, and
has cast into the earth firmly set mountains, lest it should be shifted with you, and
scattered therein from every creature; and He sent down rain from the sky and made
grow therein plants of every noble kind. This is the creation of Allah; so, show Me what
those other than Him have created, but the wrongdoers are in manifest astray”. It is
asked through verse 35: 40: “Have you considered your patrons whom you invoke
besides Allah? Show me what they have created from the earth, or they have a
partnership in the creation of heavens? Or have We given them a Book so that they
are on evidence from It? Nay, the wrongdoers don’t promise each other except
delusions". It is told in verse 13: 14: “Allah alone is the Responder of prayers, and those
whom they call upon besides Him don’t respond to them with a thing except as one
who stretches his hands toward water telling it to reach his mouth, but it will not reach
into his mouth, and the prayer of the disbelievers will increase nothing but astray”. It
is commanded to Messenger and believers to ask through verse 13: 16: “Who is the
Lord of the heavens and earth?” Then if they keep silent, you reply: "Lord Allah, have
you then taken besides Him patrons who can’t bring you any benefit or harm? Is the
blind equal to the one who has sight? Or is the darkness equivalent to the Light? Or
have they attributed to Allah patrons who created like His Creation so that the creation
seemed similar upon them? Allah is the Creator of everything, and He is the only
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Irresistible". It is told in verse 42: 21: “Or they have other patrons who have ordained
for them a religion to which Allah didn’t permit? But if not a word from Lord had
preceded, it would have been concluded between them; and indeed, for the
wrongdoers have a painful punishment”.
During the revelation of this verse, the addressees were the Meccan pagans. But the
Book was not codified at that time. Today these verses are being read and heard by
the Fujjar including hypocrites and their Mushrik followers. But they are not
considering Lord as submitted by Adhikr—the Truth—as explained in verse 6: 91. The
hypocritical transgressors are telling lies, forging lies upon Lord and are attributing
intercessors and patrons upon Allah to stray their followers from the Straightpath. It
is the inevitable duty of Fujjar who are reading these verses to remind mankind in their
heart’s language with Adhikr that there are none from intercessors and patrons
besides the Lord of the universe as told in verse 32: 4. But by hiding and rejecting even
40 names of Adhikr, these Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are only uttering the word
Qur’an which only means ‘for repeated reading’. They will ridicule the believer who
testifies Adhikr. It is told in verses 25: 33-34: “Those who reject Adhikr—the Best
Interpretation of Lord’s Book—will be dragged into the Hell prone on their faces, such
are in the worst place and are the most strayed”. These original disbelievers
mentioned in 4: 150-151 are claiming and boasting that they are the Muslims. But in
verse 16: 89 it is said that true Muslims are those who testify Adhikr—which explains
everything—as Guidance, Mercy and Herald. And it is told in verse 11: 17 that whoever
from any group of Fujjar hides Adhikr—the Witness, Mercy, Guide, and Truth—Fire is
promised to him. These worthless people are considering their way of life as play and
amusement as explained in verses 7: 50-51. See the explanations 4: 48; 6: 164-165 and
7: 179.
35. You ask: "Are there of your patrons who guides you into the Truth?" You say: "
Lord Allah guides into the Truth. So, is He Who guides into the Truth worthier to be
followed or the one who will not guide unless he is guided? Then what happened
with you? How you are judging?"
Verses 39: 2-3 say: “We have sent the Book down to you with the Truth, so you serve
Lord Allah in sincere devotion making whole life to Him. Pure way of life belongs to the
Lord alone! The one who accepts other patrons instead of Him says: ‘We don’t serve
them except to bring us closer to the Lord’; truly the Lord will judge among them about
whatever they have been differing over; Lord Allah does not guide who is a disbelieving
liar”. Anyone whom you invoke besides Lord, they have no power to relieve or to
change your troubles; those to whom they pray themselves are seeking approach the
way to their Lord and they are trying to be those who are the nearest to Him; they are
hoping for His Mercy and are fearing His punishment; indeed, the punishment of your
Lord is terrible as told in verses 17: 56-57. Verse 39: 23 says: “The Lord has revealed
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the Best Speech, the Book which consists of allegorical and repeating verses; by that
the skins of those who fear the Lord will be thrilled, then their skins and hearts will
become soft towards the Remembrance of the Lord (Adhikr). That is the Guidance of
Lord Allah, with It He leads the one whom He wishes, and whom the Lord lets go astray,
then there is none to guide for him”. Verse 42: 52 says: “And thus We have revealed
into you a Spirit from Our command, you didn’t know what is the Book or faith, but
We have made it a Light by which We guide whom We wish from Our servants, and
indeed you are guiding into the Straightpath”.
All 313 Messengers were sent down with Adhikr into mankind from time to time to
warn them that there is no Deity except Lord Allah, and to serve Him alone as told in
verses 21: 24-25. Today, Adhikr—the Truth and Guidance—is codified as a Book
through the Three-Time-Knower mentioned in verse 25: 59. So, whoever holdfasts It,
he did holdfast Lord and is guided into the Straightpath as explained in verses 2: 256;
3: 101; 4: 174-175 and 5: 48. The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar became the worthless
people since they neglected Adhikr as explained in verses 4: 41 and 9: 31. See the
explanation 1: 5-6; 2: 147-148, 159-161 and 5: 79-81.
36. And most of them are following nothing except conjecture; indeed, conjecture
benefits nothing against the Truth at all, indeed Allah is the Knower of whatever they
are doing.
It is commanded to Messenger and believers not to obey the hypocrites and their
followers who are following conjecture as explained in verse 6: 116. Today, the Arabic
Qur’an reading Fujjar are the Kuffar who are following conjectures without having
Adhikr—the Three-Time-Knowledge— just like the Meccan pagans during the time of
Messenger as told in verse 53: 28. Indeed, the Fujjar are into the Hades as told in verse
82: 14. Fujjar’s ledger is in Sijjeen of Hell as told in verse 83: 7. It is told in verses 56:
95 and 69: 51 that Adhikr is the only Confirmed Truth. So, whoever from among Fujjar
didn’t testify It, they are only following conjectures and assumptions. It is told in verses
102: 5-7 that those who didn’t testify the Confirmed Knowledge—Adhikr—in this
world; certainly, he will see the Hades until he confirms it with his eyes. See the
explanations 2: 78-79; 6: 115 and 10: 17-18.
37. And it was not this Reading for forging by other than Lord Allah, but It is a
confirmation of what was before It and a detailed explanation of the Book, no doubt
in It, It is from the Lord of all worlds.
Verses 32: 2-3 say: “The Book is sent down, there is no doubt in It that It is from the
Lord of all worlds. Or are they saying that he has forged It; nay, It is the Truth from
your Lord in the order you to warn a people into whom no warner had come before
you, so that they may be guided”. Adhikr sent down to Messenger Muhammad
contains all the 312 previous Books and their upright Explanations as told in verses 16:
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44 and 98: 2-3. It safeguards and testifies all the previous Books as explained in verse
5: 48. See explanation 2: 1-2; 3: 58 and 7: 52.
38. Or do they say: "He forged It?" You say: "Then bring forth a Surath like It and call
whomever you can besides Lord Allah if you are so truthful".
Today, the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book mentioned in verse 25: 33 is formed as
a Book through the Three-Time-Knower mentioned in verse 25: 59. It explains
everything and It is a Guidance, Mercy, and Herald for true Muslims as told in verse
16: 89. The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar who hides and rejects It will be dragged prone
on their faces into Hell and such are in the worst place and are the most strayed as
told in verses 8: 22 and 25: 34. This verse as well as 11: 13, 35; 32: 3 and 46: 8 also
starts with a question: “Or do they say: ‘He forged It?’”. See explanations 2: 23-24,121
and 10: 15-16.
39. But they have rejected what they can’t encompass with His Knowledge and
whose Interpretation has not yet come to them; just like that those before them
have rejected, then observe how the consequence of the wrongdoers was.
It is told in verse 41: 53: “The Lord will show them His verses on the horizons as well
as in themselves until It becomes clear to them that indeed, It is the Truth”. It is told
in verse 40: 56: “Indeed, those who dispute concerning the verses of Lord without any
proof from the Book, there is nothing in their chests except arrogance which they can’t
attain; so, you seek refuge in Allah, indeed, He is the All-Hearing, the All-Seeing”.
Today, the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are following and teaching books written by
the hypocrites and pseudo-prophets as explained in verse 2: 79. Thus, they are serving
Satan, but they are thinking that they are in the Straightpath as explained in verse 7:
30. These falsehood followers will be the losers on the Day of Judgment as told in verse
40: 78. The Scale of weighing deeds will be Adhikr—the Truth—on the Day of
Judgment as explained in verses 7: 8-9. The worthless hypocrites and their blind
followers are mentioned as Mujirims, wrongdoers, and Kafirs as mentioned in verses
2: 254; 6: 21; 10: 17 and 32: 22. In each 1000, 999 people of every Messenger rejected
Adhikr and they were destined into Hell as explained in verse 4: 118. They have
disgrace in this world and have a painful punishment in the Hereafter as explained in
verse 2: 85. The odd-believer is commanded to do Jihad with Adhikr against the
arrogant hypocrites and Kuffar as explained in verse 9: 73. See the explanation 3: 710; 6: 33, 133; 7: 40 and 53.
40. And among them are those who believe with It, and among them are those who
don’t believe with It, and your Lord is the best knower of mischief-makers.
It is not told in the verse ‘those who believe in It’ but it is told ‘those who believe with
It’ which means today one can form his belief only with the 6236 verses of Lord’s Book.
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Prophet Looth prayed against his people who were indulged in anti-natural sexual
activities (sodomy) as told in verse 29: 30 as: “My Lord, help me against these mischiefmakers”. As told in verse 29: 36, Prophet Shuaib told to his people: “You serve Lord
Allah alone and you expect the Hereafter, and you don’t commit exploitation on earth
being mischief-makers”.
Today, Adhikr—the Splendid Book is codified. So, whoever testifies It, it is for his own
sake and whoever falsifies It, it is for her own astray as explained in verses 6: 104. All
Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are the Mujirims. Each group among them is destined into
7 doors of Hell as explained in verse 9: 31. They are following satanic footsteps as
explained in verses 2: 168-169. For hypocrites and Kuffar, the gates of Heaven will not
be opened and they will not enter the Paradise until a camel can pass through the eye
of a tailor’s needle as explained in verses 6: 55 and 7: 40. The soulless hypocrites and
their Mushrik followers mentioned in verse 48: 6 are filthy. For them, Adhikr—the
Book for Purification—will increase nothing but filth over filth as explained in 9: 28 and
95. These losers will curse, blame and quarrel among themselves in Hell as explained
in verses 2: 165-167.
The 1 in 1000 believer who testifies all the 40 names of Adhikr will change his ledger
from Sijjeen of hell mentioned in verse 83: 7 into the ledger Illiyeen in the Paradise
mentioned in verse 83: 18. See the explanation 4: 82; 6: 26; 7: 103; 9: 55 and 85.
41. And if they reject you, then you say, "For me, my deeds, and for you your deeds;
you are free from whatever I am doing, and I am free from whatever you are doing".
It is commanded to Messenger and believers to say the disbelievers through verses
109: 1-6: “Oh you disbelievers! I am not serving what you are serving. And You are not
serving Who I am serving. And I will not serve who you are serving. You have your way
of life, while I have the True way of life”. It is commanded to the believers through
verse 28: 55: “If you hear any gossips, you have to neglect it, and you say to such
disbelievers: “For us, our deeds and for you, your deeds; you can seek your way, we
don’t seek the way of ignorant people”. Verses 28: 62-64 say: “And on the Day Lord
will call out them and ask: ‘Where are My associates whom you had been claiming?’
Then the hypocrites upon whom the charge is pronounced will say: ‘Our Lord, these
are the ones whom we made aimless! We made them aimless just as we were aimless.
We absolve ourselves into you, it was not us they have been serving’. It will be said to
them: ‘You call your associates’, then they will call them; then they will not respond to
them, and they will see the punishment; if they had been guided”.
Since today Adhikr is codified as the Splendid Book, the odd-believer should do Jihad
with It against the Fujjar and Kuffar as explained in verse 9: 73. He will read Adhikr in
the dusk and dawn and will do prolonged Prostration of Recitation. He will introduce
the Lord of the universe to the entire world by propagating Adhikr and thus he helps
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the Lord. He will do and promote deeds beneficial for 1000 communities of Lord’s
creatures as explained in verses 7: 205-206 and 22: 77-78. See explanation 2: 119, 286;
3: 30 and 6: 164.
42. And among them are those who listen to you; but can you cause the deaf to hear,
even though they will not utilize their intelligence?
The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar won’t hear the Book Dhikree mentioned in verse 18:
101. The hypocrites will hide even the 40 names of Adhikr from mankind so that they
will be deaf and dumb in the Hereafter as explained in verse 8: 22. It is told in verses
9: 67-68; 33: 73 and 98: 6 that Adhikr—the Trust—is revealed to punish the
hypocritical men and women as well as the Mushrik men and women; for whom
Hellfire is promised. Through verses 27: 80-81 and 30: 52-53 Lord says: “You cannot
make hear the dead hypocrites, nor even make hear calling the deaf Fajirs if they are
turning back. And you are not the one to guide the blind out of their straying; indeed,
you make not hear except the one who believes with Our verses and who have
submitted wholly to their Lord”. See the explanation 2: 6-7, 18, 171; 6: 25, 36 and 9:
123.
43. And among them are those who look at you, but can you guide the blind even
though they will not utilize the Insight?
It is told in verse 18: 101 that those who are having a veil on their eyes towards the
Book Dhikree are the Kafirs belonging to the Hell. The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar
made their food ‘rejecting Adhikr’ as explained in verse 7: 26. Whoever turns blind and
deaf towards Adhikr in this world, he will be dragged into the Hell prone on their faces
as deaf, dumb and blind as explained in17: 97-98 and 25: 33-34. It is told in 17: 71-72
that whoever turns blind towards Adhikr—the Guide—will be blinder in the Hereafter
and will be most strayed from the Straightpath. See explanation 6: 104; 7: 179 and
197.
44. Indeed, Allah doesn’t wrong the people at all, but it is the people who are
wronging themselves.
Verse 29: 40 says about the fate of previous wrongdoers as: “So each We seized for
his sin; and among them were those upon whom We sent a storm of stones, and
among them were those who were seized by the blast from the sky, and among them
were those whom We caused the earth to swallow, and among them were those
whom We drowned, and Allah would not have wronged them, but it was they who
were wronging to themselves”.
Impartial Lord has taught each soul Adhikr from the Paradise itself as told in verses 55:
1-4. Then through 313 Messengers, he sent down Adhikr into mankind from time to
time to warn them that there is no Deity except Lord Allah, so you serve Him alone as
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told in verses 21: 24-25. But the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are not learning, teaching
and propagating Adhikr. Instead, they are following books written by the hypocrites
and pseudo-prophets. These aimless hypocrites are earning Hell instead of earning
Paradise as explained in verse 2: 79. The disbelievers mentioned in 520 places and the
wrongdoers mentioned in 220 places in the Book are the hypocritical transgressors
and Kuffar as explained in verses 1: 7 and 9: 67-68. No prayers will be responded for
them and no deeds will be accepted without becoming believer with Adhikr as
explained in verses 2: 186; 9: 53, 55 and 7: 8-9. Arabic Qur’an is not Clear and Manifest
Reading, but Adhikr which is the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book explaining
everything in one’s hearts language is the clear and manifest reading. It is told in verses
54: 17, 22, 32 and 40: “Surely, We had made this Reading very easy to understand by
one’s heart, then is there anyone to accept the admonition”. See the explanation 2:
254; 6: 21; 10: 11 and 17-18.
45. And on the Day when He will gather them as if they had not remained except an
hour of the day, they will recognize each other; surely, those who denied the
meeting with Lord Allah are the losers and they were not guided.
It is commanded to Messenger and believers to tell the wrongdoing Mujirims
through18: 103-105: “Shall we tell you the most losers of deeds whose aims of deeds
are strayed in this world, while they are reckoning that indeed they are industrializing
good virtues, such are those who hide verses of the Lord and about the meeting with
Him, so their deeds became futile and we will not make weight for their deeds on the
Day of Judgment”. The 999 out of each 1000 of every Messenger’s people will wail in
the Hereafter as told in verses 89: 23-24 as: “On the Day when Hell is brought, man
will remember that how better it would have been if he had used the Book Dhikra, and
he will regret that he wasted his life in this world”. But from the whole mankind of
Messenger Muhammad, only Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are destined into the 7
doors of Hell as explained in 2: 62. Verses 20: 102-104 say: “The Day when the Trumpet
will be blown, We will summon the Mujirims blear-eyed. They will murmur among
themselves: ‘We lived not except ten days’. We are most knowing of what they are
saying, the most eminent among them say: "We lived not except one day’”. Verses 25:
21-23 say: “And those who didn’t expect the meeting with Us ask: ‘Why were not
Angels sent down to us, or we don’t see our Lord?’ They have certainly become
arrogant within themselves and insolent with great insolence. The day when they see
the Angels, no good tidings will be there on that day for the Mujirims, they will say: ‘If
there were a stone barrier between us and the Angels’. And We will put all their deeds
before them and make them as scattered dust in wind”. Verses 25: 27-30 say: “On that
Day the wrongdoer will bite his hands and will say: ‘Oh, I wish if I had taken the
Messenger’s path. Oh, woe to me! I wish if I had not taken so-and-so as my intimate
friend. He led me away from Adhikr after It had come to me, and Satan was a traitor
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for mankind’. And the Messenger will say: “Oh my Lord! indeed, my people of this flew
away from this Reading”. Verses 36: 59-64 say: “Today, you Mujirims step aside! Didn’t
I hold covenant with you oh! children of Adam not to serve the Satan, indeed, He is an
open enemy of yours; and you serve Me alone, that is the Straightpath? He has led
numerous of you astray, then were you not utilizing your intelligence? This is the Hell
which you were promised with! Be roasted in it Today because you had been
disbelieving”.
While for the believer who testifies Adhikr—the Three-Time-Knowledge—in this world
will have a better settlement and a better resting place on the Day of Judgment which
lasts for 50,000 years of this worldly life as told in verses25: 24 and 70: 4. Verses 36:
55-58 say: “Indeed, on that Day the inhabitants of the Paradise will be happy. They
and their spouses will relax on coaches in shady nooks; they will have fruits there and
they shall have anything they request. Peace will be a greeting from their Merciful
Lord!” See the explanation6: 31; 7: 8-9, 40 and 9: 95.
46. And whether We may show you some of what We promised them or We take
you back; however, into Us is their returning, then Lord Allah is a witness concerning
whatever they are doing.
Verse 13: 40 says: “And whether We show you part of what We promised them or take
you back, indeed, your duty is to deliver the Message, and upon Us is the duty of
Reckoning”. Verses 39: 30-31 say: “Indeed you will die, and indeed they will die; then
indeed on the Day of Resurrection you will dispute near your Lord”. Verses 21: 34-35
say: “And We did not grant eternity to any man before you; so, if you die, would they
be eternal? Every soul will taste death, and We test you with evil and with good as a
trial, and into Us, you all will be returned”. Verses 39: 69-70 say: “And the earth will
shine with the Light of Lord, and the Recording Book will be placed, and the Prophets
and the witnesses will be brought, and Judgement will be done among them with the
Truth—Adhikr and they will not be wronged. And each soul will be fully rewarded for
what it did, and He is the Best Knower of whatever they are doing”. See the
explanation 2: 166-167, 281; 3: 185; 6: 19 and 9: 51.
47. And for each community there is a Messenger; so, when their Messenger comes,
it will be judged among them with Justice, and they will not be wronged.
If it is told in this verse that for each community there is a Messenger, it is told in verse
13: 7 that each people have a guide. Messenger Muhammad is sent for entire mankind
as explained in verses 7: 157-158. People belonging to the addressees and all nominal
Muslims until the Day of Judgment include in ‘his people’, whereas all ‘other-people’
belong to ‘his community’. It is told in verses 26: 208-209: “We have never destroyed
a country except a warner had come to them; You remind with the Reminder—Dhikra,
and indeed I am not among the unjust”. It is told in verse 16: 89: “Adhikr which explains
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everything is a Guidance, Mercy, and Herald for the true Muslims—who submitted
wholly to Lord”. For the filthy Mushriks—different groups among the Fujjar, Adhikr
increases filth over filth as told in verses 9: 28, 95 and 125. Arabic Quran reading Fujjar
are the Kuffar who have made their food ‘rejecting Adhikr’ as explained in verse 3:
192. Since there is no a group of believers anywhere in the world to witness
Messenger’s life among the mankind, ‘other-people’ such as Buddhists, Jains, Hindus,
Jews, and Christians if believe in the Oneness of the Lord and the Day of Judgement,
and do righteous deeds, then they have their reward with their Lord, and there shall
be no fear upon them and for them will not be grieved as explained in verse 2: 62. See
explanation 3: 21-22; 4: 150-151 and 163-164.
48. And they are asking: “When this promise will be happening if you are so
truthful?”
Disbelievers among all Messenger’s people asked: “When this promise will be
happening if you are so truthful” as explained in verse 10: 11. For the question of the
hypocrites and their Mushrik followers about the occurrence of World Triumph for
believer, through verse 32: 29, believer is commanded to reply: “On the day of victory
the acceptance of the belief of those who disbelieved will not be benefited for them,
and for them will not be granted respite”. The World Triumph is the day when
believers from whole mankind all over the world are separated into Hejaz by the
proclamation of Mahdi Imam as explained in verses 7: 127 and 137.
The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are only reading these verses among mankind today.
Lord’s wrath and curse happened transgressors are not asking this question literally.
But their lifestyle is in such a way that they will not have to answer about this 4th
phase of life before the Lord in the Hereafter. They always ridicule the believer who is
testifying Adhikr as told in verse 83: 29. They are not considering Allah as the Impartial
since they follow falsehood by rejecting Adhikr—the Truth. See the explanation 6: 158;
8: 2-4, 74 and 10: 38.
49. You say: "I possess not for myself any harm or benefit except what Lord Allah
wished; each community has a deadline, so whenever their deadline comes, they
can neither postpone it nor can advance it for a moment”.
The Three-Time-Knower Lord has given His word to Satan that He will fill the Hell with
Jinn and mankind altogether as explained in verse 4: 118. The Arabic Quran reading
Fujjar’s ledger is in Sijjeen of Hell as told in verse 83: 7. Only 1 in 1000 believer will
change his decree from the ledger Sijjeen to the ledger Illiyeen of the Paradise by
testifying Adhikr-the Permission- as mentioned in verse 83: 18. Since Adhikr—the Best
Interpretation of Lord’s Book—is formed as a Book, whoever holdfasts It, he did
holdfast Lord and is guided into the Straightpath as explained in verse 2: 256. As there
is no group of believers anywhere, there is no congressional prayer. So, the odd82
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believer should follow the lifestyle as explained in verses 7: 205-206; 22: 77-78 and 32:
15. Messengers are deputed with Adhikr as the herald for the believer who testifies It
and as warner for the disbelieving Fujjar as explained in verses 2: 119; 10: 108 and 17:
13-15. If one of the 10 crucial signs of Dooms Day appear, no soul will be benefited
from its belief since the doors of repentance will be closed forever as explained in
verse 6: 158. See explanation 6: 1-2; 7: 127 and 188.
50. You say: “Have you considered if His punishment should come to you by night or
by day, then why would these Mujirims be hastening for it?”
51. Then is it that when it has occurred you will believe in it? Now? And you were
hastening for it before.
52. Then it will be said to those who had wronged: “Taste the punishment of
eternity; will you be rewarded except for what you had been earning?”
The aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers are the Mujirims mentioned in 52
places in the Book such as 7: 40; 10: 17; 26: 99; 32: 12, 22 and 83: 29. They are serving
Satan and following satanic footsteps as explained in verses 2: 165-169. They only have
read verses 39: 53-55, but they have made their food ‘rejecting the Best Interpretation
of Lord’s Book’. So, at the time of their death Lord will tell them that they were among
the disbelievers as told in verse 39: 59. And repentance is not for the Fujjar who are
doing evil deeds until the death comes, then they will say: “Indeed, I have repented
now”, and nor for those who are dying while they are disbelievers, for such Lord have
kept prepared painful punishment as explained in verses 4: 17-18. For responding
prayer and accepting deeds, one should follow Adhikr and should believe with Lord as
submitted by the whole Book is explained in verse 2: 186.
Today, Adhikr is inherited by the last Messenger’s people (Fujjar) as told in verse 35:
32. But by hiding and rejecting It they have earned Hellfire as explained in verses 2:
286 and 9: 80-82.
Verse 34: 33 ends asking the disbeliever: “Will they be rewarded except for what they
had been doing?” Whereas verse 36: 54 ends as: “And you will not be rewarded except
for what you had been doing”; and it is told in verse 83: 36: “Have not the Kuffar been
rewarded for what they had been doing?” When the Recording Book fastened upon
their neck as mentioned in verses 17: 13-14 is given to these Mujirims on the Day of
Judgment, they will wail as: “Oh, woe to us! What kind of a Book is this, It omits nothing
either small or large unless it is recorded?" and they will find there presented whatever
they had done; and your Lord will not be unjust to anyone as told in verse 18: 49. See
explanation 2: 254; 3: 182 and 7: 178-179.
53. And they will swear to you: “Is it that true?” You say: "Of course, by my Lord;
Indeed, It is the Truth, and you are not going to defeat Him.”
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Verse 34: 3 says: “Then those who disbelieved say: ‘The Hour will not come to us’; you
say: ‘Nay! By my Lord, it will surely come to you, He is the Knower of the unseen’.
Nothing is absent from Him even an atom's weight within the heavens or the earth or
smaller than that or greater except that it is recorded in a Clear Book—Adhikr”. Verse
64: 7 says: “Those who disbelieved have claimed that they will never be resurrected;
you say: ‘Nay, by my Lord, you will surely be resurrected; then you will surely be
informed of what you had done, and that is very easy for Lord’”.
Adhikr is the Three-Time-Knowledge which explains everything as explained in verse
2: 255. It is the Confirmed Truth as told in verses 56: 95 and 69: 51. Only 1 in 1000
believer holdfasts and testifies It whereas as the 999 Kuffar will hide and reject It.
Kuffar are the Fujjar who will follow books written by the pseudo-prophets as
explained in verse 2: 79. These Mujirims will tell the Lord in the Hereafter: “Oh our
Lord! We have seen the scene of the Hell and we have heard its wail; so You send us
back to the worldly life so that we may do righteous deeds, indeed we have got
Confirmed Truth” as told in verse 32: 12. To become a believer, one should transform
his/her Jinn soul-mate into a believer with Adhikr—the Truth—as explained in verse 8:
48. See explanation 2: 234; 9: 51 and 10: 7-8.
54. And if each soul that wronged had everything on earth, it would be offered as
ransom; and they will confide regret when they see the punishment, and they will
be judged with the Justice, and they will not be wronged.
Verse 3: 91 says: “Indeed, those who disbelieved and died as ‘Kuffar’, then never
would be accepted from such of them as much gold as the Earth contains even they
ransom with it; such will have a painful punishment, and they will have none from
helpers”. Verse 6: 45 says: “Then the taproots of the people of the wrongdoers were
cut off; and praise be to Allah, Lord of all Worlds”. Verse 6: 47 ends asking: “would
anyone except the wrongdoing people be wiped out?”. Verse 46: 35 ends asking:
“Then would anyone be wiped out except the transgressing people?” And verse 7: 84
ends as: “Then you see how the consequence of the Mujirims was?”
The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are following 29 pseudo-prophets and welcoming the
30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. After the second coming of Jesus, these worst
creatures mentioned in verse 8: 22 will be killed by the ‘other-people’ belonging to
Messenger’s community. Thus, the command of verses 4: 91; 9: 5, 125 and 33: 60-61
will be implemented. See the explanation 2: 159-161; 5: 36, 45 and 9: 23-24.
55. Know that to Lord Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens and on the earth;
Know that indeed the Promise of Allah is the Truth, but most of them are not
knowing It.
56. He gives life and causes death, and unto Him, you all will be returned.
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Adhikr is the Three-Time-Knowledge of the Three-Time-Knower Lord. ‘Knowledge’ is
one among the 40 names of Adhikr which is mentioned in 61 verses such as 7: 52; 22:
3, 8; 35: 28 and 39: 8.
But by rejecting Adhikr, the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are not having even the
common sense that there is no difference in a day anywhere in the world. It is told in
verses 43: 36-39: “Whoever turns away from Adhikr which induces the Remembrance
of Impartial Lord, Lord will appoint a Satanic companion who will become his intimate.
Indeed, they will obstruct them from the Straightpath—Adhikr. But they will calculate
that they are on the right path until they reach the Lord. Then man will wail: ‘I wish if
there were two sunrises between you and me, what a wretched companion you
were’”. All Fujjar, at the time of their death, will witness against their soul as “indeed
they were disbelievers” vide verse 7: 37, and so on the Day of Judgement vide verse 6:
130.
Verses 28: 57; 34: 28, 36; 40: 57 also end as: “Most of mankind are not having the Real
Knowledge”. Through verses 16: 43 and 21: 7 it is commanded to ask about any
unknown thing to the Author of Three Time Knowledge Adhikr who is the Three-TimeKnower mentioned in verse 25: 59. See the explanations 2: 255; 4: 133 and 6: 133.
57. Oh mankind, there has come to you ‘Mouidath’ from your Lord and Healing for
what is in the chests and Guidance and Mercy for the believers.
‘Mouidath’ is one among the 40 names of Adhikr mentioned in 9 places such as 2: 66;
3: 138 and 16: 125. It means the similar observances of the figures of the Wise
Reminder—Adhikr. Messenger and believer commanded to call mankind to the
Impartial Lord with the Wise Reminder and with the Best Mouidath through verse 16:
125. Adhikr is the Best Book and It is meant for clearing any doubt within the chests
for whole mankind as explained in verses 2: 147 and 3: 60. So, the believer will convey
the Message throughout the world to form the harmony of mankind. He will testify
Adhikr as the Guidance and Mercy. He will always ensure with It that indeed, he is in
the Straightpath. It is told in verse 51: 55: “So you remind! Surely the Reminder will
benefit the believers”. Adhikr—the Food, Cloth, and Sight of the human soul—is the
Bounty and Prosperity, with It, there is no poverty and without It, there is no prosperity
as explained in verse 2: 272.
Verses 7: 52, 203; 12: 111 and 16: 64 end as: “Adhikr is the Guidance and Mercy for
the believing people”. Adhikr is the Mercy and Herald for true Muslims who submit
wholly to Lord as told in verses 16: 89 and 102. Adhikr is denoted as the Healing for
the believers; whereas for falsehood followers Mujirims Adhikr will increase nothing
but loss over the loss as told in verse 17: 82. When Adhikr is explained to the believers,
they will increase in their faith as explained in verses 8: 2-4 and 9: 124. But as per
verses 9: 28 and 95 the hypocrites and their Mushrik followers are filthy, and as per
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verse 9: 125 Adhikr will increase nothing but filth over filth for them. It is told in verse
41: 44: “Adhikr is the Guidance and Healing for the believer, whereas for those who
don’t believe It is as if they are being called from a far distance”. If anyone from the
Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar hides Adhikr—the Witness, the Guide, the Truth, and
Mercy—Fire is promised to him as told in verse 11: 17. It is told in verses 18: 100-101:
“Whoever from the Fujjar if not seeing the Book Dhikree or not hearing It, such are the
disbelievers into the Hell”. Fujjar are the Kuffar who have the disease in their hearts.
They all will be killed along with hypocrites by the second coming of Jesus as told in
verses 33: 60-61. See explanation 6: 155-157; 7: 203 and 8: 22.
58. You say: “With the Bounty of Lord Allah and with His Mercy; with that let them
rejoice, that is better than whatever they are gathering”.
Adhikr is mentioned as the Mercy in 65 places in the Book such as 2: 105; 4: 113 and
12: 111. It is mentioned as the Bounty in 28 places in the Book such as 24: 10, 20, 21
and 62: 4. See the explanations 2: 269; 4: 79, 82 and 113.
59. You ask: “Have you listened to what Lord Allah has sent down to you of the
provision of which you have made as forbidden and as Halal?” You ask: “Have Allah
permitted for you that, or are you forging lie upon Allah?”
60. And what will be the concept of those who forge lie upon Lord Allah on the Day
of Judgment? Indeed, Allah is full of Bounty upon mankind, but most of them are not
grateful.
The believer who testifies Adhikr will remember the Lord in every moment of his life.
He is grateful to Lord whereas the Kuffar and hypocritical transgressors are ungrateful
as explained in verses 2: 152 and 3: 190-191. Verse 16: 78 says: “And Lord has brought
you from the wombs of your mothers while you knew nothing, and He provided you
hearing, vision, and intelligence so that you may become grateful”. Verses 32: 7-9 say:
“The one who created everything in the best form; and He began the creation of
mankind from the clay. Then He made his progeny from the essence of heinous water.
Then He formed him, and He blew His Spirit into it, and He made for you the faculties
of hearings, sights, and intelligence, yet a few of you are grateful”. It is told in verse
76: 3, Impartial Lord has given man the freedom to be grateful or ungrateful. Verse 11:
17 ends as: “So you don’t doubt about It; indeed, It is the Truth from your Lord, but
most of mankind will not believe”. As explained in verses 6: 115-116 Arabic Qur’an
reading Fujjar are destined to any of the seven doors of hell, the one in thousand
believer who testifies Adhikr cannot obey them in any matter.
Wrongdoing hypocrites and their blind followers are forging lies about Three-TimeKnower by hiding and rejecting Adhikr—the Three-Time-Knowledge. These soulless
and worthless people by forgetting Adhikr will witness against their soul that indeed
they were disbelievers at the time of death vide verse 7: 37 and on the Day of
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Judgment vide verse 6: 130. All Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are the wrongdoers,
transgressors, and disbelievers as explained in verses 2: 254; 6: 21 and 9: 67-68. No
soul can be purified and can fulfill the aim of life without Adhikr—the Book for
Purification—as explained in verse7: 157. See the explanations 2: 62; 4: 118 and 16:
114.
61. And, you are not in any state or reciting from this Reading and you are not doing
any deeds except that We are Witnessing upon you when you are involved in it. And
nothing from your Lord is absent even an atom's weight on the earth or in the
heaven, smaller or greater than that, except it is recorded in a Manifest Book.
The Three-Time-Knower Lord of the universe has already recorded His Speech Adhikr
and He preserved It in a Compact Disk which is the Manifest Reading Adhikr as
explained in verses 6: 59 and 36: 12. Lord Allah is the Witness upon everything. He is
observing without seizing slumber or sleep as explained in verse 2: 255. Adhikr is the
Witness mentioned in 4 places such as 2: 143; 6: 19; 11: 17; and 22: 78. Only believer
will live here seeing Lord and he will only change his decree from the Ledger Sijjeen
into the ledger Illiyeen of the Paradise by utilizing Adhikr—the only Ticket for returning
into the Paradise. He will be always in the consciousness that a Recording Book is
fastened around everyone’s neck as explained in verses 17: 13-14. So, he will do and
command to do deeds beneficial to 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures as explained
in verses 7: 205-206. As explained in verses 3: 5-6, the believer will always glorify his
Lord as: “Glory be to the One, nothing is hidden from Him on the earth and the heaven,
and He is the All-Hearing and All-knowing”.
All the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar’s ledger is in Sijjeen as told in verse 83: 7. For these
Mujirims, the gate of Heavens will not be opened and they will not enter the Paradise
until a camel can pass through the eye of a tailor’s needle as explained in verse 7: 40.
See explanation 5: 40; 9: 51 and 22: 70.
62. Know that indeed upon the friends of Lord Allah, there will be no fear, and for
them will not be grieved.
63. Those who believed and were heedful.
64. For them are Glad Tidings in this world and the Hereafter; there is no change in
the Words of Lord Allah, that is the only supreme triumph.
Whoever holdfasts Adhikr, he did holdfast Lord and is guided into the Straightpath as
explained in verses 2: 256; 3: 101 and 4: 175. From among the Book reading people,
the only believer who testifies Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book—will
prosper. Verses 39: 33-35 say: “And the one who has received the Truth and testified
as It should be, such is heedful. They will have whatever they desire near their Lord.
That is the reward of those who live under the Light of Best Book—Adhikr. With that,
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Lord may remove the worst of their evil deeds and reward them according to the best
deeds they have been doing in this world”. Verse 16: 97 says: “Whether male or
female, whoever does honorable deeds provided that he/she is a believer, indeed We
will give him a pure glorious life in this world, and We will give reward according to
their best deeds they had been doing in this world”. So, the odd believer will help Lord
by propagating the Message Adhikr to the entire world and thus Lord will help him
back as explained in verse 2: 157.
All other Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar who reject Adhikr are the worst creatures
without utilizing their intelligence. They will be dragged prone on their faces into Hell,
such are in the worst place and are the most strayed as explained in verses 8: 22 and
25: 34. They are destined into the 7 doors of Hell as explained in verses 9: 31 and 6768.
The other-people belonging to Messenger’s community such as Jains, Buddhists,
Hindus, Jews, and Christians, if they believe in the Oneness of Lord and the Day of
Judgment and does honorable deeds, they have their reward with their Lord and there
shall be no fear upon them and for them will not be grieved as explained in 2: 62 and
5: 69.
‘There is no change in Word of Lord’ means Lord is the Impartial who doesn’t change
anyone’s fate unless they change it by utilizing Adhikr-the Permission. Male or female
whoever testifies the Insight mentioned in verse 6: 104; The Truth mentioned in verses
10: 108 and 39: 41; and the Guidance mentioned in verse 17: 15, it is for his own sake,
and whoever falsifies, it is for her loss, Messenger or believer is not an authority or a
custodian upon anyone. But the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar including Hypocrites and
Fajir will not change their destiny. See the explanations 2: 119, 257 and 16: 128.
65. And let not their words grieve you. Indeed, Dignity belongs to Lord Allah entirely.
He is the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.
Verse 36: 76 says: “So let not their words grieve you; indeed, We Know what they
conceal and what they disclose”. Satan has no authority upon believers who are
entrusting upon Lord by holding Adhikr as explained in verse 16: 99. Verses 39: 36-37
say: “Is not Lord sufficient for His Servant? And do they threaten you with those other
than Him? Anyone whom Allah lets go astray, then he has no one to guide, and the
one whom Allah guides, then he has no one for straying”. It is told in verse 63: 8 that
the Dignity belongs to the Lord, His Messenger and the believers even though
hypocrites don’t realize it. The party of Lord, Messenger, and believer will only prosper
as explained in verse 5: 56.
Today, Adhikr—the Splendid Book—in which no falsehood will enter before or after
Its codifications formed through the Three-Time-Knower mentioned in verse 25: 59.
So whoever holdfasts It, he did holdfast Lord and he is guided into the Straightpath as
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explained in verses 3: 10; 4: 75 and 5: 48. Such is the only proud representative of Lord
as explained in verse 3: 79.
The Lord’s wrath and curse happened hypocrites are leading their blind followers into
the Hell as explained in verses 1: 7; 9: 67-68 and 48: 6. They are commanded to remind
mankind that besides the Lord of the universe Who created Heavens, earth and
everything in between within 6 days, mankind has no patrons or intercessors as told
in verse 32: 4. But they will not do so. See the explanation 4: 138-140; 6: 89-90; 8: 22
and 55.
66. Know that, to Lord Allah, belongs whoever is in the heavens and whoever is on
the earth. And those who invoke other patrons besides Allah are not following
except conjectures, and indeed they are in nothing except in confusion.
The believer will transform his/her Jinn soul-mate mentioned in verses 43: 36-39 into
a believer and will keep Lord in the heart by utilizing Adhikr. He will only die as true
Muslim—those who submit wholly to Lord—as explained in verse 3: 102. The Arabic
Qur’an reading Fujjar have made their food ‘rejecting Adhikr’ as told in verse 56: 82.
These soulless and worthless people who forget Adhikr will witness against their soul
that indeed they were disbelievers at the time of death and on the Day of Judgment
as explained in 10: 60. These Mujirims by not utilizing their intelligence are serving
Satan as told in verses 36: 59-62. It is told in verse 4: 117 that if anyone invokes others
besides Allah, he/she is invoking Satan. The odd-believer praises his Lord with the soul
as per verse 57: 3 “You are the First, nothing is before You. You are the last, nothing is
after You. You are the Upmost, nothing is above You. You are the Insidious, nothing is
without You”.
To put it briefly, whoever didn’t testify Adhikr—the Truth—is not considering the Lord
as He should be considered and they are following nothing except conjectures, thus
they are in nothing except confusions as explained in verse 6: 116. It is told in verse
48: 6 that the hypocritical men and women, as well as Mushrik men and women, are
having evil thoughts about Lord Allah, upon them are Allah’s wrath and curse
happened; and Hellfire is kept prepared for them, what an evil returning place. See
the explanations 4: 131-133; 6: 111; 9: 31 and 10: 35-36.
67. It is He Who made for you the night to rest therein and the day, giving sight.
Indeed, in it are signs for people who are hearing.
As explained in verses 3: 190-191, mankind bestowed with intelligence will think and
meditate about the creation of the universe; then he will remember the Creator Lord
in his standing, sitting and lying; and will meditate about the creation of Heavens and
Earth as: “Our Lord! You have not created this in falsehood, but with Truth! Glory be
to you! Then you shield us from the punishment of Fire!” It is told in verse 45: 22 that
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Lord has created this universe to reward each soul with what they have earned and
they will not be dealt with unjust.
Whoever didn’t see and hear the Book Dhikree after receiving It, such are the
disbelievers into the Hell as told in verse 18: 101. But the aimless hypocrites are deaf,
dumb and blind towards Adhikr—the Splendid Book. They will not return into the
Straightpath as explained in verses 2: 18 and 170-171. The Fujjar/Kuffar among the
different groups of the people of last Messenger by hiding and rejecting Adhikr are
destined into the 7 doors of Hell as told in verse 15: 44. They are the worst creatures
among the 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures as explained in 8: 22 and 55. See the
explanations 2: 152; 7: 175-176 and 17: 12.
68. They are saying: “Lord Allah has taken a son”. Exalted is He; He is Self-Sufficient.
To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth. Do you
have any authority for this; are you saying about Allah with what you don’t know?
All the 313 Messengers were sent with Adhikr—the Proof and Truth—to inform
mankind that there is no deity except Allah, and so you serve Him alone as told in
verses 16: 2 and 21: 24-25. Verses 22: 8 and 31: 20 said: “There are some among
mankind who are arguing in the case of Lord Allah without Knowledge, Guidance and
the Enlightening Book”. It is told in verses 35: 24-25: “Lord has sent Messengers to
every community with Adhikr as Warner and Herald. So, if these people reject you,
then surely, those before them also rejected the Messengers who came with
Explanations, Scriptures and Enlightening”. Adhikr revealed to Messenger Muhammed
contains all 312 Books and their upright Explanations to explain to mankind what has
been revealed for them Book so that they may think and reflect It to others as told in
verse 16: 44.
Today, these verses are only read by the Fujjar among mankind. So, it is their inevitable
duty to submit Lord as the Only Deity as well as the King of whole mankind as explained
in 10: 65. But by hiding and rejecting Adhikr—the Real Knowledge, these true
disbelievers as explained in verses 4: 150-151 are serving Satan and are following his
footsteps as explained in verses 2: 168-169. All their deeds are in vain since they are
following falsehood by ignoring Adhikr-the Truth-as told in verse 17: 81. The
disbelieving and wrongdoing Mujirims, as well as their followers, will curse, blame and
argue against each other in Hell as explained in verses 2: 165-167. See explanation 2:
116-117; 6: 100 and 9: 30-31.
69. You say: "Indeed, those who forge lie upon Lord Allah will not prosper".
The hypocritical transgressors are forging lies upon Lord Allah, and their blind
followers are rejecting Adhikr—the Truth. These human devils will not prosper in this
world as well as in the Hereafter. Such worst creatures will be summoned as deaf,
dumb and blind into the Hell prone on their faces, they are in the worst place and they
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are the most strayed as explained in verses 8: 22 and 25: 33-34. See the explanations
1: 7; 6: 21; 7: 21 and 10: 17-18.
70. A little enjoyment in this world; then unto Us is their return; then We will make
them taste the severe punishment because they were hiding.
The believer who testifies Adhikr is having the aim of life that he must prepare Paradise
in the 4th phase in this world to inherit It in the 7th phase in the Hereafter as explained
in verses 3: 136 and 4: 1. He is having the consciousness that a Recording Book is
fastened upon everyone’s neck which will be produced as an Illuminating Spread Open
Book on the Day of Judgment for reckoning oneself as explained in 9: 51 and 17: 1314.
But the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are aimless and heedless who are hiding and
rejecting Adhikr. They are the Mujirims serving Satan and they have no consciousness
about the Recording Book. So, they will wail on the Day of Judgment as: “Oh, woe to
us! What a kind of is this Book; It leaves nothing small or great except it is inscribed in
it?” And they will find in their Recording Book whatever they were doing; and the
Impartial Lord does do any injustice to anyone as told in verse 18: 49. It is told in verses
23: 62-64: “No soul shall cop with whatever it can’t, and with Us is a Recording Book
which reflects with Truth, and they will not be wronged. But their hearts are not
conscious about This, and they have deeds without having consciousness about the
Recording Book, thus they will continue aimlessly and heedlessly in their deeds”. These
worthless people mentioned in verses 25: 17-18 who are hiding Adhikr—the Splendid
Book—will have painful torment as told in verses 41: 41-43. They are reading verses
2: 136, 285 and 3: 82 which say: “We are not differentiating in between any
Messengers”, but by rejecting Adhikr they are not following any Messenger or
Prophet. Instead, they are following 29 pseudo-prophets and are welcoming the 30th
pseudo-prophet Antichrist as explained in verse 2: 110. The command of verses 4: 91;
9: 5, 123 and 33: 60-61 to kill these Fujjar will be implemented after the second coming
of Jesus as explained in verses 4: 158-159. See the explanations 3: 106, 196-197 and 6:
22-26.
71. And you explain to them the news of Noah when he said to his people: “Oh my
people, if my dwelling and my reminding with the verses of Lord Allah has become a
big burden upon you, then I have entrusted upon Allah. So, you and your patrons
together take a decision—then let not your decision be obscure to you. Then you
execute it upon me and don’t give me respite.
The 999 out of each 1000 among the people of every Messenger rejected Adhikr and
ridiculed the Messenger. Here Messenger Noah challenged his people, just like
Messenger Ibrahim challenged his people as explained in verses 6: 80-82; Messenger
Hood challenged his people as explained in verses 11: 53-55. Messenger Muhammad
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is commanded to challenge his people as explained in verses 7: 194-195. Today,
Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book—is codified. So, the odd-believer is
commanded not to obey the disbelievers and is commanded to do Jihad against them
with Adhikr as explained in verse 25: 52. He must follow the lifestyle as explained in
verses 7: 205-206 which is beneficial for the 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures.
See the explanation9: 28, 31-33 and 73.
72. And if you turn away then I am not asking from you any reward; indeed, my
reward is from none except upon Lord Allah, and I have been commanded to be
among those submitted whole to the Lord.
Through verses 26: 109-110 Messenger Nooh, through 26: 127 Messenger Hood,
through 26: 145 Messenger Swalih, through 26: 164 Prophet Looth and through 26:
180 Prophet Shuhaib told their people: “I am not asking any reward for conveying the
Message to you. Indeed, my reward is with none except upon the Lord of all worlds”.
It is commanded to Messenger Muhammad and believer to say through verse 25: 57:
“I am not asking any reward for delivering the Message to you except that the one
who wishes to reach his Lord should take It as a Ticket”. Through verses 38: 86-87
Messenger is commanded to tell: “I am not asking you any reward for this Message,
and I am not among the boasters. Indeed, It is nothing, except a Reminder for the
entire worlds”. It is asked through verse68: 46: “Or do you ask from them a reward so
that they are burdened with a lot of debts?” As told in verses 36: 20-21 a believer who
came into the town from the far distance told his people: “Oh my people! You follow
the Messengers, they are not asking from you any reward, and they are guided”.
Verse 27: 91 says: “I have only been commanded to serve the Lord of this city, who
made it sacred and to who belongs all things, and I have been commanded to be
among true Muslims—that submitted wholly to Lord”. Through verse 16: 89, it is told
that Adhikr which explains everything is a Guidance, Mercy, and Herald for the true
Muslims. But the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar who hide and reject Adhikr—the
Witness, Leader, Mercy, Proof—is promised with Fire as explained in verse 11: 17. The
hypocritical disbelievers who hide Adhikr and those who are purchasing petty prices
for verses of the Book are filling their bellies nothing except Fire as explained in verses
2: 174-176. By conveying Adhikr—the Safeguard against all calamities, disasters,
diseases and the Hellfire; Messengers and believers will receive Mercy from the Lord
and Angels as told in verse 33: 43.
Today, among mankind, Fujjar are only reading these verses. Lord’s wrath and the
curse are happened upon these worst creatures for hiding and rejecting Adhikr which
is meant for the entire mankind as explained in verses 2: 159-162. See the explanations
3: 21-22, 91; 6: 89-90; and 9: 129.
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73. Then they rejected him, so We saved him and those with him in the ark and made
them successors, and We drowned those who were rejecting Our verses. Then you
see how was the consequence of those who were warned.
The first Messenger deputed by Lord was Nooh, and he was deputed with the Message
Adhikr as explained in verse 4: 163. Even though he reminded his people for about 950
years, a few of them only believed as told in verses 29: 14-16. Most of his people
rejected Adhikr and followed the hypocritical transgressors whose wealth and children
increased them nothing except loss. Thus, they became wrongdoers. Then Lord
inspired Noah to pray as: “Oh My Lord! Don’t spare upon the earth anyone from the
disbelievers; indeed, if You spare them, they will mislead Your servants and will not
deliver anyone except Fujjar and Kuffar, and you don’t increase for these wrongdoers
anything except destruction” as told in verses 71: 21-28. Thus, Lord drowned
wrongdoers and saved Nooh and believers with him in an ark as explained in verses
11: 21-45. If a people of Messenger become wrongdoers, transgressors, and Mujirims
after they had been warned with Adhikr, they will be destroyed as explained in verses
7: 73-79.
Today, there is no group of believers anywhere in the world. So, the odd-believer is
commanded not to seek forgiveness for the hypocritical transgressors and Kuffar as
explained in verses 9: 84-85. Instead, he is commanded to do Jihad with Adhikr against
them as explained in verse 9: 73. See the explanations 3: 10; 6: 133 and 9: 67-68.
74. Then We sent after him Messengers to their people, and they came to them with
Clear Explanation; but they were not believed in That which they had rejected
before, thus We seal upon the hearts of aggressors.
All the 313 Messengers have been sent with Adhikr—the Clear Explanation and
Truth—to warn mankind that there is no deity except Allah and to serve Him alone as
told in verses 21: 24-25. It is told about hypocrites in verse 63: 3 that they believed
and then they disbelieved; so, Lord has sealed upon their heart; thus, they don’t
understand the aim of life. Only such transgressing people will hide Adhikr—the Food,
Cloth and Sight of the human soul— from mankind as explained in verse 2: 99. The Hell
will be filled with these aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers as explained
in verses 7: 179. While the odd-believer who testifies Adhikr is trying to propagate It
to entire worlds to benefit the 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures, the worst
creatures—the hypocrites and Kuffar mentioned in verse 8: 22—try to extinguish the
Light Adhikr. But Lord will fill His Light even though disbelievers hate It as explained in
verses 9: 32-33. See the explanations 2: 6-7, 18; 6: 25-26 and 10: 33.
75. Then We sent after them Moses and Haroon to Pharaoh and his folks with Our
signs, but they behaved arrogantly and were a Mujirim people.
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Among the people of all Messengers, 999 out of 1000 are Mujirims who are serving
Satan as told in verses 36: 59-62 without utilizing their intelligence. By destroying the
people of Looth who were involved in evils like antinatural sexual activities (sodomy),
Lord says in verse 27: 69, “Then you see how the consequence of Mujirim people
was”.
The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are the Mujirims mentioned in 52 places such as in 6:
55; 7: 40; 15: 12; 26: 99, 200; 34: 32 and 83: 29. Believers all over the world will be
separated into Hijaz to punish the hypocrites and Mushriks as told in verse 48: 6. By
following 29 pseudo-prophets and welcoming the 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist,
after the second coming of Jesus these cursed hypocrites and Mushriks will be killed
implementing the command of verses 4: 91; 9: 5, 123 and 33: 60-61. The believer is
commanded to say to these wrongdoers: “You travel along with the earth and see how
the consequence of Mujirims was”. See the explanations 8: 48-50; 9: 65-66 and 10: 1718
76. Then when the Truth from Us came to them, they said: "Indeed, this is manifest
sorcery”.
If Messengers sent with the Truth—Adhikr—were ridiculed by disbelievers as
sorcerers, in this verse disbelievers are saying that Adhikr is the manifest sorcery. It is
told in verse 36: 69 “Not Arabic Qur’an but Adhikr—the Reminder—is the Clear and
Manifest Reading”. But the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar have made their food
‘rejecting Adhikr’; thus, they are ruining themselves, but they perceive it not as
explained in verses 6: 25-26. The Truth mentioned in 256 places such as in 2: 147; 7:
8-9; 10: 108; 17: 81; 39: 41; 40: 78 and 43: 78 is Adhikr. But these aimless hypocrites
and their heedless followers are strayed away from Adhikr—the Straightpath—by the
following falsehood. So, they will get Hell as a fine for their worthless life in this world
by forgetting Adhikr as explained in verses 14: 28-29; 25: 34 and 65-66. See the
explanations 2: 119; 9: 31-33 and 10: 2-3.
77. Moses asked: “Are you saying about the Truth manifest sorcery when it has come
to you? And sorcerers will not prosper”.
Miracles are the Sign—the Truth—from the Lord of the universe whereas sorcery is
falsehood and is from Satan as explained in 2: 102. Everything happening in the
universe is already inscribed and preserved in the Book as explained in verses 2: 2, 255
and 9: 51. Without Adhikr—the Permission of Lord; no Prophet or Messenger can bring
any Miracle or a Sign as told in verses 13: 38; 14: 11 and 40: 78.
But Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar do not consider Lord as Adhikr—the Truth—submits
as explained in verse 6: 91. These curse and wrath affected people are serving Satan
and are following his footsteps throughout life as explained in verses 2: 168-169. Every
one among them will witness against his/ her soul that indeed he was a disbeliever at
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the time of death and on the Day of Judgment as explained in 10: 60. It is told in verses
75: 31-32 that at the time of any of the Kafir’s death, Lord will tell him: “You didn’t
testify the Truth, so you didn’t perform the prayer, but you rejected and turned back”.
Verses 13: 14 and 40: 50 end as: “The prayer of Kafirs increase nothing except astray”.
See explanation 2: 18; 4: 51-52 and 6: 109-111.
78. They said: “Have you come to us to turn us away from the path our forefathers
were following so that both of you may have greatness in the land? Anyway, we are
not going to believe with both of you”.
Messenger Moses and Prophet Haroon came to Egypt with Signs—the Truth—to
deliver the people from the darkness into the Light. Pharaoh and his folk were afraid
that Lord’s Signs will be spread all over the world so that their honors and kingship in
Egypt will be lost. Moses and Haroon invited people into the Lord of all worlds by
showing 9 Signs as explained in verse 7: 133. Pharaoh had declared himself as the lord
of world vide verse 79: 24 and as deity vide verse 26: 29. So he tried to stop the
spreading of Lord’s Message as told in this verse. It is told in verse 40: 26: “And Pharaoh
said: "Leave me so that I can kill Moses and let him call upon his Lord. Indeed, I fear
that he will change your religion or that he will cause mischief in the land”.
Today, these verses are only read by the Fujjar. But these true disbelievers as explained
in verses 4: 150-151 are hiding and rejecting Adhikr. They are following books written
by the 29 pseudo-prophets and hypocrites by rejecting verse 2: 79. They are reading
in verse 16: 89 that Adhikr which explains everything is a Guidance, Mercy, and Herald
for those who submit everything to the Lord. They are also reading in verses 25: 33-34
that if they didn’t testify Adhikr—the Truth and the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book;
they will be dragged prone on their faces into the Hell, they will be in the worst place
and they are the most strayed. See the explanations 2: 254; 7: 175-176; 8: 22 and 22:
8.
79. And Pharaoh said: "Bring to me every well-versed sorcerer”.
80. So when the sorcerers came, Moses said to them: “Throw down whatever you
have to throw”.
81. Then when they had thrown Moses said: “Whatever you have brought is only
sorcery; indeed, Lord Allah will make it futile, indeed Allah doesn’t reform the deeds
of mischief-makers.”
It is told in verses 20: 65-68: The sorcerers asked Moses: ‘Either you or we will be the
first to throw’. Moses said: ‘Nay, you throw’, and suddenly their ropes and staffs
seemed as moving with their sorcery. And Moses sensed fear in his soul. We told: ‘You
don’t fear; indeed, it is you who are the superior’. Thus, when the sorcerers threw
what they had, it bewitched the eyes and terrified the people. Then Lord inspired to
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Moses for putting down his staff. When it was put, it swallowed up whatever the
sorcerers had trumped up as told in verses 7: 115-117. It is told in verses 26: 44-48:
“So when the sorcerers threw their ropes and their staffs and said: ‘By the power of
Pharaoh, indeed it is we who are going to dominate’. Then Moses threw his staff,
behold! at once it consumed whatever they forged. So, the sorcerers fell in
prostration. They said: ‘We have believed in the Lord of all worlds, the Lord of Moses
and Haroon”. Any deed without testifying Adhikr will be in futile as explained in2: 186;
7: 8-9; 18: 103-105 and 25: 23.
Today, the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar—hypocrites and Kuffar—are hiding and
rejecting Adhikr—the Trust and Balance to keep the universe in its equilibrium. Thus,
they become the mischief-makers and Mujirims as explained in verses 10: 17-18.
Verses 7: 86 and 103 end asking: “How was the consequence of the mischief-makers”.
See the explanations 2: 11-12; 7: 142; 169-170 and 47: 8-9.
82. And Lord Allah will establish the Truth with His Words even if the Mujirims are
hating it.
Today, these verses are read by the aimless hypocrites and their blind Mushrik
followers. They both belong to Fujjar and Mujirims. They are following falsehood
which will be perished as explained in 9: 53-55. It is told in verse 41: 53 that the Lord
will show them His verses on the horizons as well as in themselves until it becomes
clear to them that indeed It is the Truth. When the command of verses 4: 91; 9: 5, 123
and 33: 60-61 will be implemented after the second coming of Jesus, the Fujjar and
Mujirims will realize that Adhikr—the Truth—was the only Book revealed from Lord as
told in verse 38: 8. Verses 43: 74-78 say: Indeed, Mujirims will remain in the
punishment of Hell forever, it will not be eased for them and they will feel confounded
in it. And We have not done any unjust to them, but they were unjust to their soul.
They will call Malik, angel who is Gate Keeper of the hell: May your Lord put an end to
us? Malik will reply: Indeed, you should abide in it forever, verily We had come to you
with the Truth, but most among you were hating the Truth. See the explanation2: 147148, 166-167; 6: 55 and 7: 40.
83. But no one believed in Moses, except a few youths among his people, for fear of
Pharaoh and his chief folks that they would persecute them. And indeed, Pharaoh
was a supreme on the earth, and indeed, he was among the aggressors.
Pharaoh by forgetting the Lord of the universe was claiming that he was the supreme
Lord of his people as explained in verse 79: 24. Through verses 44: 30-32 it is told that
surely, Lord saved the children of Israel from heinous punishment from Pharaoh,
indeed, he was a supreme among aggressors. When Pharaoh’s chiefs asked: “Are you
leaving freely Moses and his people to do mischief on the earth and to forsake you and
your deities? Pharaoh replied: Certainly, we will slay their sons and we will allow their
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women to live, and indeed we have supreme authority above them as explained in
verse 7: 127.
Today’s hypocrites who will enter Hell without Trial are having worst characters than
that of Pharaoh as explained in verses 2: 204-206. If hypocrites get commanding
power, they will cause bloodshed, riot, selfishness, groups and all such mischievous
activities on earth as explained in verses 2: 168-169.
It is told about 7 youth believers in verses 18: 9-21 as “they told their transgressing
people that they will not accept any deity except Lord. Thus, Lord sheltered them by
entering them into a cave and resting them there for about 300 years”. The youths
who are having independent mentality were in front to believe in every Messenger’s
period. Since Adhikr is codified as the Splendid Book today, whoever holdfasts It, he
did holdfast Lord and is guided into the Straightpath as explained in verse 5: 48. The
Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar and Kuffar by hiding and rejecting Adhikr—the Best
Interpretation of Lord’s Book—are following and obeying 29 pseudo-prophets. Thus,
they are hurrying for the emergence of Antichrist. By the coming of Antichrist, at first,
they will accept him as a prophet, and later even as their lord. By the second coming
of Jesus, he will kill Antichrist. Then all Kuffar and hypocrites will be killed by the ‘otherpeople’ belonging to Messenger’s community implementing the command of verses
4: 91; 9: 5, 123 and 33: 60-61. Lord has taught through Messenger that the believer
should select the Hell of Antichrist while the Kuffar will select his pseudo-paradise in
this world. See the explanation 4: 140-145; 8: 49-55; 9: 67-68 and 129.
84. And Moses said: Oh, my people, if you have believed in Lord Allah, then upon
Him you entrust if you are Muslims.
Whatever happening in this universe is with the knowledge of the Lord of the universe.
Nothing is existing in the universe except its forelock is with the Lord as told in
verses11: 56 and 96: 15-16. So, the believer entrusts everything upon Him. Today
Adhikr explains everything is formed. So, whoever submits everything to the Lord only
testifies It as the Guidance, Mercy, and Herald as told in verse 16: 89. Since Arabic
Qur’an reading Fujjar are the deaf and dumb towards Adhikr, they are denoted as the
worst creatures among the 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures. They will be
dragged prone on their faces into Hell, such are in the worst place and are the most
strayed as explained in 8: 22; 17: 97-98 and 25: 34. They are boasting that they are the
people of the Book, but by forgetting Adhikr—the Three-Time-Knowledge—they have
become worthless as explained in verses 25: 17-18. Their hypocritical leaders made
the Hell—house of worthless—permissible to their followers as explained in verses 14:
28-29. The evil comes from Satan while good comes from the Lord as explained in
verse 4: 79. So the believer will transform his Jinn soul-mate into a believer utilizing
Adhikr and will keep Lord in his heart. Such a believer will only die as Muslim—those
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who submit wholly to the Lord—as explained in verses 3: 101-102. The Fujjar who do
not transform their soul mate into believer will die witnessing against their soul that
indeed they were disbelievers as explained in verse 10: 60. See the explanations3: 7980; 10: 71 and 22: 77-78.
85. Then they said: “Upon Lord Allah we entrust. Our Lord, make us not a trial for
the wrongdoing people”.
86. And save us with Your Mercy from the disbelieving people.
Today, Adhikr is codified as the Splendid Book through the Three-Time-Knower
mentioned in verse 25: 59. So, whoever from among different groups of Fujjar didn’t
judge with It is his individual, family and social life, such are the true disbelievers,
wrongdoers, and transgressors as explained in verses 5: 44, 45 and 47. It is told
through verse 2: 254 by calling the believers: “You spend whatever you have been
provided before a day comes, in which there will be no bargaining, no friendship and
no intercession; and the disbelievers they are the wrongdoers”. The Fujjar who read
these verses is leading a life against the command of not only this verse, but also
against all 6236 verses. For those who died as Kuffar, then never would be accepted
from such as much gold as the Earth contains, even they ransom with it; such of them
have a painful punishment, and they will have none from helpers as explained in verse
3: 91. The odd-believer will live and follow a lifestyle as explained in verses 7: 205-206.
See the explanations 2: 165-167; 4: 174-175; 9: 28 and 95.
87. And We inspired Moses and his brother: “Settle both of your people in Egypt in
houses and make your houses places for prayer and establish prayer and give glad
tidings to the believers”.
During the early period of Messenger’s Meccan life, the odd-believers used to pray
from their houses. The Messenger’s prayer during his 45th age was nothing but
prolonged prostration at Sacred Masjid since Meccan pagans were encircling Ka’bah
in nude as explained in 2: 43. Then in Medina, after forming a group of believers,
congressional prayer started. But as explained in verses 3: 7-10 after 30 years of
Prophet’s departure, Islam is deteriorated. Then among the Book reading Fujjar are
having their ledger in Sijjeen of Hell as told in verse 83: 7. They are the Mujirims and
Kuffar as told in verses 83: 29 and 34. They are serving Satan and for them, the doors
of Heaven will not be opened and they will not enter into the paradise until a camel
can pass through the eye of a tailor’s needle as explained in verse 7: 40. The hypocrites
have been killed by the Impartial Lord since they hid and rejected—Adhikr—the Ticket
for returning into the Paradise—as explained in verses 2: 18 and 10: 33. The
hypocritical transgressors are commanding evil and are forbidding good, for them and
their followers the Hellfire is kept promised as explained in verses 9: 67-68. It is told in
verses 74: 42-47: “The inhabitants of Paradise will ask about the Mujirims: ‘What led
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you into the Saqar (one among the 7 doors of the Hell)?’ They will reply: ‘We were not
among those who prayed, nor did we used to feed the poor. And we used to ridicule
believer who follows Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book, and we used to
deny the Day of Judgment until death comes to us’”. Every Fujjar should hear from his
Lord at the time of death: “You didn’t testify the Truth—Adhikr, so you didn’t pray,
instead you rejected and turned away from the Straightpath”, as told in verses 75: 3132.
Without being a believer with Adhikr—the Permission—no prayer will be responded
and no deeds will be accepted. Instead, they will get Hellfire as a fine as explained in
verses 4: 142; 25: 34 and 65-66. The odd-believer who considers the Lord as Impartial
and prays as: “You make us the leaders for the heedful who follow Adhikr” as told in
verse 25: 74 neither follows the hypocrites nor stands as Imam for the worthless
people. Lord has warned through Messenger about a period when the odd-believer
should pray in his house and for them, the Prostration of Recitation will be worthier
than getting all that is on the earth as explained in verses 7: 205-206; 22: 78 and 32:
15.
The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar’s Masjids are huge buildings with the crowd. But true
belief or true believers are not there and they have strayed away from the Guidance—
Adhikr. Lord’s Book remains only within the Arabic alphabets. Their leaders are the
worst creatures under the sky. Sedition is happening from their part, and its burden
will return to them. It is commanded to holdfast Adhikr as it should be held as
explained in verse 3: 103. See explanation 2: 2-5; 6: 89-90 and 8: 2-4.
88. And Moses said: “Our Lord, indeed, You have given Pharaoh and his folks
splendor and wealth in the worldly life; our Lord, that is to stray people from Your
path; our Lord, you wipe out their wealth and harden their hearts so that they will
not believe until they see the painful punishment”.
At first, Lord sent Moses to Pharaoh to tell him: Would you purify yourself; and let me
guide you to your Lord so that you would become fearful as told in verses 79: 17-19. It
is told in verses 20: 42-44: You and Haroon approach Pharaoh with My Signs and you
don’t slacken in My remembrance. Both of you go to Pharaoh, indeed, he has
aggressed all bounds. And you speak to him with a gentle speech so that he may be
reminded or He may fear Lord. But when Pharaoh and his folks became transgressors
even after witnessing the Signs, Lord commanded Moses to pray as told in this verse.
The Impartial Lord will not destroy a people unless they become wrongdoers,
transgressors, Mujirims and mischief-makers by hiding and rejecting the Guidance—
Adhikr—as explained in verses 6: 47; 10: 54 and 74.
Today since there is no group of believer anywhere in the world, the odd believer is
commanded to do great Jihad with Adhikr—the Strong Weapon—against the
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hypocrites and Kuffar as explained in verse 9: 73. See the explanation 2: 61, 74; 9: 8082 and 10: 75.
89. He said: Verily, both of your prayers have been responded”. So, both of you
remain upright and you shouldn’t follow the path of those who are not having real
Knowledge.
Adhikr is the only Straightpath and the True Knowledge from the time of Adam to the
Last Day as explained in verses 6: 126 and 153. Today, the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar
are strayed from the Straightpath and they are following 29 pseudo-prophets by hiding
and rejecting the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book—Adhikr.
The believer only follows Adhikr and holdfasts It as It should be. He always prays by
the soul for bracing his feet firm in Adhikr—the Confirmed Truth. He also does great
Jihad against the hypocrites and Kuffar. He is always in the consciousness that
everything happening in the universe is within the Knowledge of the Three-TimeKnower Lord and It is already recorded in His Book. He does not differentiate mankind
based on religion, tribe, caste, sex, ethnicity, etc. He propagates Adhikr throughout
the world even though the Fujjar hate and obstruct It as explained in verses 9: 31-33.
See explanation 3: 200; 9: 71-72 and 10: 62-65.
90. And We made the children of Israel cross the sea, then Pharaoh and his army
followed them out of insolence and enmity when his spirit reached his throat, he
said: "I believed that, indeed, there is no deity except the One whom the children of
Israel believed in, and I am one among those who submit wholly to Lord”.
Lord Allah is the One Who inspired Messenger Moses to strike the sea with his staff
and made the sea separated to two parts as if the water of each part appeared like
huge mountains, and thus made a dry path in the sea for Moses and his followers. He
is the One Who brought Pharaoh and his army to that dry path and made them
drowned by causing the two parts of the sea to join as explained in verse 4: 158. Thus,
when Pharaoh was drowning in the sea and his spirit reached in his throat, he said: ‘I
believed that there is no deity except the One whom the children of Israel believed in,
and I am among the one who submitted all to Allah’ as explained in verse 7: 103.
91. Ah is it Now!? Verily, you disobeyed before and you were among the mischiefmakers?
92. Then today We will save your body only so that it should be a sign for the
successors; and indeed, many among the people are heedless about Our Signs.
When the spirit reaches the throat to depart from one’s body (at the time of death),
the acceptance of belief or repentance will not be benefitted as explained in verses 4:
17-18.
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Lord Allah maintained Pharaoh’s body for about 2800 years in the sea, then later it
was transferred into the Egyptian Museum. It is a sign from the Lord to the whole of
mankind. Even by seeing such miraculous Signs, the Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar by
hiding and rejecting Adhikr had become heedless. The Hellfire will be filled with such
heedless and aimless Kuffar as explained in verse 7: 179. By the appearance of any of
the 10 crucial signs, no soul will be benefited from its belief since the doors of
repentance will be closed forever as explained in verses 6: 158-159. See the
explanations 9: 67-68, 125 and 10: 75.
93. And surely, We had settled the children of Israel in a Truthful dwelling and We
had provided them with a wholesome livelihood. Then, they didn’t differ until
Knowledge had come to them. Indeed, your Lord will Judge between them on the
Day of Judgment in what they have been differing about It.
‘Knowledge’ is one among the 40 names of Adhikr. Every Messenger’s people differed
in the Book sent down with the Messengers. They differentiated into various groups
and became Mushriks as explained in verse 2: 113. Today, Adhikr is formed as the Wise
Reminder for whole mankind as explained in verses 6: 89-90. But the soulless and
worthless Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar have made their food ‘rejecting Adhikr’ as
explained in verse 7: 26. The hypocrites and following Mushriks are having evil
thoughts about Lord Allah so that they have evil consequences. Moreover, Lord’s
wrath and curse are affected upon them, and they will return into Hell as explained in
verses 9: 67-68. Since these deaf and dumb people towards Adhikr are not telling
mankind about It, they should bear the burden of difficulties affecting 1000
communities of Lord’s creatures as explained in 6: 89; 8: 22, 55 and 20: 99-100. For
the ‘other-people’ such as Jains, Buddhists, Hindus, Jews and Christians belonging to
the community of Messenger Muhammed, if they believed with Oneness of Lord and
the Last Day and does honorable deeds, they have their reward with their Lord, and
there shall be no fear upon them and for them will not be grieved as explained in verse
2: 62. See explanation 2: 254; 6: 25-26 and 10: 47.
94. So, if you are in doubt what We have sent down into you, then, you ask those
who are reading the Book before you; surely the Truth has come to you from your
Lord, so you should not be among the doubters.
Adhikr is the Truth mentioned in 256 places such as 2: 147; 7: 8-9; 10: 53; 39: 41, 69,
75 and 43: 78. It is the Confirming Truth as mentioned in verses 56: 95 and 69: 51.
Adhikr is present in all previous scriptures; and It contains all the Upright and Straight
parts of all the previous Books as explained in verse 2: 2.
Arabic Qur’an reading Mujirims by hiding and rejecting Adhikr is following falsehood.
So they will wail in the Hereafter as We have seen the scene of the Hell and we have
heard the sound of it, so You return us to the worldly life so that we may do righteous
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deeds, indeed we have got the confirmed belief as explained in verse 10: 53. Today,
999 out of 1000 Fujjar are not considering Lord Allah as submitted by the Truth—
Adhikr; such is the true disbelievers as explained in verses 4: 150-151. Anyone from
different groups of Fujjar if hides Adhikr—the Witness, the Truth, the Guidance and
Mercy; Fire is promised to him as explained in verse 10: 60. See explanation 5: 48; 9:
5, 123 and 10: 35.
95. Then you shouldn’t be among those who reject the verses of Lord Allah; if you
do so, indeed you would be among the losers.
The hypocrites and their followers by hiding and rejecting Lord’s verses are the
inmates of Fire as explained in verses 2: 39; 5: 10 and 86. They are the Mujirims serving
Satan as explained in verses 6: 55 and 7: 40. These aimless Kuffar who are destined
into the 7 doors of Hell are the real losers as explained in verses 2: 26-27 and 9: 31.
This falsehood followers Fujjar will be the losers as explained in verse 2: 253. See the
explanation2: 119-121; 7: 8-9 and 10: 39.
96. Indeed, those upon whom the Word of your Lord happened will not believe.
97. Even if every sign comes to them until they see the painful punishment.
The one who follows Adhikr and lives by seeing Lord through It can only be reminded,
so he should be informed with glad news of forgiveness and noble reward as explained
in verses 2: 6-7. It is told in verses 36: 69-70 that Reminder—Adhikr—is the Manifest
Reading. and It is revealed to warn the one who has lives and to justify Lord’s Word
happened upon the disbelievers. Nobody can enter Paradise until he transforms his
Jinn soulmate into a believer with Adhikr as explained in verse 8: 48. The believer is
the one who transforms his ledger from Sijjeen mentioned in 83: 7 into ledger Illiyeen
mentioned in 83: 18 with Adhikr. The hypocrites and Fajir belonging to Arabic Qur’an
reading Fujjar are welcoming the Antichrist by hiding and rejecting Adhikr. By the
second coming of Jesus, Antichrist will be killed by him. Then these Kuffar mentioned
in 8: 22 as worst creatures will be killed by other people belonging to Messenger’s
community implementing the command of the verses 4: 91; 9: 5, 123 and 33: 60-61.
Then only these Fujjar will admit that Adhikr was the Truth as told in 38: 8. See the
explanations 4: 118; 7: 178; 9: 115 and 10: 33.
98. Then there has not been a country that believed and their belief benefited them
when they saw the punishment except the people of Yoonus; when they believed,
We removed from them the punishment of disgrace in this world and gave them
livelihood for a while.
When there was not a single person left to believe among the people of concerned
Messenger, Lord inspired the Messenger to pray for taking decisions between the
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believers and transgressing disbelievers. Such are the ways and practices of the
Impartial Lord in every era except in the case of Messenger Younus’s (Jonah’s) people.
As per verses 21: 87 and 37: 140-142, Messenger Yoonus got disappointed regarding
his people who were not ready to believe in the Message—Adhikr. So, without Lord’s
Permission, he left his people in anger by warning them about the punishment. He
boarded a laden ship. When the ship was in a dangerous situation because of overload,
the passengers decided to unload one among them through casting lot. As a result,
Yoonus was chosen. So, they threw him into the sea. Then Lord made a whale swallow
him as he was among guilty. Then he regretted his deed and sought forgiveness from
the darkness (whale’s belly) by his soul: “There is no deity except You. Glory be to You!
Indeed, I was among the wrongdoers”. Thus, the Lord accepted his repentance and
saved him from the distress as told in verses 21: 87-88. It is told in verse 37: 143: If
Yoonus was not among those who glorify the Lord, he would have remained there in
the belly of the whale until the Resurrection Day. By saving Messenger Yoonus from
the belly of the whale, Lord says: Just like that We save the believers as explained in
verse 7: 72.
When the people of Yoonus saw the punishment coming, they searched for Yoonus.
While they didn’t see him, everyone including aged persons and kids gathered in open
land and cried out to Lord. As a result, Lord removed the punishment and later
Messenger Yoonus was reappointed to them. Thus, they believed in the Message and
Lord granted them livelihood for a while as told in verses 37: 147-148. It is the duty of
the Lord to help and save the Messengers and believers as explained in verse 4: 158.
Today, Adhikr—the Safeguard—is formed as a Book. Verse 22: 78 ends as: "So you
holdfast the Lord, He is your Master, What a Best Master and what a Best Helper".
One can hold fast Lord by firmly holding Adhikr. But the hypocrites and their blind
followers by making their food ‘rejecting Adhikr’, they will face heinous punishment in
this world as well as in the Hereafter. See the explanations 3: 26-27, 37; 10: 4 and 65.
99. And if Lord has wished, all of them on earth would have believed. Then, would
you compel mankind until they become believers?
100. And it is not suitable for a soul to believe except with the Permission of Lord
Allah, and He will place filth upon those who are not utilizing their intelligence.
‘The Permission’ is one among the 40 names of Adhikr. And today It is codified as the
Splendid Book. So, without It, nobody can become a believer. There is no compulsion
in the ‘True way of life’; the Right Way has been cleared from the wrong way, then
anyone who rejects the satanic forces and holdfast Adhikr—the Unbreakable Rope—
he is guided into the Straightpath as explained in verse 2: 256.
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The Arabic Qur’an reading will ridicule the odd-believer who follows and testifies
Adhikr as told in verse 83: 29. These worthless people mentioned in 25: 17-18 are
serving Satan and are following his footsteps as explained in verses 2: 168-169. They
are mentioned as worst creatures among 1000 communities of Lord’s creatures
because they are deaf in hearing Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book—and
dumb in talking about It to mankind as explained in verses 8: 22 and 55. The hypocrites
and Kuffar are filthy and Adhikr will increase nothing but filth over filth for them as
explained in verses 9: 28, 95 and 125. See explanation 2: 272; 7: 150 and 10: 57-58.
101. You say: You all observe what is in the heavens and on earth, but no verses and
warnings are useful for the people who are not believing.
Verses 16: 48 says: Have they not seen anything Lord Allah has created? They with
their shadows incline to the right and the left prostrating to Allah, and they are
humble. Today, Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are only reading these verses. Just like
Satan didn’t prostrate before Adam by rejecting the command of Lord, these human
devils also don’t do the compulsory ‘prostration of Recitation’ mentioned in 15 places
in Adhikr. They are hastening to prostrate in their prayers without participating soul
so that they are the people upon whom Lord’s punishment is promised as explained
in verse 22: 18. It is the same in their case if they are warned or not warned, they
would not believe as explained in 2: 6-7. They are the people upon whom the
punishment of the Lord is proved true. So, they will not believe as told in verse 36: 7.
See the explanations 3: 91; 6: 111 and 7: 185.
102. Then, are they waiting except for the days which have passed for those before
them? You say: Then you wait, indeed I am too waiting with you.
Today, the odd-believer who testifies Adhikr as explained in verses 7: 205-206 should
say these words towards Arabic Qur’an reading Kuffar who are rejecting Adhikr. The
hypocritical transgressors and their followers mockingly ask the believer: When this
promise will be happening if you are so truthful as explained in 10: 11 and 48. See the
explanations 2: 210; 6: 158; 7: 171 and 187.
103. Then We save Our Messengers and those who have believed with him; thus, it
is a duty upon Us that We would save the believers.
It is told in verses 2: 256; 3: 101; 4: 174-175 and 5: 48 that whoever holdfasts Adhikr,
he did holdfast Lord and is guided into the Straightpath. The believer by transforming
his Jinn soulmate into a believer with Adhikr—the Truth—will keep the Truth—Lord—
and such will only die as true Muslims as explained in verses 3: 102 and 16: 89. Verse
3: 79 says: It is not suitable for a man to whom Lord Allah has given the Book, the
Wisdom, and the Prophethood, then to say the people: You be my servants besides
Allah; on the contrary, he would say: You be proud representatives of Lord as you have
been taught by the Book and as you have been teaching It.
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The wrongdoers who hide and reject Adhikr will wail in the Hereafter that Satan has
obstructed him from Adhikr after It reached him as explained in verse 25: 29. These
hypocrites and Kuffar will blame and curse each other in Hell as explained in verses 2:
165-167.
Since Lord is Impartial, the believer who judges with Adhikr—the Permission—in his
individual, family and social life can decide his time of death and he can change the
decree from ledger Sijjeen to ledger Illiyeen. See explanation 2: 62 and 10: 98.
104. You say: Oh mankind! If you are in doubt concerning my way of life, then I don’t
serve those which you serve besides Lord Allah; but I serve Allah Who takes back
your soul, and I have been commanded to be among the believers.
Lord Allah takes back the soul during death, and the one who is not dying, during their
sleep; He holds the soul of the one whom He has fixed the decree of death, and for
others, He sends back the soul till a fixed time as explained in verse 6: 60. It is
commanded the Messenger and believer to remind mankind through verse 32: 4:
There is no patron or interceder for them except Allah—the Lord of the universe.
Today, Adhikr—the Permission—is formed as a Book. So, nobody can become a
believer except with It. The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are serving Satan and are
following his footsteps as explained in verse 10: 100. Every Messenger and Prophet
are believers and they belong to the party of Believer Allah—the Straightpath. The
party of Allah will only prosper as explained in verses 5: 55-56. Since there is no group
of believers anywhere in the world today, the lifestyle and mode of prayer of oddbeliever should be as explained in verses 7: 205-206. It is told to Messenger and
believer to proclaim through verses 39: 11-14: “Indeed I have been commanded to
serve Allah, and be sincere to Him in the True way of life. And I have been commanded
to be the first among those who submit wholly to Lord. Indeed, if I disobey my Lord, I
fear the punishment of a tremendous Day. I serve Allah alone submitting whole life to
Him”. Through the verses 109: 6 the believer is commanded to declare to the Arabic
Qur’an reading Fujjar- the disbelievers-as “for you your way of life, and for me the True
way of life” i.e. The way of life which the Truth Adhikr submits. See the explanations
1: 4; 2: 152 and 3: 42-43.
105. And keep up your face upright towards the True way of life, and indeed never be
among those who associate others with Lord Allah.
As explained in verse 3: 20 believer and Messenger should declare: “This is my way, I
am inviting you to Lord; upon an Insight are whoever follows me and myself, Glory be
to the Lord, and I am not among the Mushriks explained in verse 6: 14: “If you do
associate others with Allah, certainly all your deeds will become futile, and you will be
among the losers. Nay, to Allah then you serve, and be among the grateful”. Today,
the believer who testifies Adhikr which explains everything as the Guidance, Mercy,
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and Herald should say to the Arabic Qur’an reading Mushrik: “If I follow your way,
indeed all my deeds will become futile” as explained in verse 9: 28. See the
explanations 2: 135-136 and 6: 161.
106. And you don’t invoke others besides Allah which neither benefits you nor harms
you; if you do so, then indeed you would be among the wrongdoers.
Adhikr is revealed to punish the hypocrites and their Mushrik followers as told in
verses 9: 67-68; 33: 73; 48: 6 and 98: 6. Verses 22: 11-13 say: “There are some men
who serve the Lord along a borderline; if any good happens to him he accepts it calmly,
while if some trials strike him he turns over on his face in despair. He loses this world
as well as the Hereafter, it is an obvious loss. He appeals to besides Lord Allah who
doesn’t harm or doesn’t benefit to him, it is the extreme astray; he appeals to
someone whose harm is closer than his benefit, what an evil patron and what an evil
companion!” The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar who hides and rejects Adhikr—the Best
Interpretation of Lord’s Book—will be dragged prone on their faces into Hell, such are
in the worst place and they are the most strayed as explained in verses 8: 22 and 25:
33-34. See the explanations 1: 7; 4: 117-118; 7: 194-196 and 10: 17-18.
107. And if Lord Allah should touch you with adversity, then there is no remover of
it except He; and if He intends good for you, then there is no repeller of His Bounty.
He causes It to reach whom He wishes among His servants, and He is the Forgiving,
the Merciful.
Anyone holdfasts Adhikr—the Best and the Bounty; he did holdfast Lord and is guided
into the Straightpath as explained in verses 3: 101 and 5: 48. Any good happening to
one is from Lord Allah, while any bad happening to one is from himself as explained in
verses 4: 78-79. See the explanations 2: 269; 4: 115 and 10: 57-58.
108. You say: “Oh mankind, the Truth has come to you from your Lord, so whoever
is guided is only guided for his own sake, and whoever goes astray only goes astray
for her own sake, and I am not a custodian upon you”.
The Truth mentioned in 256 places such as in 2: 147; 3: 60; 7: 8-9; 11: 17; 17: 81; 21:
24; 25: 33 and 39: 41 is Adhikr. If male or female follows and testifies Adhikr, he/she
will be admitted into Paradise. If male or female falsifies and hides Adhikr after
receiving It, he/she will be admitted into the Hell. The Impartial Lord has codified
Adhikr as a Book through the Three-Time-Knower mentioned in verse 25: 59. So,
nobody can blame the Lord, Satan, Prophets or anyone for one’s astray. It is Lord Who
has sent His Messenger with Guidance and the True way of life, to be it supreme upon
all other ways of life, even though the Mushriks are hating It as explained in verse 9:
33. The believer transforms his Jinn soulmate into a believer with Adhikr, and he will
only die as a true Muslim as explained in verses 3: 102 and 16: 89. All other hypocrites
and Kuffar (Fujjar) will witness against their soul as “indeed, they were disbelievers”
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at the time of death and on the Day of Judgment as explained in 10: 60. Any Fujjar who
didn’t testify Adhikr, he is following falsehood. Since Trial is done with Adhikr on the
Day of Judgment, he will be among the losers as told in verse 40: 78. See the
explanations 2: 119; 3: 41; 4: 104 and 10: 94.
109. And you follow what is revealed upon you, and you be patient until Lord Allah
will Judge, and He is the Best Judge among the judges.
Adhikr is the Truth and the Best Interpretation of Lord’s Book mentioned in verse 25:
33. The Arabic Qur’an reading Fujjar are not hearing It or are not talking about It to
mankind. So, they are denoted as the worst creatures who didn’t utilize their
intelligence as explained in 8: 22 and 55. It is told in verses 95: 7-8: “Whoever rejects
Adhikr—the True way of life—after receiving It; then is not Allah the Best Judge among
the judges?” Whoever didn’t judge with Adhikr in his individual, family and social life
in this world, such are the disbelievers, wrongdoers, and transgressors as explained in
10: 86. The scenario of quarreling, cursing, blaming and abusing such disbelieving,
wrongdoing Mujirims each other in the Hell is explained in 2: 165-167. See the
explanations 9: 53-55, 65-66 and 10: 85-86.
________
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